ANPA maintains television's figures are false. p23
On the Hill: NAB varies from CPTV script. p46
ABC rebuts Justice's charges about merger. p54
Telesystems, Gencoe merging into Livingston Oil. p36
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spot radio
reminds them
to buy your product

Keep your summer sales swinging with SPOT RADIO, reminding people wherever they are to buy your product.

Courtesy of Union Carbide Corporation

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS
Packages that travel on “people” schedules!

Your packages go everywhere Greyhound goes. Same bus, same fast, frequent schedules, when you ship by Greyhound Package Express.

“People” schedules are package schedules when you ship by Greyhound Package Express. Got a hurry-up shipment? Put it on a Greyhound—the same Greyhound bus that carries passengers. When the passengers arrive, your shipment arrives. Schedules are regular, fast and frequent. You can ship anytime at your convenience—day or night, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Weekends and holidays, too. Greyhound travels the most direct routes, via the newest super highways, serving thousands of cities, towns and villages all over America. And GPX is a money-saver you can’t afford to overlook. Next time you’ve got a shipment ready to go, look into GPX. Take your choice of C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid, or open a GPX Charge Account. For complete information about service, rates and routes, call Greyhound, or write: Greyhound Package Express, Dept. 8-E, 10 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

It’s there in hours and costs you less

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Buses Daily</th>
<th>Running Time</th>
<th>20 lbs.</th>
<th>30 lbs.</th>
<th>40 lbs.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago—Milwaukee</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1 hr. 50 mins.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta—Birmingham</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 hrs. 30 mins.</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland—Columbus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 hrs. 55 mins.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle—Portland</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3 hrs. 25 mins.</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other low rates up to 100 lbs. Lot shipments, too.

One of a series of messages depicting another growing service of The Greyhound Corporation.
You set the parameter.

We’ll prove that the Eastern Iowa Market is paradigmatic.

How do you like your markets? Full of full employment? The Iowa pool-shooting, or unemployment, ratio in 1966 was 1.4%—about a third of the national figure. Nonfarm employment, estimated at 786,000 in 1966 by the Iowa Employment Security Commission, was at a fifth consecutive yearly all-time high. Noses to the grindstone in Iowa factories averaged better than 200,000 a month. Of Fortune Magazine’s top 500 firms, 115 have Iowa locations. Iowa’s industrial output rose 13% in 1966, to $10.2 billion. Income from farm marketing is up 11% to $3.3 billion.

How do you like your markets? Rich? Personal income is up 9.4% (1966 over 1965) to $6.4 billion.

How do you like your markets? Well-educated? Iowa is about 30% ahead of the national egghead average in number of doctorate degrees granted on a population basis—and 100% ahead of the national average in number of doctorate degrees. Iowa’s three state-supported colleges had enrollment of 50,000 in 1966. Our literacy rate is the nation’s highest.

You are regaled with this Iowa lore because Eastern Iowa, or WMTLand, constitutes 60% of Iowa’s population and purchasing power. It includes Cedar Rapids, Iowa City, Waterloo and Dubuque—four of Iowa’s eight largest population centers.

To arrange a romance between your computer and ours, or just to receive our non-fattening definition of paradigmatic and other quaint Eastern Iowa terms, drop us a note, or see the man from Katz, our national representatives.
I'LL SAY IT JUST ONCE MORE...

LANCASTER-HARRISBURG-YORK-LEBANON IS ONE TV MARKET WITH WGAL-TV CHANNEL 8

CHANNEL 8 reaches a great, thriving area, including these four major markets, as well as many other communities. And, it delivers the giant share of the viewers in its market.

Another priceless plus: 23%* color penetration for its all-color local telecasts and NBC programs.

* Based on Oct.-Nov. 1966 Nielsen estimates; subject to inherent limitations of sampling techniques and other qualifications issued by Nielsen, available upon request.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

Steinman Television Stations • Clair McCollough, Pres.
WGAL-TV Lancaster-Harrisburg-York, Pa. • KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N.M.
WTEV Providence, R.I./New Bedford-Fall River, Mass. • KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Dicker in Denver

General Electric Broadcasting Co. (subsidiary of GE) in its quest for ultimate full quota of stations, has talked with ownership of KOA-AM-FM-TV Denver. Though no papers have been signed, it's learned that talk has centered around transaction involving GE stock in area of $12 million. Acquisition would be from Denver group headed by William Grant which acquired control three years ago from comedian Bob Hope, Hollywood agent James L. Saphire and others.

Reid L. Shaw, vice president-general manager of GEBC, said last week no transaction had been closed. It's presumed that deal is subject to various checks and approvals. KOA (AM) originally was established by GE (in 1924) but was operated for many years under lease to NBC. GEBC now owns WGY, WQFM (FM), WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N.Y., and WO-AM-FM-TV Nashville, purchased a year ago.

Summer hiatus

There's feeling among some station reps that local TV rating reports ought to be abandoned in summer, and they may ask rating services to do something about it. Their argument is that by time summer ratings are published, summer's over, new fall program schedules have started and summer ratings are irrelevant. If services won't suspend altogether, in this view, they should at least limit summer reports to audience shares over broad time periods, instead of presenting audience estimates on quarter-hour basis.

Time standards

Station Representatives Association may come out for even tighter TV commercial time standards, at least in some respects, than other industry elements have proposed. Where National Association of Broadcasters Code Authority's request for ideas mentioned 24 as one suggested limit on number of messages or appeals per hour, for example, SRA's TV Trade Practices Committee has been thinking in terms of no more than 10 per hour in prime time, 22 in nonprime. It's also inclined to advocate limiting interruptions (to two per half-hour plus station break in prime time, three plus station break in nonprime).

Nothing's official yet, but SRA expects to have full set of proposals ready for NAB TV code board's May 17-18 meeting.

CLOSED CIRCUIT ®

Word filtering out of SRA meetings has been silent on question of longer breaks between network programs, and indications are that it's report to code board will take no stand on that issue. Reasoning, according to insiders, is that code won't specify precise break lengths anyway, and that in any case pressure for longer breaks will be most effective if applied by stations directly on their networks.

Back to the beat

John Chancellor, who will have served as director of Voice of America two years next July, is expected to return to network journalism within 30 days. Question is: What network? Evidently he can have his pick, though he won't negotiate until he has formally severed with government. Best bet: return to NBC.

Leonard Marks, director of USIA, is now scanning field for successor. Mr. Chancellor, 39, was President Johnson's personal selection, has had highly successful tenure and is credited with increasing worldwide prestige of news operation for clarity and objectivity.

In-house research

CBS News contract with Louis Harris Associates Inc.—whose recent TV opinion polls have dismayed many broadcasters—will be terminated with creation by CBS News of internal research department, to be headed by sociologist-statistician, Dr. Richard Maisel (see page 66). Mr. Harris' personal employment as analyst and writer for CBS News election coverage will be continued, however. Harris firm designed CBS vote projections and analysis in recent election coverage.

Talk at CBS is of "new attitude" toward role of research in depth-news reporting. Possibility is being explored of larger, general-research organization reporting to VP-news director, Gordon Manning, which will function like research organizations of weekly news magazines, to provide national scope and depth to stories and issues.

Question of curves

UHF operators may get reprieve from FCC action that would in many cases reduce their stations predicted Grade B contours. Proposed rule that would have that effect by revising method of computing coverage has been teetering on brink of commission approval for weeks. It's understood, however, that FCC staff is preparing recommendation for rulemaking that would provide for actual measurement of signals.

Revision of method for computing curves would apply to VHF and FM as well as UHF. However, effect of reducing contours would be greatest in UHF. One important effect would be to deny UHF's protection they are guaranteed against some CATV systems operating within their Grade B contours as currently defined.

Muffled and miffed

Los Angeles Dodgers baseball club apparently has serious mad on against NBC-TV for snatching ace pitcher Sandy Koufax away. Hurler had retired last year before accepting network offer to be sports commentator, but Dodgers felt reasonably sure that he'd have reconsidered by spring training time. Club thought it would be able to get maybe another two years out of pitcher, but possibility was stymied by NBC offer of $100,000 annually for 10 years.

Drying up

In face of growing television trend toward more local news coverage, three-station (all UHF) Bakersfield, Calif., market soon will be left with minimum of locally-produced live news. KBAK-TV, CBS-TV affiliate, reportedly will drop all local news programs (except for short bulletin specials) and has notified CBS-TV of intention to cancel Walter Cronkite show by May 15. KLYD-TV, ABC-TV affiliate, dropped its local live news coverage some months ago and now just goes with early evening Peter Jennings program from network and late-night audio-tape-over-sides show. That leaves KERO-TV, NBC-TV affiliate and Time-Life Broadcast-owned, which runs hour local news program in early evening, followed by Huntley-Brinkley and half-hour locally produced late-night news. High costs of production supposedly are reason for news cutbacks. Market has only one daily newspaper.
Freedoms Foundation honors Taft public service programming for 2nd year in row.

It is gratifying to note that four individual TAFT stations have won Freedoms Foundation awards in the Americana category. Especially when it comes on the heels of a major award presented last year to Taft Broadcasting Company for its “Rights and Responsibilities” series—a project of the entire family of Taft stations. Here, we believe, is a meaningful demonstration of how Taft stations—individually or collectively—are dedicated to excellence in public service programming.

Honor Medal
WGR Radio
Buffalo, New York
... for an editorial entitled “The American Creed”

Honor Medal
WTVN-TV
Columbus, Ohio
... for a documentary entitled “View from the high bench”

Honor Certificate
WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Alabama
... for its annual 4th of July celebration (won Honor Medal for this event 5 previous years)

Honor Certificate
WTVN Radio
Columbus, Ohio
... for one of its “Insight” documentary series entitled "Stars and Stripes"
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BROADCASTING, May 1, 1967
Is It Any Of Our Business?

How many cooks should get involved in a TV station's program mix? Should a station representative be one of them?

Some think not. Programming, they say, is the station’s business and representatives should stick to selling time.

Katz Television takes a different view. Since programs attract the viewers that advertisers are seeking, station representatives must be involved in programming if they are to sell a station’s time effectively. Moreover, station representatives have an obligation to gather program data that agencies and stations need.

Do-It-Yourself Test

What kind of data? Try this do-it-yourself program test, and you’ll see.

1. Is “Superman” strong enough to win the biggest audience opposite...
   - Krazy Kartoons and a movie in Baltimore, Maryland
   - A movie and a local live show in Columbus, Ohio
   - Casper the Ghost and Secret Storm in Albany/Schenectady/Troy, New York?

2. Rank these movies in the order of their rating on Dallas television.
   - Dark at The Top of The Stairs—1st run
   - Death Of A Salesman—2nd run
   - From Here To Eternity—3rd run
   - Mr. Roberts—4th run

3. In the Midwest, when would you schedule local evening news?
   - Before network news
   - After

4. In Cincinnati, which afternoon show reaches more women, age 18-34?
   - Mike Douglas
   - Merv Griffin

Broadcasters and agency spot buyers must answer such questions every day. They need show business savvy and insight into public taste. But most of all, they need facts on program performance—facts that are difficult for individual stations or spot buyers to compile.

That’s just what the station representative can supply. The Katz Audience Development Department is available to counsel stations on every aspect of programming—from viewing trends to audience promotion. And it gives our salesmen program information that helps ad agencies decide what to buy.

Rules for Feature Films

One result of our unique file of facts on all feature films and syndicated shows is this Katz guideline for televising movies.

1. Never rely on a picture's theatrical rating to predict its TV performance.
2. Never repeat a feature film in less than nine months, or in the same time period, or on the same day of the week.
3. A second-run movie can attract a bigger audience than a first-run movie.
4. Action-adventure pictures almost always do better than musicals or comedies.

Incidentally, if you’re curious about our program quiz, mail us your answers and we’ll tell you how you did. Katz Television thinks everyone should benefit from our involvement in programming.

Katz Television
Stations Representatives / 245 Park Ave. / New York, N.Y.
TV audience study is seen coming from ARF

Prospect of methodological study by Advertising Research Foundation to find best method of securing TV audience data on persons rather than homes basis was seen Friday (April 28) by Sherwood Dodge, ARF president.

He told Broadcasting he thought this would be eventual development out of current atmosphere that includes not only newspaper Bureau of Advertising's call for such study (see page 23) but also similar proposal that he said was made to ARF four months ago by W. R. Simmons Research Organization. Agencies and advertisers, he said, have also been exerting pressure on ARF to "do something."

He said ARF's ultimate goal is intermedia audience comparisons but that this can hardly be achieved "until the industry is satisfied that the house of intra-media comparison is in order."

TV sources questioned Friday, including some who said they had discussed Simmons proposal with ARF representatives, said they had gained impression that consensus — including views of some agency researchers—is that existing experimental and other research ought to be pulled together and reviewed thoroughly, and perhaps additional, specifically-targeted projects undertaken, before any major methodology study was launched.

Performers still asking for fees; Anello rebuts

Copyright fight between broadcasters and recording artists came down to wire Friday (April 28) as Senate subcommittee heard rebuttal testimony on amendment to give performers and record companies rights similar to those long in effect for composers and publishers.

Michael V. DiSalle, counsel for performers; Jerome Adler, musicians' union spokesman, and Sidney Diamond, Record Industry Association of America, renewed arguments that radio could well afford to pay fees for air play of records, that what artists create is copyrightable and that record-keeping burden for stations would be minimal.

Douglas A. Anello, counsel for National Association of Broadcasters, answered that stations get no "free ride," as charged, but pay 25% of pre-tax profits for music. Mr. Anello reaffirmed broadcasters' position that copyright could not be legally stretched to cover performances.

Performers get paid by record companies, he noted, on initial contract and royalties from record sales. Performers should seek adjustments through these established channels, he said.

WAAF sale is approved; WMOA stations sold

FCC Friday (April 28) approved sale of WAAF Chicago by Corn Belt Publishers Inc. (Drovers Journal), to Midwest pioneer broadcaster Ralph L. Atlass (51%), William J. Friedman (15%) and Milmac Co. (34%) for $900,000. Mr. Friedman is in hotel business. Milmac Co., owns interest in Afton Records Inc. and Vicmill Music Corp. WAAF operates daytime on 950 kc with 1 kw.

Chicago area residents objecting to proposed change in station format from jazz to rhythm and blues had filed informal oppositions to sale.

Commission vote was 4-to-1. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented, and Commissioners Kenneth A. Cox and Nicholas Johnson abstained.

At same time sale of WMOA-AM-FM Marietta, Ohio by William G. Wells and R. Sanford Gayer to W. Ernst Minor for $190,000 subject to FCC approval was announced. Mr. Minor recently sold KKIX Pittsburgh, Calif. WMOA is fulltime on 1490 kc with 1 kw days and 250 w nights. WMOA-FM operates on 94.3 mc with 3 kw. Broker: R. C. Crisler & Co.

NAB chairmanship is still up in the air

General disagreement over choice of next chairman of National Association of Broadcasters was outcome of meeting Friday (April 28) of NAB selection committee in Chicago. As result of failure to come up with one name for presentation to NAB board at Williamsburg, Va., meeting, committee has scheduled another meeting for June 23, just three days prior to board session.

Joseph Baudino, Westhouse Broadcasting Co., Washington, committee chairman, said many names were submitted but that most had not been asked whether they would accept post if selected by committee and elected by three-fourths majority of joint board.

Only acknowledged candidate for chairmanship is Grover Cobb, WVOB Great Bend, Kan., radio board chairman. However, in past few weeks other names have been mentioned as potential candidates, and all of them—although representing radio and TV properties—have closer identification with TV.

Among these are Dwight Martin, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans, chairman of NAB's Future of Broadcasting committee, and TV board member who did not seek re-election in 1966; Mike Shapiro, WFVA-AM-FM-TV Dallas, newly appointed member of TV code board and former TV board chairman, and Clair McCollough, Steinman Stations, Lancaster, Pa., current TV code board chairman, and former joint board chairman and interim president.

All three have said they would serve "if drafted" but none proposed to become active candidate.

Selection committee is made up of board members who have just completed their terms. In addition to Messrs. Baudino and Dille, others at Chicago meeting were Otto Brandt, KING-TV Seattle; Jack W. Lee, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.; John Lemme, KLTV Little Falls, Minn.; Hugh Turner, KTXM San Rafael, Calif., and Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scanton, Pa. Absent was Glenn Marshall, WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.

BAR, LNA suits settled

Unpublicized antitrust suit brought by Broadcast Advertisers Report against its former associate, Leading National Advertisers, was reported Friday (April 28) to have been settled, apparently to satisfaction of both sides.

LNA reportedly agreed not to offer

more AT DEADLINE page 10
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Tom Dillon, president of BBDO, designated chief executive officer. He succeeds Charles H. Brower who continues as chairman of board and of executive committee. Mr. Dillon was elected executive VP in 1959, general manager in 1962 and president in 1964, after having served in various executive capacities and in offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco and New York. He joined as copy writer in Minneapolis in 1938. Mr. Brower was president from December 1957 to 1964. He has been chief executive officer for past 10 years. In another move, McDonald Gillespie elected president of BBDO International succeeding Patrick Dolan, who retires effective June 1. Mr. Gillespie, BBDO executive VP, director and member of executive committee, has been in charge of BBDO’s Canadian operations since 1965. He’ll now be in New York. Mr. Dolan last year was appointed consultant to U.S. State Department in field of international business. He joined BBDO in 1960 when agency purchased controlling stock interest in Dolan, Ducker, Whitecombe & Stewart, London, which Mr. Dolan headed.

**William Dallmann, VP and national sales manager, Metro Radio Sales Inc., named executive VP of Metromedia division as part of series of advancements. Harry Durando, manager of New York sales administration and John Brady, account executive since 1965, elected to newly created posts of VP-sales in New York office. Mr. Dallmann has been with Metro Radio Sales since 1962 and has been VP and national sales manager since April 1965.**

**For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES**

its network TV, spot TV and magazine advertising reporting services at combination discount from 1968 through 1970 but will keep 20% discount in effect through 1967.

Separate suit also said to have been settled with payment of almost $94,000 to BAR as its remaining share of 1966 sales of network billings reports offered by LNA/BAR until those companies split first of this year.

**Claims agreement to buy Four Star; goes to court**

Battle lines are being drawn for control of Four Star Television. Roland Mayotte, once assistant to president of Filmiways Inc., together with associates, claims to have negotiated deal with principals of Four Star for sale of their interests. Price allegedly agreed on with deposits made was $2.50 per share (totating about $1,750,000), but now apparently, whether price was offered by third party or principals just don’t want to sell any more. As result, Mr. Mayotte has filed three separate suits in Los Angeles superior court against David Niven, Charles Boyer and estate of Dick Powell to enforce contract.

Restraint on keep them from disposing of stock to other buyers may be sought. Messrs. Powell, Niven and Boyer were founders of production company.

**Newsfilm feed to UN is postponed to September**

Postponement of United Press International’s newsfilm feed to United Network affiliates until Sept. 11 is being announced today (May 1) by UPI.

Newsfilm service is provided by combination of UPI and British Independent Television called UPITN, which went into operation today. UPI spokesman said that transfer of United Network’s transmission base from Las Vegas to Los Angeles resulted in temporary alterations in transmission capability in certain parts of U.S. It was decided to postpone start of newsfilm service until nationwide delivery could be accomplished, he added.

United Network official said all of its transmissions, including Las Vegas Show, would originate from Los Angeles. Up until late Friday (April 28) United Network was still declining to name national advertisers signed for Las Vegas Show, which begins tonight (May 1), although it claimed more than 75% of program has been sold (see page 51).

**UHF association sets organization meeting**

Birth of new UHF association, dedicated to UHF broadcaster interests and in spawning stage for weeks, appears imminent, “with disclosure Friday (April 28) that first organizational session is set for May 24 in New York.

Word of impending organization broke about month ago (Broadcasting, April 10) and early session was held in Chicago during National Association of Broadcasters convention. Since that time “ad hoc" committee to get matters organized has been engaged in preliminaries but now reports organizational meeting—establishing “membership corporation" in “a cooperative effort with NAB” —will be held in New York with about 16 broadcasters in attendance. Letters of intent to form new organization have been sent to 375 UHF broadcasters.

**Spokesman for translators lashes CATV, FCC, mobile**

Outspoken testimony enlightened last day of Pastore ETV hearings. Nat Allen, district judge in Roundup, Mont., and president of National TV Translators Association, praised idea of Corp. for Public TV but wanted translators’ place in ETV sun spelled out.

Using hearing as forum to air translators’ woes, he offered scathing remarks about CATV, FCC, and land-mobile raids on spectrum space.

Judge Allen characterized CATV manufacturers as preferring “no TV stations except in New York and Hollywood." Focusing on broadcasters’ ownership of CATV’s, and calling it “unholy alliance," he observed that FCC “is doing not one thing to stop network ownership of TV cables.”

He asked that FCC authorize local program origination for translator stations.

Other witnesses at hearings’ windup raised novel problems or offered unusual proposals. One, Dr. Robert E. Van Deusen, speaking for Lutheran Council, asked that ETV include provision for religious activities.

**FCC receives banns**

FCC Commissioner James J. Wads- worth surprised colleagues Friday (April 28) with announcement that he is to be married May 22. Future bride is Mrs. Mary A. Donaldson of Arlington, Va., long-time family friend.
PARTNERS IN DEFENSE

With watch-making precision a military aircraft wing is lowered gently to its freight-car cradle for shipment to an assembly plant. Such rail shipments point up the vitally essential partnership between railroads and America's fighting power.

Railroads are constantly developing new ways—like this specially-designed car—to meet the transportation needs of our armed forces. Food, fuel and supplies move by rail, as well as component parts and finished material... and on to battle stations. Today's research-minded railroads are better prepared than ever to perform their partnership role in national defense.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

**MAY**

May 1—Deadline for reply comments on proposed FCC rulemaking to establish a table of assignments for the 20 educational FM channels (channels 201 through 226, 88.1 mc through 91.9 mc).

May 1—Annual meeting of the stockholders of Tele-Broadcasters Inc. to elect directors and to transact other business. Biltmore hotel, New York.

May 1—Deadline for entries in the annual competition for the Howard W. Blakselee Awards of the American Heart Association for outstanding reporting in the field of heart and blood vessel diseases. Radio and television programs and films produced between March 1, 1966 and Feb. 28, 1967 are eligible for the competition. Entries should be submitted to the American Heart Association, 44 East 22nd St., New York 10010.

May 2—Annual stockholders meeting of RCA Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.

May 3—Annual spring meeting of Connecticut Broadcasters Association. Yale University, New Haven.

May 3—Annual meeting of Teleprompter Corp. 50 West 44th Street, New York.

May 3-4—Annual spring meeting of Missouri Broadcasters Association. Speakers include Sherrill Taylor, vice president for radio of National Association of Broadcasters, University of Missouri, Columbia.

May 3-5—1967 Electronic Components Conference sponsored by the Electric Industries Association and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Speakers include Dr. M. E. Lasser, chief scientist of the Army, Marriott Twin Bridges motor hotel, Arlington, Va. Advance reservation forms are available from Mr. John P. Sheridan. 1967 Electronic Components Conference, Sprague Electric Co., 3000 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington 20016.

May 4—Annual meeting of stockholders of Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co. to elect directors and to transact other business. The First National Bank of Cincinnati, Cincinnati.

May 4—Annual spring meeting of the Pennsylvania Community Antenna Television Association. Speakers include James R. Palmer, C-COR Electronics. WBBR-TV Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa. In cooperation with Tektronix Inc. will give a demonstration on the new VBC-TV test standards of transmission. Gus Genetti motel, Hazleton. Registration should be sent to Mrs. Myra Allen, 207 South Fairview St., Lock Haven, Pa., 17745.

May 4—Annual spring meeting of Kansas Association of Radio Broadcasters. Speakers include FCC Commissioner Kenneth Cox; Douglas Anello, general counsel of National Association of Broadcasters; and Kansas Governor Robert Docking. Ramada Inn, Topeka.

May 4—7-16th annual national convention of the American Women in Radio and Television. Speakers include Zula Wasielowski, president, National Association of Broadcasters, and Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of BROADCASTING and Television magazines. Marriott hotel, Atlanta.

May 5—Annual breakfast of the UPI Broadcasters of Kansas. Ramada Inn, Topeka.

May 5—First Annual Colorado Broadcast Promotion seminar sponsored by the Broadcast Promotion Association in cooperation with the Colorado Broadcasters Association and TV Guide. University of Colorado Memorial Center, Boulder, Colo.

May 5-6—Annual spring meeting of Kansas Association of Radio Broadcasters. Speakers include Douglas Anello, NAB general counsel. Ramada Inn, Topeka.

May 5-6—Distinguished awards banquet and region 1 conference of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic society, San Francisco.

May 7-9—Spring meeting, Virginia TV Cable Association. Mayflower hotel, Washington.

May 8-9—Annual spring meeting of Kentucky Broadcasters Association. Stuuffer's Inn, Louisville.


May 9—Annual meeting of stockholders of Metromedia Inc. to elect directors and to transact other business. Foster and Kleiser New York Regional Operating Headquarters, Maspeth, N. Y.

May 9—Annual meeting of shareholders of the Communications Satellite Corp. Shoreham hotel, Washington.

May 9—Joint meeting of chapters 1 (Binghamton, N. Y.) and 3 (northeastern Pennsylvania) of The Society of Broadcast Engineers. Speaker will be Edward M. Noll, author, editor and broadcaster engineer. The Colonial Motor Inn, Vestal, N. Y.

May 9—Chicago chapter, Station Representatives Association, annual Timebuyer of the Year award luncheon. Continental Plaza hotel, Chicago.

May 10—47th annual stockholders meeting of International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. Atlanta Biltmore hotel, Atlanta.

May 10—Annual meeting of stockholders of Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp. to elect directors and to transact other business. Schne-Ten Eyck hotel, Albany, N. Y.


May 10-12—45th annual convention of the Public Utilities Advertising Association. Chase-Park Plaza hotel, St. Louis.

May 11—Annual meeting of the New Jersey Broadcasters Association. Speakers include Sherrill Taylor, NAB vice president for radio. Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.

May 11—Annual meeting of stockholders of Cowies Communications Inc. to elect directors and to transact other business. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.


May 11-13—State convention of the Iowa Broadcasters Association. Speakers include Vincent Wasielowski, president, National

---

**DATEBOOK**

**REGIONAL SALES CLINICS OF RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU**

May 10—Hyatt House motor hotel, Burlingame, Calif.

May 11—Cherry Creek Inn, Denver

May 12—Town House motor inn, Omaha

May 22—Scheen Ten Eyck hotel, Albany, N. Y.

May 25—Sheraton Barringer hotel, Charlotte, N. C.

June 12—Boston Stalter Hilton, Boston

June 16—Sheraton hotel, Philadelphia

Association of Radio Broadcasters. Speakers include Douglas Anello, NAB general counsel. Ramada Inn, Topeka.

---

**THE QUICKEST WAY TO REACH TULSA AREA COLOR SET OWNERS**

Ask any color set owner in Tulsa, "what station has the most color" and 75% of them will tell you, "KV00 TV". If you want more 60%, ask them the same question. KV00 TV has the best color! Buy KV00 TV in Tulsa. Call your Petry man.

---

**BROADCASTING**, May 1, 1967
There are two youth markets in the Metropolitan Washington, D.C. area

WEAM Radio has both

There's the teen group (28% of today's population). What they do with the millions of radios, soft drinks, lipsticks and hair dryers they buy—we'll never understand. They're persuasive with parents (on cars, clothes, foods). WEAM captures them daily with the lively sound of their generation.

But not them alone. Young adults (18 to 35) make 3 out of 10 heads of household. They buy all the things young people need to build homes, families, careers. They do more, move about more than any other group of Americans. You can talk to these spenders on WEAM. They haven't given up the lively sound just because they turned 25. That's why—if you have automobiles, houses, banking, baby food, appliances, services to sell—WEAM IS A LIVELY SALESMAN.

p.s. Would you believe many people over 50 are WEAM swingers too? The fountain-of-youth crowd!

Call your nearest H-R Representative or Harry Averill—phone 703-534-8300
in the palm of your hand

WILX-TV
555 Stoddard Building
Lansing, Michigan 48933

Ed Allen Time
produced on the sunny sands of Montego Bay

Association of Broadcasters. Holiday Inn, Waterloo.
May 13—Meeting of the Virginia AP Broadcasters, Roanoke.
May 13—Region 1 conference of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic society. Featured speaker will be former Governor George Wallace of Alabama, Boston.
May 13—Annual meeting of the Chesapeake AP Broadcasters Association, Baltimore.
May 14—Annual spring meeting of Washington State Association of Broadcasters. The Inn, Buck Hill Falls.
May 15—Ninth annual Emmy Awards dinner and telecast of the Chicago chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. (Colorcast by WMAQ-TV Chicago.) Pick-Congress hotel, Chicago.
May 15—Station Representatives Association presents its annual Silver Nail—Gold Key awards luncheon program, Plaza Hotel, New York.
May 16—Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago "Broadcasting Man of the Year" award dinner, Ambassador West, Chicago.
May 16—Annual meeting of stockholders of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., to elect directors and transact other business. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.
May 16—Foote, Cone & Belding annual meeting of stockholders. Hotel Commodore, New York.
May 17—New deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking that would prohibit AM, FM and TV licensees from broadcasting "station-identification announcements, or any other broadcast matter" that either invites or attempts to lead listeners to believe that a "station has been assigned to a city other than that specified in its license."
May 17—Quarterly meeting of the Alabama CATV Association. Speakers include Doug Anello, NAB general counsel, St. Nicholas hotel, Birmingham.
May 17—Annual meeting of the stockholders of The Outlet Co., to elect directors and to transact other business. 176 Weybossett St., Providence, R. I.
May 17—Television code board meeting of the NAB, Washington.
May 17—Annual spring convention of Montana Broadcasters Association. Speakers include George Orth, NAB vice president for engineering. Finlen hotel, Butte.
May 18—Annual meeting of the Montana AP Broadcasters Association. Finlen hotel, Butte.
May 18-21—Western States Advertising Agencies Association 17th annual convention. Theme is "The Other Side of the Looking Glass": businessmen outside advertising review the business. Palm Springs Spa hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
May 22-23—National Foreign Policy Conference for Editors and Broadcasters sponsored by the Department of State. Speakers include the Secretary of State and other high-ranking government officials. Department of State, Washington. Any domestic newspaper, magazine, radio or television network or station or other information medium engaged in informing the general public about foreign affairs may request an invitation to one or all of these conferences for its bona fide representative by writing to the Director, Ofce of Media Services, Department of State, Washington 20520.
May 22-23—Spring meeting of the International Radio Scientific Union co-sponsored by the organization's U.S. and Canadian national committees, Ottawa.
May 22-28—5th International Television Symposium: Speakers include Federal Councilor R. Opsini, head of the Swiss Federal Department of Transport, Communications and Power, Montreux, Switzerland.
May 22-29—Executive council meeting of the Inter-American Association of Broadcasters, Buenos Aires.
May 24—Spring meeting of the New York State Community Television Association. Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
May 25-26—Annual spring meeting of Ohio Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Robert Pauley, president of ABC Radio, and Vincent Wasilewski, president of the National Association of Broadcasters. Carrousel Inn, Cincinnati.
May 25-27—Annual spring meeting and engineering conference of the Alabama Broadcasters Association, Sheraton Inn, Huntsville.
May 26—West Coast seminar of the National Association of FM Broadcasters. Mark Hopkins hotel, San Francisco.
May 26—Annual meeting of the UPI Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Marriott motor hotel, Philadelphia.

JUNE

June 4—Nineteenth annual Television Academy Awards sponsored by the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Hosts will be Joey Bishop and Hugh Downs. (ABC-TV 9-11 p.m. EDT) Century Plaza Hotel, Hollywood, and Americana hotel, New York.
June 5-6—Annual spring meeting of Washington State Association of Broadcasters. Bayshore Inn, Vancouver, B. C.

Indicates first or revised listing.
Believers.

Plutarch said, “A word or nod from the good has more weight than the eloquent speeches of others.” If you believe this, it’s the kind of thought that encourages you to make sure you’re operating good stations. We believe it.

The Fetzer Stations

WKZO
Kalamazoo

WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo

KOLN-TV
Lincoln

KGIN-TV
Grand Island

WJEF
Grand Rapids

WWTV
Cadillac

WWUP-TV
Sault Ste. Marie

WJFM
Grand Rapids

WWTV-FM
Cadillac
If there's news there.
UPI will get it for you.
Florida to be on EDT

EDITOR: Story [Broadcasting, April 24] concerning Florida [remaining on standard time] in error. Legislature is now in session and this week killed bill to exempt state from new uniform time law. Much credit owed to Florida Association of Broadcasters in successful campaign for daylight time. Heavy editorial support at local level and well-organized legislative effort in cooperation with transportation and other interests won hard-fought victory for uniform time.—Ken Small, executive secretary, Florida Association of Broadcasters.

(The story noted that the Florida legislature had not yet taken up the time question and as a result it appeared the state would remain on standard time.)

Summer help

EDITOR: We need your help to provide jobs for the two million young workers who will be seeking employment this summer, with little hope of finding it unless they get some extra assistance. . . . I hope you will print this letter in your next issue so we can bring the campaign to the attention of your many readers . . .

This summer, nearly 13 million youngsters in the 16-to-21 year age group will be in the work force—400,000 more than last year.

Unless we unite now to make more jobs available, two million of these young people are destined to have their hopes for the future dashed . . . Many of these boys and girls desperately need jobs in order to stay in school . . . Others are trying to save toward their college expenses . . . Some—from the poorest families—must help to fill the family larder and perhaps even outfit their younger brothers and sisters for the fall school term.

Last summer, thanks to the whole-hearted cooperation of private employers, more than a million extra jobs were found for our youth. This year, we need to redouble our efforts to help the two million who most need assistance.

Moreover, we need to make a concerted effort to allocate these openings fairly. All young people did not share equally in the opportunities provided last summer. When all the jobs had been filled, 23% of the nonwhite youth remained unemployed compared to 9% of the white boys and girls.

There is no valid reason for this situation. According to a survey conducted by the Research Institute for Business Economics, employers who hired Negroes from the Watts section of Los Angeles have reported encouraging results. Two-thirds of those hired between September 1965 and April 1966 still work for the same employer. The majority have had promotions and raises. Further, half of those who have left their jobs have done so for better offers. This is convincing evidence that the nonwhite worker needs only a chance to prove himself . . .

To your readers I say: "America's young people need your help." Please give them a lift along the road to success. "Help them help themselves."—Hubert H. Humphrey, Vice President, chairman, President's Council on Youth Opportunity, Washington.

Cleaning-up the airways

EDITOR: We have read the McLendon Stations' advertisement (Broadcasting, April 10). We subscribe to Mr. McLendon's position and hereby adopt it as our own in the receipt of music releases.—Frank B. Best, general manager, WDIX Orangeburg, S. C.

(The McLendon Stations' ad, addressed to the music industry, stated that the group was tired of policing releases of questionable taste and announced the policy of refusing to accept records without valid lyric sheets and refusing to play records offensive to public taste.)

EDITOR: The McLendon Stations has made a definite contribution to the broadcasting industry. Its plea to have other responsible broadcasters help clean up our airwaves should be commended. While sales make a broadcaster a success, good programming goes a long way to contribute to the success of the sales department . . .

All too often programming has taken a back seat so that the margin of profit can maintain its high level. It is possible that programming, if done properly, can cause that margin of profit to go even higher. Top-40 stations cling to what was created in the past and fail to advance to new ideas and thereby new sales . . .

I contend, as do most programing people, that salesmen need an idea to sell. The McLendon Stations have contributed a great idea to broadcasting. Now all that remains is for other broadcasters to lend support to these principles.—Don Karnes, operations manager, WCUM-AM-FM Cumberland, Md.

Misleading headline

EDITOR: In the box concerning House of Representatives action on the copyright bill (Broadcasting, April 17), your text is correct in that the exemptions voted by the House with reference to educational broadcasting re-
ferred only to the use of copyrighted material for instructional purposes. The headline of the box, however, reads “CPTV free of copyright.” This is incorrect.

Both as recommended in the Carnegie Commission report and in bill S. 1160, the Corp. for Public Television, to which the headline refers, basically is not concerned with programs for instructional purposes. Therefore the programs which it would underwrite would be noninstructional and consequently not exempt under the copyright bill passed by the House. This is an important distinction, because whereas educators have urged the specific exemptions granted in the House bill, they are not asking for these exemptions for noninstructional programming. — Chalmers H. Marquis, National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Washington.

Aiding the crippled children

EDITOR: Thank you, both on my own behalf and that of the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, for your cooperation in running the Jimmy Durante advertisement.

As I understand it, the campaign this year was a real success and I am sure that the message which appeared in your magazine was a real contribution to it.—Leo Burnett, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

Soaking the broadcaster

EDITOR: Following the reports on the copyright and benefits controversy has brought me to the conclusion that there must be some among the performers who are developing a growing kind of greediness (BROADCASTING, April 17).

In 20 years in broadcasting I have seen some of them gather in rather good wages from their personal appearances, after whose popularity was built up by the playing of their records. Several of them own and operate profitable radio stations. Some even start their own publishing companies and add another source to their already green pastures.

If they want to get so commercial about soaking the repeated plays of their records to the broadcasting stations, it seems no more than fair for the broadcasters to bill them for the publicity they get at the regular rates for their advertising. Maybe the broadcaster could at least come out even on the deal.

With ASCAP, SESAC and the others also trying to increase the size of their bites and still other groups yelling for stricter regulations for broadcasting it seems as if 1967 may be turning into “soak the broadcaster year.”—William D. Gregory, Dorsey, Miss.
Once upon a time—it seems centuries ago—we were dealing with two basic advertising mediums: print and radio.

You could satisfy your client by showing him a print layout because he was seeing almost exactly what his customers would see when the ad ran in a newspaper or magazine or as a poster or whatever. Or, you could read him a radio commercial and, give or take a few sound effects and music stings, he was pretty much hearing just what his customers would hear when they turned on their radios.

Then along came television. How could you show your client, who was schooled to seeing a faithful prototype of the finished product, what the commercial would look like? In the beginning, we were very primitive about television. Mostly, we were writing radio commercials and illustrating them. So we simply broke the words down into sections and illustrated clearly what pictures went with what words. Storyboards were born!

The New Media. But we learned a lot about television. We discovered it was not just illustrated radio, but a thrilling, dramatic and powerful new way to communicate with people. We discovered that beyond the selling words, pictures and ideas, there was a "fourth" dimension: a kind of total impression that not only underscores the words, pictures and ideas, but which turned out to be an experience in itself: a kind of "cathedral effect" (thank you, Mr. McLuhan) that spread its wings over the entire commercial and helped win friends and influence sales.

Second only to the basic selling idea, and far more vital than isolated words and pictures, this total impression is something that no storyboard can deliver.

In fact, the storyboard tends to kill it. We are looking at a print interpretation of a motion picture idea. And we are looking at it in a logical series of pictures with captions on a frame-by-frame basis. What's more, we are forced to accept what a talented artist can do with a drawing pencil in the confining confines of a little box measuring a few inches wide by a few inches deep.

Neither the artist nor the still camera can capture the essence of the idea as it will emerge on a fluid piece of film. There is a distortion of values, too, because we illustrate "pretty girl goes here" and "pretty package goes there" and it has nothing to do with the true dimensions of time and space as they will occur in the finished commercial.

These weaknesses in the storyboard could be dealt with if we all looked at it with true understanding that it was just the merest hint, the vaguest blueprint of what we would try to achieve on camera. They could be dealt with if we mutually agreed that the writers, producers, directors and cameramen (all cognizant and appreciative of the selling thrust and the advertising idea) had complete license to dance around the storyboard, to stray from it, to bring new values to it, and to use film to fulfill what the storyboard can only hint at—and very dimly at that.

Contract Limitations. But what happens? The storyboard becomes a contract. Any violation of it becomes a breach of contract. And the tighter and more thought-out the storyboard is, the more we are held to its laws. And the more severely handicapped is the finished commercial.

It is wrong, dead wrong, to preordain what a commercial will really look like and sound like before it is cast, before it is shot and before it is edited.

We'd all agree the happy solution would be to ban storyboards if we could substitute "quickie" films that would come mighty close to what the client buys and the consumer sees. This would let us judge how importantly the selling concept emerges. It would give us the feel of the language and the graphics and how they help propel the selling idea into the minds and hearts of the viewers. It would let us see how the total creative idea springs full-blown as a complete, integral thing, with its dramatic values pretty much as they would emerge in the finished commercial.

We would be forced to keep our eyes focused on the "big idea" behind the commercial instead of looking at a crippled, puny thing chopped down into little pieces and parts on a storyboard. This, of course, would be costly and time-consuming to do in place of every storyboard we take to a client.

Beating the Booby Trap. So how can you beat the storyboard booby trap? There is a way and it presupposes you will accept your client as someone who is knowledgeable, sophisticated and sympathetic (and they usually are), who has an imagination and can use it.

If you do this, then you can wean him away from the storyboard habit. Go to the client with a script. Let your creative people play it out by creating a movie in the client's mind. They can explain, describe, act out, flash pictures, use sound effects and do whatever they must to set the stage and position the players just as if they were describing a feature film they had seen. Then, read the script against this background and the whole reel will unwind in the client's mind and he'll get the full "cathedral effect" of your commercial.

When he "buys" the idea, he is buying a tour de force rather than meaningless, isolated pictures and words as they appear in a storyboard.

If you put your faith in the client's ability to work this way, he will, of course, have to return the favor by putting more faith in you and your ability to adhere to the basic selling message while carrying out the spirit of the commercial you described.

By giving you license to create in film without being tied down to the storyboard, he will reap rewards: All the nuances and values that good actors, good cameramen, good directors and good producers can bring to a finished commercial. All the values that the storyboard today can only freeze out.

Alfred L. Goldman, executive vice president and creative director of Benton & Bowles, New York, joined the agency in 1959. A director of the agency, Mr. Goldman's responsibilities include such functions of the creative department as copy and art. He began his career in advertising as a writer in 1949 with Van Sant Dugdale, Baltimore, and subsequently was associated with several agencies. He was copy director at Reach-McClinton, New York, before his association with B&B.
KYA & KOIT (FM)

SAN FRANCISCO

NOW represented by the high intensity selling of

Broadcast Communications Group

New York • Chicago • Cleveland • Los Angeles • San Francisco • St. Louis • Dallas

AVCO BROADCASTING CORPORATION
EQUATION FOR TIMEBUYERS

ONE BUY = DOMINANCE*

X WKRG-TV. MOBILE ALABAMA

*PICK A SURVEY---ANY SURVEY

Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

or call

C. P. PERSONS, Jr., General Manager
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ANPA brands TV’s figures false

Television research scathed by Bureau of Advertising chief who wants independent survey; broadcast researchers throw back gauntlet, criticize critic

The nation’s newspaper interests drew a new bead on television last week, charging that its audience figures are gross exaggerations and calling for an independent study of its research methods.

Their announced aim was to clear up “a $2.8 billion misunderstanding.” They defined as a misconception of audience figures that contributed, they claimed, to TV’s $2.8 billion in advertising billings last year.

“From here on in, it is television which will have to take a few lumps,” Dr. Leo Bogart, executive vice president and general manager of the Bureau of Advertising, ANPA, told the American Newspaper Publishers Association’s annual meeting in New York.

Asks for Check-Up - He called upon the nation’s advertisers to take the lead in testing TV’s audience-research techniques and pledged $10,000 of newspaper money to help foot the bill.

Dr. Bogart’s charges, made Thursday at the Bureau of Advertising session of the ANPA’s four-day annual meeting, brought prompt but unofficial response from broadcast researchers.

His claims, they said, were based on information derived by research methods which have themselves been discredited. They said they would welcome an independent test of TV’s audience-research methods, provided the test itself employed valid techniques.

Dr. Bogart, whose organization is the sales-promotion arm of the newspaper business, promised to unveil on June 2 the results of a new national study conducted by Opinion Research Corp., the Newspaper Information Committee.

That study, he said, found “that many advertising messages are just as interesting to people as anything else going on in the world around them”; that “the people who are most interested in any advertiser’s message are he ones most likely to turn to print as he best source” and that “newspapers come up strongly as the number one medium for people to find out about the messages advertisers tell them.”

Specifically, he said, the study showed that “one person in four actually says he looks forward to seeing the commercials when he turns on the TV,” but that “many more (two out of three) say they look forward to seeing the advertisements when they open the newspaper.”

Roper Is Target - In previewing results of the study, Dr. Bogart attempted to dull the sheen on the Elmo Roper studies, made for the Television Information Office, that have showed television steadily widening its lead over newspapers as the source of news for most people (BROADCASTING, April 10).

In the process, however, he showed more deference toward television than its print competitors often tend to do.

The study, he said, “did not start all the media for different purposes.

“Just as only radio provides late news flashes whenever we want them, TV is unique in the authenticity with which it shows news in the making: a state funeral, a ball game, even sometimes a Senate hearing.

“We find in our study that people consider television the best medium for the action news in Vietnam or Washington. But when we take the full range of specific information items in all four media, people select newspapers as the best source, far and away ahead of television even for the items which actually come from TV.”

Dr. Bogart continued: “Does our study seem to refute the findings of the Roper survey which the TIO has just released? We believe it does, because it deals in specifics rather than in generalities. But I must say that we cannot laugh off the steady trend Roper shows over the past eight years, with steady gains in acceptance for television at the expense of newspapers and radio. This trend is real. It should inspire us to avoid complacency about our product, good as it is.”

Hard Knuckles - The charitable attitude toward TV ended. From there on, Dr. Bogart undertook to lower the boom.

The “extraordinary communications revolution” reflected in the Roper studies “is not yet over,” he said, telling his audience that now it’s television’s turn to “take a few lumps.”

The “most startling feature” of the continuing revolution, he said, is that television, “like radio,” is changing from a family medium to a personal medium, its audiences becoming more split up with the growing number of multi-set homes.

From that springboard he jumped into his attack on TV audience research.

“As the TV audience grows more fractionated,” he said, “there is a greater and greater disparity between the percentage of homes using television and the percentage of people watch-
ing TV. This presents new and complicated problems of audience measurement, which don't interest anyone in this room, nor the typical advertisers or their agencies, nor for that matter the broadcasters themselves.'

Dr. Bogart added: "The prevailing weariness with dull technicilities has permitted inflated notions of TV audience size to be accepted as a matter of routine in many sectors of the marketing community. With $2.8 billion invested in television last year, the misunderstanding of what makes people viewing different from set-tuning is in effect a $2.8 billion misunderstanding.'

Dr. Bogart acknowledged that "there is of course more TV viewing than there was a few years ago," saying the Roper study showed "a trend which exactly parallels the rise in set ownership" but with the increase "slightly less in the upper-income sector."

He quoted the Roper report as saying "the upper educational and economic levels are and have always been less oriented toward television than the rest of the public," and added that "this is what every serious study of television has always shown."

He quoted "the head of a television network" as telling advertisers that "people in the higher social-economic brackets watch more television than low-income viewers" and said "this mis-statement has been promoted long after it had been shown to be in error."

"We say," Dr. Bogart added, "television is great enough as an advertising medium to be sold on its real merits, without inventing any extras."

Goodman's Quote • The reference apparently was to a speech by NBC President Julian Goodman, subsequently defended against newspaper attacks by non-NBC as well as NBC researchers.

The nub of Dr. Bogart's criticism of TV audience figures centered on comparisons to results of surveys in which interviewers rang doorbells to find out who was watching TV.

He said A. C. Nielsen Co.'s figures on adult prime-time viewing are about 70% higher than those found by the bell ringers of the Alfred Politz research firm, and that an "as yet unpublished" study by the W. R. Simmons Organization found that a personal viewing diary produced figures 32% higher than the Simmons bell-ringers did. Nielsen, he said, uses a household diary and "this produces even bigger numbers than a personal diary."

"Of course," he said, "any inflation in audience size—be it of the order of two-thirds or one-third—is reflected in the cost-per-thousand by which advertisers evaluate newspapers' efficiency against TV."

"The question of why these figures differ is not a $64 question or a $64,000 million," he asserted. It is "a $2.8 billion question."

Up to Advertisers • Dr. Bogart argued that the question cannot be answered acceptably by media or the rating services. "We say it is up to the people who are spending the money." He called upon the Association of National Advertisers to lead the way in "a full-scale comparative study of television audience research methods and to come up with a realistic yardstick of audience size." He suggested the study be conducted by the Advertising Research Foundation, which is composed of advertisers, agencies and media, and pledged "a $10,000 participation, along with other media and advertisers, in funding this project."

The issue, he said, is "of deep concern to newspapers, but "vital" for the entire advertising business. Officials of ARF reacted favorably and those of ANA could not be reached for comment."

Broadcast researchers contended that Dr. Bogart's chief claim—inflation of TV audience figures—was insupportable because it relied on comparisons based on "bell-ringing research" that was invalid for this purpose. They said that in the Politz study interviewers reported that 35% of the households contacted were "not at home" (and therefore could not be watching television) because nobody answered the doorbell. Actually, they continued, many factors cause people not to answer the doorbell, especially at night—including absorption in TV to the point that they didn't hear the bell or, if they heard it, were unwilling to interrupt their viewing.

Telephone Technique • The 35% not-at-home figure reported by Politz on the basis of its house-to-house study they contended, is "far higher" than shown by telephone interviewing. This alone is enough to "discredit" the research as a measure of TV viewing these authorities contended. Said one "everyone I've spoken to rejects out of hand the idea that 35% of the people are not at home."

A Life magazine promotion based on this or a similar Politz study was at tackled on the same grounds last winter by CBS-TV researchers and subsequently by others (Broadcasting, Dec. 26, 1966).

Nielsen company officials meanwhile have defended their service and also contend that there is scant difference between the viewing habits of upper income, better-educated viewers and those of the total population, and that the "elite" viewers—measured as in individuals—watched as much in 1966 as in 1965 (Broadcasting, March 27).

Broadcast researchers questioned last week, although critical of the Bogart claims, were reluctant to be quoted by name because, they said, his basic guments contained nothing that had not been answered before. One did miss his claims as a "rehash of old trash."
Newspapers should welcome TV, publishers are told

National newspaper advertising is expected to reach the billion dollar mark for the first time in 1967, Charles Lipscomb Jr., chief executive of the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Association, told the bureau's annual meeting in New York last week.

He pointed out that for the past two years, national advertising revenue in newspapers has increased by 10%, reaching $9.56 million in 1966. He predicted that in 1967 newspapers "undoubtedly will go over a billion dollars."

Bureau President Jack Kaufmann told the meeting that during 1966 the bureau had made a record number of 1,367 presentations to advertisers and agencies, ranging from eye-motion studies of newspaper-reading habits to sample ads showing how overseas airlines can take advantage of newspaper art.

No Longer Fear TV • In a report issued by the American Newspaper Publishers Association Research Institute and read to the publishers' convention there was a reference to television in these words:

"We no longer fear TV, but welcome it. We have learned that the story only half-told or half-heard on TV likely will have the greatest readership in our newspapers the next day."

John Strohmeyer, editor of the Bethlehem (Pa.) Globe-Times, which is identified with the ownership of WQPA-AM-FM Bethlehem, said that TV seems impressed by the "hot" and "cool" theories of Marshall McLuhan. Mr. Strohmeyer pointed out that newspapers are considered "hot" and added that "if you accept the theory that we are writing for a generation of people who prefer to sit and watch and don't like to think, editorial pages will have to change."

Classified Important • Eldred R. Garter, classified advertising manager of the Atlanta Constitution and Journal (WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta), told the ANPA session that classified advertising is "big business," totaling $1.34 billion in 1966. He noted this was "only $3 million short of all the money spent on network TV, $4 million more than spent in magazines and $34 million more than spent on total radio."

An announcement was made at the convention that a grant of $150,000 will be made to the ANPA for a study to determine where prertrial crime reporting prevents fair trials. The funds will come from the Robert R. McCormick charitable trust.

Kudos for Cash from TVB board

Unstinting praise seen as complete endorsement of way bureau has been run

In what was interpreted as a move to put an end to bickering over the role of the Television Bureau of Advertising, the TVB board of directors went on record last week with lavish praise for the way TVB has been run and is being run—and for the man running it.

The board adopted a resolution giving Norman E. (Pete) Cash, TVB president, a show of support so unstinting as to make the general run of resolutions put out by trade associations—normally at least proficient in their praise—look almost reserved by comparison.

The board did not mention complaints raised in recent weeks by a number of station reps contending that not only is spot TV business soft but that TVB, instead of merely selling television as a medium, ought to be aggressively selling spot TV against network TV (Broadcasting, March 20).

It seemed clear from the resolution's wording, however, that it was intended not only to commend Mr. Cash and his direction of the bureau but also to defend him against such critics and, hopefully, stem the flow of their criticism. The presence of three leading reps as TVB board members and signers of the resolution—Eugene Katz of The Katz Agency, Frank M. Headley of H-R and H. Peter Lasker of Broadcast Communications Group—seemed likely to increase the resolution's chances of success.

The board made clear that it felt TVB had adjusted to meet new problems as they arose, that it wanted TVB to be run in the future as it has been run, and that the board members considered themselves the best judges of its performance.

The resolution was adopted during a two-day meeting held last Monday-Tuesday (April 24-25) at the Greenbrier at White Sulphur Springs, Va., where the board had been guests at the American Association of Advertising Agencies' annual meeting and hosts of the AAAA at an April 22 cocktail party.

A Fact of Life • Offering the resolution while Mr. Cash and his associates were out of the room, Don L. Chapin of Taft Broadcasting, a former TVB board chairman, said that "like the rest of us in TV, Pete and the bureau may be finding life a bit more complicated than it used to be," but that "we don't think it's their fault. We—and TV—are growing up, and adversity is a fact of grown-up life."

"We're just as impressed today as we were many years ago with Pete's qualities of leadership for the bureau. And it may be appropriate to let him know how we feel by telling him out loud."

The resolution said:

"The board of directors of the TVB hereby commends Norman E. (Pete) Cash, its president, for his superior performance over the years in establishing the bureau's position of high esteem among broadcasters, the advertising profession and the leaders of government concerned with television. He is a credit to his profession, to his staff and to the membership of TVB."

"Alert to the changing needs of television, Pete Cash has been quick to adjust the bureau's efforts to attack new problems with the newest tools. From changes in the bureau's staff to changes in its sales directions, he has shown a keen awareness of today's problems within our medium and has accepted the responsibility of facing them."

"It is our sincere desire that Pete Cash continue to direct his staff in the efficient manner that has resulted in the high degree of respect and acceptance accorded to the TVB by the industry it works to serve."

"It is hereby resolved that Pete Cash's professional and tireless effort be officially recognized with grateful appreciation by this vote of confidence from those best in a position to see the extent and results of his efforts, the directors of the Television Bureau of
Rochester TV's unite

The three commercial TV stations in Rochester, N. Y.—WHEC-TV, WOKR-TV, WROC-TV—have launched a cooperative campaign to attract more national advertising to the market. Called the Rochester TV group, the organization is headed by Arthur W. Kelly, formerly with WHEC-Rochester. His assignments will be coordinated by Hart-Conway Inc., Rochester advertising firm.

Lincoln’s profile put in focus

Media executives of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. were among those briefed on the newest market facts and figures of KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., at a New York luncheon film presentation.

At headquarters of Avery-Knodel, the station's national sales representative, (l to r): Al Larson, AK manager of television sales development; Duane Holman, general sales manager of KOLN-TV; Rein Kurgval, Liggett & Myers research, and Richard Zagreeki, manager of media and sales research for the tobacco company.
Atlanta believes in the Braves.
And WSB-TV.

Joe Torre, a major star in a major city. Atlanta, where sports are big league. As is the television. For the home of the Braves is also home of WSB-TV. The station that outscores all competition with a line-up of news, sports (Braves games, of course), entertainment and special events that has made a believer out of Atlanta. • When it comes to selling Atlanta, WSB-TV is in a league by itself. You’d better believe it.

WSB-TV / Ch. 2 / Atlanta / N.B.C. / Petry

WHITE COLUMNS ON PEACHTREE

COX BROADCASTING CORPORATION STATIONS: WSB AM-FM-TV, Atlanta; WWHO AM-FM-TV, Dayton; WSOO AM-FM-TV, Charlotte; WIBS AM-FM, Miami; KTVI AM-FM, San Francisco-Oakland; WITC TV, Pittsburgh.
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Small fry in big ad world

Seminar told that kiddies gain from TV, have sharp evaluation

The contemporary practice of mixing children and television has exposed the kiddies to a great deal of adult programming and commercials as well as the small-fry fare. The result: Children influence adults in the purchase of adult products much more than grownups realize.

This trend came to light last week in Chicago during an all-day seminar on advertising for the child consumer sponsored by the Women's Advertising

10-second ID's bring $1 million in car sales

A local auto dealer in Providence, R.I., that used a schedule of 10-second ID announcements on two stations in the area to promote the sale of Chrysler cars, credits television with having played the major role in stimulating $1-million worth of orders this past winter.

Harris Auto, a Chrysler-Plymouth agency in Providence headed by Alfred (Smokey) Cerrone Jr., worked out strategy and implementation of the campaign with a committee of WJAR-TV Providence executives. The ID's were carried six times a day on WPRO-TV and WJAR-TV Providence during February and March, and only before the best car shopping days of the week. The ID's spotlighted Mr. Cerrone on camera, stating that he has cars for sale at a certain price at Harris Auto. No other local advertising media were used by Harris.

WPRO-TV has made a filmed record of Harris Auto's success, mentioning gains made by the dealer in January and February and culmination with the outstanding March sales effort. Television Bureau of Advertising is cooperating in making the film available to other TV stations and to auto dealers throughout the country.

Mr. Cerrone went to Detroit to tell the success story of Harris Auto. Pictured (l to r): John McCrory, assistant general manager of WPRO-TV Providence, R.I.; Robert Anderson, vice president and general manager of the Chrysler-Plymouth division; Mr. Cerrone, and Doyle W. Lott, Chrysler-Plymouth advertising manager.
Bell asks Taft to reconsider

Group's higher standards should not cause conflict with code's position

Expressing regret and dismay as well as surprise and disappointment with Taft Broadcasting Co.'s decision to pull nine of its radio stations out of the National Association of Broadcasters' radio code, Howard Bell, code director, last week said he hoped Taft would "reconsider" the move and "continue as a radio code subscriber."

In a six-page, single-spaced letter, the code director was answering the charge made a week earlier by Taft President Lawrence H. Rogers II that acceptance of hemorrhoid-remedy commercials "makes the code of questionable value" (Broadcasting, April 24).

Mr. Rogers had resigned the Taft stations because he said the radio code "now considers acceptable" hemorrhoid remedy spots. The acceptance of such spots, he added, "demeans all broadcasting ... and arms our many critics."

Personal product advertising, including hemorrhoid remedies, had been categorically banned by the radio code until June 1965. At that time the radio board approved an amendment to the code to remove the outright ban and place the emphasis on copy that would be in "good taste" and presented in "a restrained and inoffensive manner."

Mr. Bell said that the fact that Taft stations wish to maintain a standard that "may be considered higher" than the code's own, should not put the two in conflict. "If we were dealing with a proscriptive standard with which you would be required to comply contrary to your policy or philosophy," he wrote, "your reaction would be understandable and necessary. In this case, however, there is no conflict. . . ."

He recalled an exchange of views on the subject between himself and Mr. Rogers following the 1965 amendment, in which the Taft president said the group's policy would "specifically ban hemorrhoid remedies, feminine hygiene, birth control or other such intimate products regardless of treatment."

Mr. Bell noted that following that exchange, Taft remained in the radio code and "I assumed that the matter had been solved."

Tracing the history of personal product advertising over the past two years, Mr. Bell pointed out that in January 1966, his office said birth control products would be unacceptable on the air and in May of that year, feminine hygiene product advertising was put on the unacceptable list.

"If every subscriber who disagreed with a point of code policy withdrew his support," the code director added, "there would be no subscribers left. . . . We hope that subscribers who disagree with a policy would remain in the code in order to support the principles for which the code stands, while at the same time working to change policies which they feel may not be in the best interests of the code, the industry or the public."

The Taft stations that resigned from the radio code were: WRB-FM Birmingham, Ala.; WGR-AM-FM Buffalo, N. Y.; WDAF-AM-FM Kansas City, Mo.; WTVN-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio, and WRBC Cincinnati. WRB-FM has not been a code member.

Taft's seven TV stations remain members of the television code, which bans personal product advertising. Taft radio and TV stations resigned from NAB membership on April 30, 1965.

Iowa agencies to wed in June

Two Des Moines, Iowa, agencies—Lessing-Flynn Advertising Co. and Carter Reynolds and Associates—will merge June 1. They will operate under the Lessing-Flynn name with Roy J. Flynn, president of L-F, retaining that title. Carter Reynolds, president of his own firm, will become an account executive in the merged operation. L-F was established in 1907 and is the oldest agency in the state. The Reynolds shop was formed in 1957. Before that Mr. Reynolds had been an account executive with KRT-AM-FM Des Moines.
4 Outstanding Programs for local broadcast:

**ACTION-DRAMA**

**12 o'clock HIGH**

78 HOURS / 17 IN COLOR — AVAILABLE NOW!

**LIVE-ACTION**

**The GREEN HORNET**

26 HALF-HOURS — IN COLOR FOR FALL START!

*Nielsen MNA avg. Sept. '66-Mar. '67
SCIENCE-FICTION

The TIME TUNNEL

30 HOURS — IN COLOR FOR FALL START!

sale from 20th Century-Fox TV

AWARD-WINNING ALL FAMILY WESTERN

"THE MONROES"

26 HOURS — IN COLOR FOR FALL START!

*Nielsen MNA avg. Sept. '66-Mar. '67
FTC still watching TV ads, ratings

The Federal Trade Commission is still monitoring TV advertising to make sure that all the demonstrations are on the up and up. And the agency is continuing its interest in audience rating claims.

These two items were among the score discussed by the trade agency in its appearance before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Independent Offices on March 6. The transcript of the interrogation was made public last week.

Although not mentioned during the hearing, the FTC is known to be interested in TV commercials showing, for example, a TV receiver operating in a home environment. The question at issue, it's known, is the fact that the picture on the TV set is there through the use of rear screen film projection, not through bona fide reception off the air. The latter is difficult to project on TV, it's said.

The rating study involves not only the validity of the figures used, and a proper explanation of their possible range, but also the omission of other factors that may be responsible for the rating (such as an increase in power, or a taller antenna in the case of TV stations).

In its report to the Congress, the FTC's Bureau of Deceptive Practices, the group that scrutinizes advertising, said it was conducting a "comprehensive" review of TV commercials using mockups.

On the rating subject, the Bureau said its staff had initiated investigations of possible violations.

During the 1965-1966 fiscal year, the report said, the Bureau's monitoring service examined 731,335 advertisements. Radio and TV continuities accounted for 510,681 of these, it said. Almost 19,000 ads of all kinds were segregated for further scrutiny as "possibly misleading," it added.

The bureau said also that it was proceeding in its study of analgesics advertising. Sometime this year, it said, it would submit recommendations to the FTC commissioners for "corrective action on an industry-wide basis." The basic theme under review, it said, were safety, efficacy, speed and duration of relief. It is also checking into vitamin advertising, the Bureau said.

The agency's deceptive practices group is seeking an increase of $235,000 over its 1967 fiscal budget of $1.6 million, adding 25 new personnel to its present 127.

Scali, McCabe, Sloves new agency in N.Y.

Newest addition to the Madison Avenue advertising scene is Scali, McCabe, Slopes. Now located at temporary offices in New York's Hotel Gotham, the new agency, formed by five young men, all in their early 30's, will move to Madison Avenue by July.

President and chief executive officer is Marvin Slopes, former vice president and account supervisor at Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New York. Edward A. McCabe, former vice president and associate copy chief at Carl Ally Inc., New York, is vice president, secretary and director of copy. Sam Scali, former vice president and senior art supervisor at PKL, is vice president and creative director; Alan D. Pesky, formerly an account supervisor with PKL, is executive vice president and J. Leonard Huligren, a senior account executive at PKL, is vice president and director of media and research.

Mary Wells's advice: 'gamble a little'

If it's a safe little success advertisers want they shouldn't come to Wells, Rich, Greene Inc. This hot, little-but-growing, New York-based agency thinks big, goes for broke, and sets out from the start to cut through long-establish industry patterns.

That's what Mary Wells, president of the agency, told a luncheon meeting of the Advertising Club of Los Angeles last week. Looking like a somewhat flustered but defiant runaway from Radcliffe the young lady executive told a turnaround crowd that "big, daring ideas pay off . . . so gamble a little." The American public is jaded with television viewing, she pointed out, is semi-professional about advertising and promotion—"nothing will shock them." The way to get their attention, she indicated, is to prance where others fear to tread, to forget what's been done before and "think for yourself . . . think new whatever you do."

Miss Wells concluded her talk by showing film excerpts from campaigns WRG has conducted for Braniff Airways Inc., Benson & Hedges cigarettes, Burma-Shave and V. La Rosa & Sons macaroni products.

Business briefly . . .

McDonald's Operators Association of Southern California, through Davis, Johnson, Mogul & Colombatto Inc., Los Angeles, this month began its most intensive advertising and promotion campaign. The traffic-building strategy is based on a drawing contest designed to bring children and parents into a McDonald's drive-in restaurant at least four times during the month. The 30-day promotion is supported with 41 TV spots per week on KNXT(TV), KNBC(TV), KABC-TV, KJL-Tv, KTTV(TV) and KCO(TV), all Los Angeles, plus billboards.

General Foods Inc., White Plains, N.Y., through Young & Rubicam, New York, will introduce Freeze-Dried Sanka Coffee with a heavy television and print campaign. GF will also be using spot TV for the introduction of its improved Dream Whip.

Schweppes, New York, is increasing its spot television use in approximately 100 cities in a holiday push for its new bitter orange drink that's being expanded from test marketing to national distribution. Schweppes will be in spot about nine weeks this year, placed in waves (concentrated in a few weeks before and encompassing Memorial, Independence and Labor Days). Much of
the business will be handled on a co-op basis with bottlers and distributors. Agency is Ogilvy & Mather, New York.


LNA bypasses local ads in direct network feed

Leading National Advertisers Inc. announced last week that it plans to begin today (May 1) a direct network feed to its monitoring center in Norwalk, Conn., in a move aimed at providing “greater accuracy and speed” of various network data to agency clients.

C. Scott Miller, executive vice president of LNA, said necessary connections are being made for the hookup from the AT&T long-lines network feed to the East Coast region direct to LNA’s monitoring center in Norwalk. In the past, he stated, LNA monitored the three New York network-owned TV stations and “inevitably local commercials were included, necessitating checking and rechecking.” The network feed eliminates local commercials, according to Mr. Miller, enabling LNA to deliver to agency clients network information covering expenditures, cost-per-thousand and commercial impressions more speedily and more accurately.

Manischewitz test campaign

The B. Manischewitz Co.’s (food products), Newark, N. J., use of a current saturation radio campaign in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadelphia was estimated last week as having involved more than $150,000 and depicted as “prelude” to a more national campaign (using some 20 major markets) next fall.

Manischewitz Foods, through Kane, Light, Gladney, New York, used only radio to advertise April 13-24 its foods during the Jewish Passover season. Theme of the campaign was the singing “Jewish cowboy” (a real life rancher from Texas).

More radio ammo

The National Association of Broadcasters expects to break out of a scissors-and-tape logjam in about two weeks. The tieup is a result of the more than 300 orders for the taped presentation of "The Many Worlds of Inner Space." Each of the tapes has to be hand-leadered in 22 places and the job takes about 45 minutes.

The presentation, which promotes radio, has already been sent to more than 500 stations that got their orders earlier in the year. The present backlog is the result of a presentation of the tape given at the NAB convention in Chicago by Frank Gaither, wsn Atlanta, chairman of the NAB public relations committee (above). The tapes, in stereo, are available to NAB members at $2 each.

Branch stores may find new image through TV

Suburban retail store operators are being urged by one of their own to look at TV advertising to fill the gap in branch store promotion. In a talk prepared for delivery today (May 1) at a National Retail Merchants Association meeting on branch stores in New York, Sam Gottsfeld, vice president of Bell & Stanton Inc., New York, will speak of the growth in branch stores and of their proliferation in the retailing business noting that “today the branches have to and do, for the most part, carry their own weight.” But he asks whether or not the “old chestnut advertising and sales promotional techniques” are good enough to command interest in attracting customers.

An answer, Mr. Gottsfeld suggests, may be for store advertising to appeal to sophistication. He says more stores possibly should hire creative advertis-

ing agencies. But, he warns, “the first job in suburbia would seem to be to find advertising media that are really effective locally. Metropolitan newspapers are striving valiantly to fill the gaps in suburbia, but they have a long way to go.

“Maybe television is the answer, or part of the answer,” Mr. Gottsfeld continues. “Certainly color TV can register merchandise impact as black and white never could. But do retailers have to sell merchandise on television? Maybe they should be selling institutional personality—something not many branches have succeeded in developing.”

Wogan cites radio’s explosive growth

Radio will move into the billion-dollar industry class in 1967 for the first time in its history, Robert Wogan, vice president, programs, NBC Radio, predicted in a speech in Milwaukee last Thursday (April 27).

Mr. Wogan told the National Broadcasters’ Night banquet cosponsored by the Milwaukee Broadcasters Association and the Milwaukee Advertising Club that radio—network, spot and local—had combined revenues of approximately $930 million in 1966 and an increase of 8% to 12% projected for this year should “assure radio its first billion-dollar year.”

Among radio’s advantages, he indicated, are that it is the only advertising medium that has reduced its cost-per-thousand over the past five years (by 15%, he stated) and is the most persuasive of all media with a set distribution of more than 262 million and more than 5,500 AM and FM stations covering the nation with its 200 million listeners.

Rep appointments . . .

- KARK-AM-FM-TV Blair Television and Blair Radio, both New York.
- KYA-KOIT(FM) San Francisco: Broadcast Communications Group, New York.
- WGGG Belmond, WEGO Concord, WGAI Elizabeth City, WGBG Greensboro, WPFR Reidsville, WCBT Roanoke Rapids and WSVM Valdese, all North Carolina; WJJD Christianburg and WPPA Petersburg, both Virginia, and WPGC Bennettsville, S. C.: TN Spot Sales, Raleigh, N. C.
TR-70 SUPER DELUXE
This is the super machine! Designed, built, and tested as a completely integrated unit, for high band color recording and playback. Does everything that the very best recorder could do—with very newest features.

CONVERSION FOR TR-22
This is the unit that set the standards for the industry! Now can be high banded in line with RCA’s policy to update existing equipment. Conversion makes it a high-quality high band machine. (High band conversion unit may be installed by the RCA Service Company for a nominal fee.)

Call your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J. 081
for High Band Color!
most brilliant color pictures!

TR-4 HB NEW ECONOMY HIGH BAND
A new recorder, factory-built and tested for high band color. A complete machine, featuring simplified operation, with built-in picture and waveform monitors... for high quality pictures. Accepts full complement of high band accessories.

TR-3 PLAYER ONLY
This high band player can be in operation at your station for screening or broadcasting all kinds of tapes. Your present TR-3 player may be converted for high band color (or you may purchase a TR-3 together with high band unit). In either case, conversion unit may be installed on your premises.

Note: All of these machines have instant low band and high band capability—at the push of a button—together with RCA's famous "human engineered" design for maximum convenience of operation and assurance of quality.

NOW...
RCA VIDEO TAPE!
First time available... this is the tape you need to back up all the quality features in RCA tape machines. Series 7000 for standard or high band, with a wide range of reels, providing up to one hour in playing time. Notable for low head-wear and signal-to-noise advantages. The finest tape modern technology can provide.
A new kingpin emerges in CATV

Oklahoma oil company to join Telesystems, Gencoe; favorable IRS ruling sought; FCC approval needed

A merger of two multiple CATV groups and an oil and gas producing company that will form the largest CATV company in the country was announced last week.

In one of the first conglomerate mergers in the CATV field, the agreement brings together Telesystems Corp., Philadelphia, Gencoe Inc., Austin, Tex., and Livingston Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla.

The merger is subject to approval by shareholders of the three companies and a favorable ruling from the Internal Revenue Service. FCC approval will also be required, since both Telesystems and Gencoe own common-carrier microwave systems.

The combined company, under the Livingston label, will serve in excess of 100,000 subscribers in 15 states.

Terms call for Telesystems owners Fred Lieberman (75%) and Jack R. Crosby (25%) to receive 2 million shares of Livingston common. Half, however, is subject to Telesystems meeting certain earning goals in the next five years. Gencoe stockholders—Mr. Crosby, Mr. Lieberman, Benjamin J. Conroy Jr., Glenn H. Flinn, Gene W. and Richard C. Schneider among others—will receive a new issue of Livingston $10 par, 3% convertible preferred stock for each Gencoe share. The preferred stock is convertible at any time for one share of Livingston common, it was understood.

Livingston Oil closed at 6% on the New York Stock Exchange last Thursday (April 27). Until the transaction is completed, there is no way of knowing exactly what the value of the merger is. Some observers calculate, however, that Telesystems' 2 million shares may be valued at $14 million; Gencoe's preferred convertible stock at $10 million at par value.

Telesystems owns 23 cable companies in 44 communities serving 47,000 customers in New York, Vermont, Massachusetts, Georgia, Michigan and Indiana. It also holds 15 franchises for CATV in Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Illinois, and is the parent company of Telesystems Services Inc., engaged in the planning and construction of CATV systems. Telesystems also owns 20% of Pioneer Valley Cablevision Inc., which owns four CATV systems in Massachusetts serving over 10,000 subscribers.

Last July, purchase of Telesystems by ABC for $12 million was reported. These negotiations, however, fell through. Earlier last year, Telesystems concluded a $9-million financing arrangement with three banks, using the new funds to retire $6 million held by Chase-Manhattan Bank, New York, and Texas Capital Corp., Dallas.

Gencoe was formed last year when a number of individual southwestern and mountain states CATV holdings were merged. It owns 15 systems serving approximately 50,000 customers in Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Illinois and Maryland. It most recently acquired the Peru, Ind., system serving 6,500 customers. No price was given for that acquisition. Mr. Crosby is president of Gencoe; in his own name he also owns KDLK-AM-FM Del Rio, and 50% of KTEO San Angelo, both Texas.

Livingston Oil is an 18-year-old independent oil and gas producing company with 15,000 stockholders. In the fiscal year ended May 31, 1966, the company reported total revenues of $10,268,273 and a net income of $307,028. Cash flow was listed at $5,218,388.

For the fiscal six months ended Nov. 30, 1966, Livingston Oil showed operating revenues of $5,116,768 and net income before taxes of $299,883.

The consolidated balance sheet of Livingston Oil at the end of its fiscal year showed total assets of $431,12,459, with $3,631,043 as current assets. Total current liabilities were $3,276,366; long-term debt, $11,672,459, and retained earnings, $936,436.

Wayne S. Swearingen is president, Joseph L. Seger, chairman. There are 4,646,352 shares outstanding, with 8.9% held by the Thyssen-Bornemisza group, a Dutch-Swiss combine with international holdings in commercial, industrial and shipping enterprises.

Livingston Oil's principal producing properties are in Oklahoma, Kansas and Texas.

Wrather bounces back for profitable 1966

Wrather Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., showed a substantial net profit in 1966 after consolidated net losses in the previous year. In a letter to stockholders, Jack Wrather, president, noted that the company disposed of its investment in A. C. Gilbert Co., a major reason for the deficit.

Mr. Wrather also reported that the company-produced series 'Lassie' has been renewed for its 14th season on CBS-TV and that the new 'Lone Ranger' color cartoon series captured "top rating" in its Saturday morning time period.

For the year ended Dec. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$0.48</td>
<td>($1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross income</td>
<td>13,055,182</td>
<td>11,977,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>797,284</td>
<td>(1,068,364)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(L denotes loss)

Ling-Altec's income up 43%, sales up 21%

Ling-Altec Inc., a subsidiary of Ling-Tenco-Vought Inc., had net income in 1966 that was 43% above net income in 1965, and gross sales that were 21% above the previous year.

The company makes high fidelity sound equipment for broadcast and commercial purposes, as well as microphones, two-way radio equipment and transformers and power supplies.

The parent L-T-V company announced consolidated sales of $468,251,000 for 1966, resulting in an after-tax earnings of $13,683,000 (or $6.51 a
ABC's net drops to $4 million
1st-quarter report cites high financing costs for color TV, film features

Net operating earnings of ABC declined to $4,025,000, or 86 cents per share, for first-quarter 1967, compared with $4,450,000, 95 cents per share, in the same period last year, President Leonard H. Goldenson announced last week.

Mr. Goldenson attributed the decline to higher financing costs on funds borrowed for broadcasting division expenditures for color TV facilities and feature film programming. He also cited as a factor the effect of severe weather conditions on theater attendance, especially in the Midwest. He said he expected second-quarter earnings to be proportionately higher in comparison with second-quarter 1966.

Earnings, including capital and non-recurring transactions, for this first quarter were $3,885,000, 83 cents per share, as compared with $4,680,000 or $1 per share for first quarter last year.

Mr. Goldenson expressed his hope, regarding the proposed merger with International Telephone and Telegraph, that the FCC, after the completion of oral arguments before the full commission, would reaffirm its previous favorable decision.

For the first quarter 1967:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per share:</th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings from operations</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings from operations</td>
<td>7,575,000</td>
<td>8,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings from operations</td>
<td>4,025,000</td>
<td>4,450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>3,885,000</td>
<td>4,680,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stock arrangement moves CBS-Holt merger

CBS Inc. moved a step closer to merger with the publishing firm of Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc. last week when both corporations signed the pending merger agreement which provides for the creation of a new CBS preference stock. Each outstanding share of Holt, other than shares owned by CBS, will be converted into one share of new CBS preference stock and one half share of CBS common.

Details of the plan were announced by William S. Paley, chairman, and Frank Stanton, president of CBS, and Alfred C. Edwards, president and chief executive officer.

Walter Reade Organization Inc. reported last week an increase in gross income but a decline in net income for 1966.

Walter Reade Jr., president and chairman, explained in the organization's annual report that earnings declined because of substantially increased income tax provisions on both the federal and state levels. He noted that the federal tax loss carryover was exhausted in 1965.

Reade's library of more than 700 feature films are being telecast in all major markets, the report said, and the company's activities in network sales of films are expanding.

For the year ended Dec. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income per share</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0.22</td>
<td>$0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>342,000</td>
<td>505,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross income</td>
<td>18,442,000</td>
<td>18,417,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Earnings decline at Filmways

Filmways Inc. New York, has reported a drop in profits during the six-month period ended Feb. 28 as compared to the similar period a year ago. The new Filmways figures reflect acquisition of Acme Film Laboratories Inc. last February, and 2% stock dividend paid last June.

For six months ended Feb. 28:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Earnings per share</th>
<th>Revenues</th>
<th>Net Income</th>
<th>Shares outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$0.72</td>
<td>$14,970,994</td>
<td>$1,284,847</td>
<td>959,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>18,457,988</td>
<td>744,896</td>
<td>753,652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial notes...

- Audio Devices Inc., New York, reported sales for the first quarter of 1967 were $4,447,065, up 18% over last year's first quarter sales of $3,766,115. 
  Earnings amounted to $133,490, or 14 cents per share, as compared to $233,375 or 24 cents per share, for the first quarter of 1966.
- Chirurg & Cairns Inc., New York, has announced its first 1966 assets increased by $79,732 to $2,201,713 from $2,121,981 in 1965. The agency also reported stockholders' equity rose from $1,223,259 in 1965 to $1,279,664 in 1966. 
  C&C President W. L. Shepardson noted that since 1960, when the merger of the Chirurg and Cairns agencies occurred, stock value has increased 56%.

Gross up, net down in Metromedia report

Metromedia Inc., group owner, reported gross revenues of $35,321,796 for the first quarter ended April 2, an increase of 18% over the comparable 1966 period. Net income and per-share earnings were down during the first quarter this year compared to a year ago.

The quarter ended April 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Income per share</th>
<th>Gross revenue</th>
<th>Net income</th>
<th>Shares outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
<td>$35,321,796</td>
<td>$1,284,847</td>
<td>959,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
<td>$29,870,206</td>
<td>$651,436</td>
<td>753,652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trans-Lux holds its own

Trans-Lux Corp. reported last week that earnings for the first quarter rose slightly over the corresponding period of 1966.

For the first quarter ended March 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Earnings per share</th>
<th>Net earnings</th>
<th>Cash flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
<td>135,432</td>
<td>371,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$0.18</td>
<td>129,819</td>
<td>327,819</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stadiums brightening for sports TV

LIGHTING DEMANDS OF COLOR HASTEN LIGHT IMPROVEMENTS

In TV sports the networks and local stations are tuned for color, yet the capability of stadiums and arenas to provide the necessary lighting remains, for the most part, adequate only for black-and-white. But the immediate future of sports lighting does look brighter.

The most promising development is a move to establish color TV lighting standards for sports arenas. Also under way are the research and development of a number of new lamp products.

Lighting Standards - Efforts are under way in the U. S. and Canada to establish lighting standards for colorcast pickups, which in a majority of sports arenas now fall below par. Two committees of the Illuminating Engineering Society are working toward this end through publication of recommended standards. One IES commit-

- Technicolor Inc., Hollywood, reported net earnings from operations for the first quarter of 1967 were 11% higher and sales about 8% better than the same period last year. Estimated net income after taxes for the quarter ended April 1 was $1.3 million or 39 cents per share. Net sales for the quarter were $23.3 million.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

York. Holt shareholders which years and redeemable CBS executive of Holt. Terms brighter. black -and- Net income Provision for taxes Net income before taxes Net Earned per share York. week. of after an increase %, moved standards. end committees of the way are standards a capability of Movielab's net income approximately a.m., approximately after taxes of sales up 12% on sales and more than 35% on net worth was also announced in its annual report issued last week.

The company’s annual stockholders meeting will be held May 9 in New York.

For year ended Dec. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$1.28</td>
<td>$0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>10,044,087</td>
<td>9,025,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income before taxes</td>
<td>2,344,847</td>
<td>741,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for taxes</td>
<td>1,059,094</td>
<td>307,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income after taxes</td>
<td>1,324,853</td>
<td>433,552</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1967, two lighting engineers, in a paper on outdoor lighting for color TV, concluded that a need exists for three to four times as much light for color as for monochrome telecasts.

Charles Neenan, a lighting consultant (Charles Neenan Associates, Bridge-
water, Conn.) for CBS and ABC, and Kenneth M. Palius, lighting supervisor of ABC, told the SMPTE conference that stadium lighting for color TV can be improved with the use of from 250 to 300 footcandles, instead of the 75 to 100 footcandles deemed sufficient for black-and-white TV pickups.

Mercury Lamps - General Electric has begun marketing several high intensity discharge electric lamps (using rare earth phosphors) in the mercury family, including "Luelox, "Multi-Vapor" and "Deluxe White Mercury" lamps. The firm claims that all are
America will need seven times as much power by the year 2000. We’ll be ready for that, and more.

This forecast means we’ll have to build seven times the equivalent of all we’ve built since 1882 in the next 33 years! Through sound business planning, and financing in the open money market, we’ll help good things happen for customers, employees, supporting businesses and investors while we increase our country’s electric power supply.

The electric company people... the folks at your Investor-Owned Electric Light and Power Companies*

*For names of sponsoring companies, write to: Power Companies, 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020.
These unretouched photographs, taken directly from monitors, tell the story:

First, we took a picture off our black-and-white monitor of the contour signal alone (above). Derived from the green channel and matrixed to all three channels, the contour signal increases the contrast and emphasizes both edges of every transition in the scene. Finally, we photographed the color monitor (above right), with "contours-out-of-green." Now you have it! Lifelike sharpness, with minute detail clearly defined.
The Norelco 3-tube Plumbicon Color Camera delivers the most lifelike picture in television today. It matches the visual discrimination of the human eye more closely than any other camera.

And now, with its unique contour enhancement, the PC-70 produces a picture of dramatic sharpness that cannot be duplicated by a 4-tube camera without contour enhancement.

"Contours-out-of-green," an exclusive Philips engineering achievement, accomplishes this sharpness without any of the drawbacks that accompany 4-tube camera systems. It does not require an extra tube and the resulting complexities of setup and operation. It does not divert light from the chrominance channels.

"Contours-out-of-green" sharpens all edges, not just half of them, both horizontally and vertically—eliminating any possibility of bas-relief, one-sided illumination effect. It is one more reason why the PC-70 is the one camera that sees eye to eye with the viewer. For all these reasons, call or write for our new brochure, or see our representative, Visual Electronics.

© Registered trade mark for television camera tubes.

Norelco  
PHILIPS BROADCAST  
equipment corp.

900 South Columbus Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550
Business
is business.

Says who?  Says too many people.
You've probably heard it yourself many times.
It's used to justify almost anything.

But how many times have you ever questioned this attitude or raised your voice in protest? An idea like this takes root just because not enough people do anything to stop it.

If you have ever asked yourself "Why doesn't someone do something about it?" you're talking to the right person. You.

It won't be easy. Sometimes you'll need encouragement. The kind you'll find in your place of worship.

Here you'll discover you're not alone. That, in itself, can give you the strength to say "Says who?" once in a while when it needs to be said.
suitable for outdoor lighting and can achieve levels of 200 to 300 footcandles in an economic and feasible way. Through further improvements, GE hopes to adapt them for efficient indoor lighting. (Recently, two indoor hockey rinks—at Brown University and Middlebury College—bought this type of lighting to improve their lighting levels for spectators, and in one case for closed-circuit TV.)

GE also has available an incandescent-filament lamp (PAR-Q or par quartz), used last March to boost levels in Freedom Hall in Louisville, Ky., from 35-40 to over 200 footcandles, permitting colorcasts from the sports arena for the first time. (Sports Network's live coverage of the National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball playoffs.) Prior to GE's relighting job, the arena had 144 1,000-w incandescent lamps. The new installation included 112 1,000-w PAR-Q lamps.

The firm expects to supply a "Multi-Vapor" filament-type lamp to Cleveland stadium this July. Its lamps have recently been installed in the Houston Astrodome, Atlanta stadium, St. Louis Busch Memorial, the Orange Bowl in Miami and the Minnesota Twins stadium. GE in the past has sold its lamps to Yankee stadium in New York, Boston's Fenway Park, Dallas's Cotton Bowl and to the Green Bay Packers field.

CBS, which owns the Yankees, recently invited GE and Sylvania to Yankee Stadium to evaluate the lighting and to estimate costs for relighting the stadium in 1968. The stadium at present is equipped with GE's incandescent regular tungsten-quartz-iodine units, which, according to one expert, permit levels of from 150 to 160 footcandles. The units were installed previous to the first telecast night game there in May 1946.

William P. Thierfelder, Yankee vice president, said the stadium's lighting is "adequate" for color TV. Relighting the stadium, he estimated, might cost from $250,000 to as much as $1 million. Yankee Stadium, he admitted, doesn't come up to industry lighting standards, but neither, he said, does any other ball park in the country.

Sylvania, relatively new in this field, markets a metal halide type "Metalarc" lamp and a phosphor-coated (red radiation) "Brite-White DeLuxe" lamp. The Metalarc lamp was installed in the Montreal Forum in Montreal in November 1966, last January in Boston Garden and in early February in the San Diego (Calif.) Chargers Stadium. Colorcasts of National Hockey League games for both CBS-TV and the CBC in Canada originate in the Montreal facility.

Sylvania's units in the Boston Garden include 383 Metalarc lamps as well as fixture and ballast units that raise the light level to 250 footcandles. ABC-TV's National Basketball Association games and CBS-TV's NHL hockey games, as well as local station coverage of events originate at the garden.

Westinghouse's lamp division claims its new "BOC" (Best Output and Color) lamp, of metal halide additives with mercury, was "found to be best of all light sources tested for color television pickup of sports events." The lamp (list price $25.35) operates at 400 w, but has not been fully developed. The firm is also seeking a number of patents on various color-improved mercury floodlamps (using rare earth additives) that are said to improve color by 20%, reduce maintenance and yield more light output per wattage.

Westinghouse has equipped some eight or nine major league baseball stadiums with about 1,200 to 1,600 floodlights per installation. Each lamp costs $50 to $70. The stadiums are lighted at levels of from 120 to 150 footcandles, and for TV coverage can be increased to about 200 footcandles, the company reported.

Duro-Test Lamp Co., North Bergen, N. J., is marketing a "Fluomeric" lamp or high-intensity gaseous discharge mercury unit available in wattages of from 300 to 1,750. The Fluomeric has already been installed in the Denver Stadium and in a number of college stadiums. Its features are said to improve lighting levels over incandescent lamps by as much as 50% or better.

The company also markets a $2,000-and-under xenon high-pressure lamp for the U. S. government. The cost limits its use for the present, but Duro-Test officials indicate a breakthrough in the next three or four years might bring the price down to stadium budgets. Xenon lamps are said to equal daylight as a sort of "perfect sun" with 98% color rendition of sunlight.

(Simmons of West Germany has already installed xenon lamps in sports stadiums in Mexico City, Athens and Johannesburg, South Africa, and at the Expo '67 in Montreal for use in a sports stadium.)

Light Spill = Most sports lighting—roughly about 50%—spills off the target, if the fixtures are not corrected. Crouse-Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y., is testing a new fixture claimed to be 85% to 95% efficient for this problem. C-H expects to have the new fixture ready for distribution this fall. With it, the company has developed a computer technique to interpret light requirements for stadiums.

Portable audio console for TV shown by Gates

What was said to be the largest and most comprehensive display of professional audio equipment ever presented on the West Coast was shown last week at the Audio Engineering Society's 32d national convention in Hollywood. The four-day meeting (April 24-27) also featured the delivery of some 60 technical papers.

Most of the technical sessions concerned transducers, amplifiers, instrumentation and tape systems. There was one session, however, on recording and broadcasting facilities. During that session, John R. Gable of Gates Radio Co., Quincy, Ill., told about a new port-
"I don't see how a farmer can stay in business unless he keeps up with the times. One way I do it is by closely following Arnold Peterson and Gary Kerr and the WOW Stations."

Harold Steffen, Cumberland, Iowa

In Nebraska and Iowa, there are two men the farmers listen to and pay attention to — WOW Farm Director Arnold Peterson and Associate Farm Director Gary Kerr. Call your Blair man for the full story on how WOW Radio and WOW TV farm programming works for the farmer. And for everyone who does business with the farmer.

FCC requests funds for spectrum studies

The FCC hopes to use a relatively modest war chest to launch a two-front attack on what it considers an "impending frequency management crisis."

It plans to begin work as soon as possible on projects intended to provide solutions for the pressing spectrum-shortage problems facing land-mobile radio users.

And it will launch long-range studies, also, aimed at predicting demands for frequency use 10 and 20 years in the future, testing alternative criteria for the allocation of scarce frequencies, and constructing an inclusive, coordinated research program for the future.

Chairman Rosel H. Hyde disclosed those proposals to a House Appropriations subcommittee during a hearing on the administration's budget request of $19.1 million for the agency for fiscal 1968. The record of the March 5 closed-door hearing was made public last week.

The proposed budget figure, up $1.7 million from the $17.8 million appropriated for the commission for the fiscal year, contains $300,000 for research designed to provide the means for improving the overall efficiency of the utilization of the spectrum. The $300,000 is understood to be part of a planned five-year FCC project that may run to $2 million (Broadcasting, Jan 30).

Chairman Hyde noted that support for a spectrum study had come from the Department of Commerce's independent panel of experts, which recommended a new $10 million to $50 million research program, as well as from the director of telecommunications management and the President's Crime Commission.

"We are not now prepared to recommend a multimillion-dollar program to the President and the Congress," Chairman Hyde said. "The President and the FCC do believe, however, that a research program of the modest magnitude we are requesting is not only war-
ranted but is long overdue." He also said the studies would be made in cooperation with DTM, which is responsible for regulating the government section of the spectrum.

Congressional interest in the spectrum-shortage problems of land-mobile users, especially, was reflected in Representative Robert N. Giaimo's (D-Conn.) constant questioning of Chairman Hyde on the subject.

Representative Giaimo had expressed an interest in the possible allocation of a portion of the UHF section of the spectrum to land-mobile services. And it was in a colloquy with him that Chairman Hyde disclosed that the commission was considering such a possibility.

That possible solution to the land-mobile problem was one of several mentioned by the commission in a general study of the problem it announced three weeks ago (Broadcasting, April 17).

The hearing record indicates the commissioners received a sympathetic hearing as they made their case for a budget increase. Representatives Giaimo and Edward P. Boland (D-Mass.) expressed concern over the commission's lack of resources—a rare display of feelings in such proceedings.

Representative Boland at one point said, "It is inconceivable to me how the commission can come up with answers to this [spectrum-management] problem with the present staff."

And Representative Giaimo, after listening to Chairman Hyde relate the commission's difficulties in keeping even with its licensing responsibilities, said: "So ... you have all you can do just to keep up with licensing and have no time left to think of your present and future problems."

"That is a good generalization of it," said Chairman Hyde.

Tiny antenna looks useful

An Air Force miniature antenna development is said to hold promise for a revolutionary breakthrough in the commercial TV field.

Called a subminiature integrated antenna, it uses transistors as an amplifier "married" to the antenna, resulting in a radical reduction in size.

Edwin M. Turner, technical manager of the antenna radome group in the laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, said that the miniaturization project was directed at satellites and aircraft, but that it could, "if a manufacturer wants it," be put into commercial production in a year. It could sell for $2 or $3, he said.

Mr. Turner noted that the antenna could perform some tuning functions also, when properly designed.

"KCMO stations' George Stephens and Paul Pippert are a big part of my 600-acre grain and purebred beef cattle farm. They're on top of all farm developments and help make my farming pay."

Harold Thieman, Concordia, Missouri

Kansas and Missouri farmers get the information and answers they need from KCMO Radio and TV Agriculture Director George Stephens and his associate Paul Pippert. This two-man team is the big reason KCMO Radio and KCMO TV are the stations Mid-America farmers have watched and listened to for years. For KCMO Radio call CBS Radio Spot Sales — and for KCMO-TV call H-R Television, Inc.
NAB varies from CPTV script

Wasilewski recommends local and state control of public television as parade of affirmations from national leaders resound in the hearings

It took until the second day of the second week for the rosy glow to flicker, but flicker it finally did. The witness in the Senate hearing room was Vincent Wasilewski, president of the National Association of Broadcasters. The subject was the administration proposal to establish a Corp. for Public Television in line with the grand design of the Carnegie Commission's report. As the NAB president finished giving his prepared testimony, a perplexed look on the chairman's face brought silence to the room. Finally, the chairman, Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), observed wonderingly: "Mr. Wasilewski, you're opposed to this bill."

It was a star-crossed moment: none of the preceding witnesses had found fault with the substance of the measure. But the threat of outright opposition dissolved in gentle laughter. "No, I'm not," protested Mr. Wasilewski. "You're not opposed to it, you just don't like the way it's written," suggested the chairman. "I just don't like the way it's written," agreed the NAB president.

Senator Pastore, the only Communications Subcommittee member present during Mr. Wasilewski's appearance and avowed supporter of the CPTV bill, didn't detain the NAB witness with further questions. And as the parade of witnesses continued to come and go, it seemed likely that the full Senate hearing record would show no closer approach to outflunked hostility for the proposal than that put forth by the NAB.

Later, in an interview, Senator Pastore said the NAB proposal deviated from the spirit of the bill and would "open another can of worms" (see page 49).

Mr. Wasilewski's criticisms, as well as his alternatives, were presaged in a speech before the NAB convention in Chicago April 3 (Broadcasting, April 10). Following lines laid down then, the NAB president testified to "an honest and good faith reservation" that the bill does not provide sufficient insulation from political pressures. The bill would establish a corporation directed by presidential appointees that would allocate funds in large part provided by the federal government into programming and interconnection facilities for use at the option of ETV stations.

Local Power - The NAB plan would have federal support for programing being granted to educational outlets in the same manner as facilities grants are now disbursed. The local stations would appoint directors and pass on some of the federal money to support the CPTV's activities.

In using a framework already in existence Mr. Wasilewski said "a strong and vital noncommercial broadcasting system can be built on the solid foundation that has already been achieved for the present system of educational television." The first section of the administration bill continues the program for extending facilities grants directly to states for ETV station construction and purchase of equipment. The NAB proposal would follow the same pattern for bringing programing support.

Mr. Wasilewski's alternatives, however, fell on the ears of a chairman who expressed impatience with outright supporters of the bill for suggesting even minor changes in the proposal's language. Several times he reminded supporters that the object "was to get the show on the road and not get bogged down in minor details." At one point he reminded witnesses who had been differing over whether the corporation should have an active or passive role in interconnection arrangements, "I don't consider it to be of tremendous importance. We have a lot of fine, reasonable people interested in this legislation. It's necessary we do something affirmative about this legislation. And this has to be heard all over again by the House," he reminded supporters.

Little Help - The NAB position got scant support from commercial broadcasters present (although Mr. Wasilewski hazarded that a poll of educational broadcasters would favor his plan). Frank Stanton, CBS president, reaffirmed his company's vow to give the CPTV an unrestricted gift of $1 million on the day it is formally chartered. He expressed agreement with all three sections of the bill: the continuing facilities grants, the establishment of the Corp. for Public Television and setting up a study of the needs and goals of instructional television. He sided with James R. Killian, chairman of the Carnegie Commission, on the question of granting the corporation operating authority over an interconnection (Broadcasting, April 17). "I am," he said, "in general agreement . . . that the proposed corporation should not be foreclosed from arranging and scheduling interconnections as need and occasion occur."

Dr. Stanton said he saw not much difficulty with the problem of political insulation but expressed hope that "enough fat" could be provided in financing to add to the independence of the corporation. He agreed with the decision to defer problems of financing for a year of further study.

Both Benefit - Julian Goodman, president of NBC, sees a developing competition between educational and commercial broadcasters as beneficial to both camps. Some overlap in programing is unavoidable, he noted. Supporting all sections of the administrator...
bill, he seconded Carnegie Commission testimony that the corporation should be allowed to deal with carriers in setting up interconnection systems. He also said that NBC “does not oppose the principle of preferential rate treatment.”

The Ford Foundation’s plan to subsidize ETV with satellite profits was criticized by Mr. Goodman, and he noted with approval that the CPTV bill supported the NBC position.

At one point he came into conflict with NAB’s stand. Addressing the problem of government instructions on programming decisions, he said he questioned whether the situation “would be altered by the form government support may take—whether from general tax revenues, dedicated taxes, or federal action providing direct or indirect bounties.”

Leonard H. Goldenson, ABC president, also spoke out against using satellite profits to support ETV. He said, however, that ABC would voluntarily donate a portion of any satellite savings to ETV. He affirmed opposition to any special tax or surcharge on the industry. For this reason, he said, ABC also opposes a suggested excise tax on television receivers (the financing method proposed by the Carnegie Commission).

Mr. Goldenson focused on interconnection as central to the effective operation of ETV, and dwelt at length on the need to utilize satellites for this purpose. He reminded the committee that ABC was first to propose a domestic broadcast satellite and that under ABC’s proposal a channel was to have been dedicated for free use by ETV’s. He urged prompt approval by the FCC of a domestic system in time for immediate use by the CPTV.

Shoot Down Satellite • During the hearing, the Ford Foundation proposal to finance programming on ETV via satellite profits came under attack from the White House, the Communications Satellite Corp., AT&T and Western Union. The attacks came in an area that is not directly under consideration in the pending legislation.

Dr. James O’Connell, telecommunications adviser to President Johnson, did not refer specifically to the Ford plan, but he said he disagreed with proposals “to decide in the short-range future on a specialized satellite distribution system” for ETV.

The present domestic system of land lines, he said, seems to meet all needs. The Carnegie Commission report, he added, “did not make the consideration of educational television needs dependent upon the immediate development of massive communication satellite support.”

Satellite communication, he continued, is not the “complete panacea for all communication problems,” it is not the “last and ultimate breakthrough in communication technology.” Commercial television, Mr. O’Connell pointed out, has probably contributed more to the stimulation of growth in our national economy than any other single advertising medium.” It has a profit motive but that is not “reprehensible or blameworthy,” he said, adding “it has made entertainment available to more people, in greater variety and at lower cost than the world has ever before experienced. Its growth, its coverage, its propensity for service, its success has been literally phenomenal.”

Comsat View • A general criticism of single-purpose satellites was made by James McCormack, chairman of Comsat. Subdividing domestic satellite service among special users, he said, would retard advances that can be achieved in satellite communication.

Comsat is convinced, he said, “that a coordinated multiuse system can meet the national broadcast transmission requirements at lower cost than can a separate broadcast system. The cost differential may be small at first, but it will greatly increase as the nonbroad-
cast use grows and assumes a larger proportion of the fixed costs.”

Mr. McCormack also said the language of the bill should clearly give the corporation the authority to decide what shows will be transmitted over which facilities at what hours.

Chances that conflicting demands for transmission time will increase if low-cost or free channels are offered for noncommercial programs, he said, and in that case, “some entity should have authority” to pick and choose.

Comsat, he added, doesn’t want the job of choosing among those, who would seek the same transmission times.

ETV Can’t Wait: Satellites will provide “significant economies” in all kinds of transmissions, but “public television need not wait for domestic satellites,” Kenneth G. McKay, vice president-engineering, AT&T, told the subcommittee.

Also supporting multipurpose satellites, he said establishing any satellite system “to meet the reasonable needs of ETV can, at best, take several years.” In the interim and to get ETV moving, he said, the Bell System’s land lines can be used.

Mr. McKay noted that a week earlier AT&T had filed with the FCC for a reduced rate for transmissions between 2 a.m. and noon. Designed to be used by everyone, he said, the reduced rate would provide answer to one of ETV’s basic needs: “an economical means of transmitting program tapes at off-peak hours for later broadcast” by stations.

Senator Pastore acknowledged that the rates could be a boon to ETV, but he noted that AT&T was trying to drum up business for a period when its facilities are seldom used by broadcasters.

Now is Time: Western Union came out in strong disagreement with the carriers who urged a delay on satellite systems. Earl D. Hilburn, vice president of WU, said limited service by satellite should be started immediately and that it should be a multipurpose satellite.

Saying that it would take any governmental agency from six months to a year to get ground stations ready for a domestic service, he said WU would make its facilities available for a test “without charge” to ETV. Western Union could move in this direction, he added, only if the FCC would take “favorable action” on a series of applications filed in late 1966 for construction permits for ground stations. The applications were returned pending the commission’s decision on satellite ownership.

The Western Union plan, Mr. Hilburn continued, would provide one channel for use by ETV, and his company would be willing “for the duration of this demonstration to interconnect the satellite network with private microwave systems devoted to public broadcasting and authorized by the FCC for public television service.”

Senator Speaks: Senator Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.) appeared in support of the bill, but he urged that the membership in the CPTV directorate should be divided between 10 directors appointed by the President, with five of these recruited from the field of ETV, and five additional directors elected by the presidential 10. He also advocated a clearly authorized and funded study of all possible financing methods—with emphasis on devising a source of income for the CPTV that would be independent of short-run political pressures.

Senator Pastore replied in rebuttal that presidential appointments can and should rise above any possibility of presidential control. He also questioned whether a study on financing would duplicate other efforts. Basically, he expressed the fear that emphasizing such areas of conflict would weaken the bill and strengthen opposition.

Dore Schary, dramatist and screenwriter, appeared on behalf of four organizations of American authors in support of the bill. He said that the groups, The Dramatists Guild, The Writers Guild of America, The Authors Guild and The Authors League of America, share a concern with the “condition of American television.” They see a large potential in educational television for strengthening the theater arts and providing “a valuable means of encouraging and developing the talents of young writers, dramatists, film writers and makers and other creative artists throughout the country,” he noted. As writers can have much to offer, he observed, they should be among those considered for representation on the CPTV board of directors.

Editor’s Opinions: Referring to commercial television as “private TV”, Lester Markel, associate editor of the New York Times, said that anything the viewers of that medium “acquire by way of information or culture is incidental and almost accidental. It is intent on giving the public what it wants—or at least what it thinks the public wants—and I’m not at all certain it has adequate means of finding out.”

TV can improve public opinion and elevate public culture, he said, but com-
Pastore urges fast CPTV action for early operation

If Congress will speedily pass the administration's bill to establish a Corp. for Public Television and get it on the President's desk for Mr. Johnson's signature, CPTV ought to be operating by the end of this year. That's the prediction—and hope—expressed by Senator John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), whose subcommittee wound up hearings on the bill last Friday (see page 46). Senator Pastore also urged the House to begin its consideration now, saying he would be "hopefully pleased" with a speed-up there.

Senator Pastore's remarks, laced with a note of urgency, were given in an interview with Richard Doan in Washington last Thursday. The session was aired last night (April 30) on WNEW New York.

Senator Pastore said it would be "unfortunate" if this session of Congress failed to see the legislation passed. He acknowledged several factors are yet to be resolved, including safeguards for CPTV against "political influence," but said he was convinced the corporation could be established with sufficient "insulation" from political influence.

He also said that the local non-commercial station would make the "ultimate decision" on whether or not a CPTV program would be telecast; that both commercial and non-commercial TV can "live together and prosper and render public service without hurting each other;" and that he took a dim view of most "alternative" plans for CPTV.

The proposal of the National Association of Broadcasters suggesting that the states dispense funds for educational TV purposes to individual stations, Senator Pastore said, was a "deviation from the spirit" of CPTV's would-be creators, would dilute public television's "effectiveness" and serve to "open another can of worms."

He suggested some of this thinking might be traced to "an imaginary fear that public television would hurt commercial TV in profits."

Senator Pastore recalled that CBS was in favor of the CPTV concept and that Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, had pledged $1 million from CBS toward a $25 million private endowment for CPTV. The senator said he would "like to see the other networks do the same."

If Congress will speedily pass the administration's bill to establish a Corp. for Public Television and get it on the President's desk for Mr. Johnson's signature, CPTV ought to be operating by the end of this year. That's the prediction—and hope—expressed by Senator John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), whose subcommittee wound up hearings on the bill last Friday (see page 46). Senator Pastore also urged the House to begin its consideration now, saying he would be "hopefully pleased" with a speed-up there.

Senator Pastore's remarks, laced with a note of urgency, were given in an interview with Richard Doan in Washington last Thursday. The session was aired last night (April 30) on WNEW New York.

Senator Pastore said it would be "unfortunate" if this session of Congress failed to see the legislation passed. He acknowledged several factors are yet to be resolved, including safeguards for CPTV against "political influence," but said he was convinced the corporation could be established with sufficient "insulation" from political influence.

He also said that the local non-commercial station would make the "ultimate decision" on whether or not a CPTV program would be telecast; that both commercial and non-commercial TV can "live together and prosper and render public service without hurting each other;" and that he took a dim view of most "alternative" plans for CPTV.

The proposal of the National Association of Broadcasters suggesting that the states dispense funds for educational TV purposes to individual stations, Senator Pastore said, was a "deviation from the spirit" of CPTV's would-be creators, would dilute public television's "effectiveness" and serve to "open another can of worms."

He suggested some of this thinking might be traced to "an imaginary fear that public television would hurt commercial TV in profits."

Senator Pastore recalled that CBS was in favor of the CPTV concept and that Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, had pledged $1 million from CBS toward a $25 million private endowment for CPTV. The senator said he would "like to see the other networks do the same."

Commercial TV is not doing the job and will not do it, and noncommercial TV has not done the job because it doesn't save the money or the audience.

He chided commercial television for giving only "a bulletin service, backed up only occasionally by documentaries" or general news. In cultural programming, he went on, the medium has made "some fine contributions but these are sporadic..."

In sum, he told the subcommittee, public TV should provide daily newscasts with perspective, programs for leisure time and "guideposts for other leisure activities."

Entertainment on TV should be at a higher level, he continued, because "the public taste is far better than the pap dispensers reckon it to be" and "the minority audience for culture can be largely increased."

Contrary to those who have expressed fear of getting too much government money to subsidize public TV, Mr. Markel said "it seems clear that the larger part of the funds will have to be supplied by the federal government."

The kind of money he was talking about "is not $9 million or $10 million a year but something in the neighborhood of $200 million or even more. This to my mind is a small price to pay for an informed public opinion and an even-higher cultural level."

Breaking down the public into four categories, he described 20% as "moronic"; 20% "capable of learning, if they had the desire to learn, which they do not have"; 20% well informed, and 40% "ready to listen if they are properly approached."

Broadcasters and CATV = Besides the major networks, other broadcasters made appearances, as did CATV businessmen and educators. Donald H. McGannon, chairman and president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., stressed the need for clearer criteria for public broadcasting, which he would prefer to term "educational broadcasting."

Mr. McGannon foresees a similarity between commercial and educational broadcasting and urges creation of a free flow of programing and personnel between the two fields.

As to financing, he said: "My own view leads me to project that the excise tax suggested by the Carnegie Commission and the cost-savings rebate plan of the Ford Foundation will both prove to be undesirable. Rather, a periodic (perhaps tri-annual) appropriation by the Congress out of general tax funds will provide...continuity for ETV along with absolutely proper and desirable congressional assistance and re-

Dramatist's Schary Ready to write

'Time's' Markel Uplifting the 40%
view."

One broadcaster, Ted Jones, president of WCRB-AM-FM Waltham, Mass.-Boston and WCRQ(FM) Providence, R.I., asked that ETV be allowed to accept limited advertising, in the form of more substantial identification of companies that support programs. Mr. Jones also had kind words for the NAB proposal that CPTV directors be named by the ETV stations themselves. He proposed that five of the 15 directors be so appointed, but said he was not too concerned about a need to shield the directors from political pressure.

Irving B. Kahn, chairman and president, Teleprompter Corp., New York, CATV operator and builder, and Robert H. Beisswenger, president of Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia, also a CATV operator and manufacturing supplier to the cable industry, spoke in support of the bill. At the same time, they urged the subcommittee to consider CATV's role in development of educational broadcasting. At issue were CATV seats on the CPTV board and language, either in the bill or in committee reports, that cable systems are to participate in the ETV development.

"CATV has a vital role to play in this drama due to its character as a local service with so many different channel capabilities," noted Mr. Beisswenger. Cable also can provide two-way communications, he said, adding to its usefulness for education.

Mr. Kahn zeroed in on another consideration: CATV is a system "that places absolutely no added burden on the broadcast spectrum." As token of his company's belief in public television, he said, Teleprompter, with its New York City partner, Hughes Aircraft Co., is offering a channel on its New York system for ETV experimentation.

Stanton asks release of USIA material

Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS, addressed a congressional committee on an issue other than educational television (see page 46) last week, but in his other testimony he wore a different hat. Before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Dr. Stanton spoke as chairman of the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information. His purpose: to open up for domestic distribution material produced for overseas consumption by the U. S. Information Agency.

Dr. Stanton's advisory panel had urged a relaxation of a tradition imbued with almost the force of law that prohibits the USIA from complying with domestic requests for copies of communications distributed for use abroad. The Foreign Relations Committee is considering a proposal to permit the USIA to maintain a file of such material open for inspection by those interested.

Dr. Stanton's testimony was intended to persuade the committee to pass legislation allowing the materials to be sent out on request. He emphasized that the USIA was not to promote domestic distribution but merely respond to requests. In explaining to the committee that inspection was an improvement over the present situation, he argued that it doesn't go far enough. It this regard, he said, "It is a paradox that, come face to freedom, we so often build walls around it."

"Our proposals," he continued, "are not so far apart on goals as on means for achieving them. You would protect the American people from any government instrument of thought control or coercion. So would we. We would have the American people know how their government postures itself before the rest of the world. So, I believe, would you. Our difference is on whether these goals are irreconcilable. I am persuaded they are not."

Changing hands . . .

ANNOUNCED = The following station sales were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

- WNRQ-AM-FM Norfolk, Va.: Sold by Louis H. Peterson and Jack H. Harris and others to Arnold and Audrey Malkan and Stanley E. Wilson for $1,233,750 (see page 58).
- WOHM-AM-FM East Liverpool, Ohio: Sale being negotiated by Joseph Coons to Herbert Scott and associates for over $400,000 subject to formal agreement. Mr. Scott is president of Great Scott Stations Inc., licensee of WPAZ-AM, WPAZ-FM and WSK New Castle, both Pennsylvania, WLCW-AM Georgetown, Del., WTTM-AM-FM Trenton, N. J. and WTIG-AM Massillon, Ohio. WOHM is fulltime on 1490 kc with 500 w days and 250 w nights. WOHM operates on 104.3 mc with 26 kw. Broker: Edward Tornberg Co.
- APPRAISALS = The following transfers of station interests were approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see THE RECORD, page 75).
- WOPA-AM-FM Oak Park, III.; WOL-AM-FM Washington; WDIA and WNTL(FM) Memphis; KDA Oakland, Calif.; WWRL New York and KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.: 40% interests to be sold to public by Richard Goodman and Mason Lundy for maximum return of $4.48 million (see page 58).
- WXYT-TV Lexington, Ky.: Sold by Taft Broadcasting Co. to Kentucky
WLW takes its wings tonight

Ventures out of Las Vegas nest with 90-minute series to compete with Carson and Bishop

The newly organized United Network is scheduled to begin on-the-air operations today (May 1) with the presentation of the late-night Las Vegas Show on about 125 stations in the U.S. and 32 in Latin America.

A United Network spokesman said that more than 75% of the program had been sold to advertisers but declined to name them. It was understood that the network was working toward 100% sponsorship before "opening night," at which time full advertising details would be announced.

The network has assembled power-house programming for the first week in a strong effort to make the variety-entertainment series with Bill Dana as host, competitive in many markets with NBC-TV's Tonight Show, starring Johnny Carson, and ABC-TV's Joey Bishop Show, both carried in the 11:30 p.m.-1 a.m. slot. The Las Vegas Show will be presented largely in various late-time periods, starting at 10:30 p.m., 11 p.m., 11:30 p.m. and, in some instances, at midnight, though various stations in major markets are scheduling it in prime-time periods (BROADCASTING, April 24).

The premiere program tonight will present seven U. S. astronauts (Alan Shepard, Gordon Cooper, James Lovell, Michael Collins, Charles Conrad, John Young, and Richard Gordon) as well as entertainers Milton Berle, Billy Daniels, Abbe Lane, Allen and Rossi, Dave Astor, Chad and Jeremy, Jackie Gayle, Sarah Vaughan, Big Tiny Little, Rich Little and the Trombones.

Other personalities scheduled during the first week include Julius La Rosa, Della Reese, Don Cornell, Helen O'Connell, Maureen O'Hara, Jaye P. Morgan, Roberta Sherwood, Barbara McNair, Rusty Draper, Tommy Leonetti, Sheila McRae, Craig Stevens and Frank Gorshin.

The Las Vegas Show originates from the Hotel Hacienda theater in that city.

EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST PROPERTIES!

SOUTH
Old established fulltimer serving single station market of 15,000. Owner wants quick sale and has priced accordingly. $125,000 all cash, absolutely nothing less.

CENTRAL

TEXAS

NEW MEXICO

KGFL, oldest station in Roswell, now dark but once grossed in excess of $120,000 and was number one in market. Now available for $10,000 down and the balance of $444.00 per month over ten years. Excellent equipment and lots of it. 5 kw day, 1 kw night, 1430 kc. With additional $10,000 working capital you can possibly become a quarter millionaire in three years.

Contact—George W. Moore in our Dallas office.

Central Television Inc. (Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co.) for $2.5 million (see page 58).

- KALI San Gabriel, KFYF(FM) San Mateo, KCEC-TV El Centro (CP), all California: Sold by Tele-Broadcasters Inc. (H. Scott Kilgore and others) to United Broadcasting Co. Inc. (Richard Eaton, group broadcaster) for $1.9 million with adjustments (see page 58).

- KOFY San Mateo, Calif.: Sold by Tele-Broadcasters Inc. to H. Scott Kilgore, principal owner of Tele-Broadcasters, for $425,000 (see page 58).

- WATT Richmond, Va.: Sold by United Broadcasting Co. to John and Robert Sinclair for $210,000 (see page 58).

- KAGI Grants Pass, KOTC(TV) Klamath Falls, KTVM(TV) Medford and KFIC(TV) Roseburg, all Oregon: Sold by Southern Oregon Broadcasting Co. (Earle E. Voorhies, John E. Voorhies and family) to Redwood Broadcasting Inc., which now owns 50% of Southern Broadcasting Co. Redwood Broadcasting is owned by William B. Smullin and wife. Upon completion of transaction, Mr. Smullin will own 70% and the Voorhies family will own 30% of Redwood. Redwood and Southern also own 40% of KRKR-TV Redding, Calif. and operate CATV systems in Grants Pass, Medford, Klamath Falls, Cave-Selma and Roseburg, all Oregon, and 15% of CATV in Redding, Calif. KAGI is on 930 kc with 5 kw days and 1 kw nights. Stock transfer. KOTC is on ch. 2 with 13.5 kw visual and is affiliated with all three networks. KTVM is on ch. 5 with 30.2 kw visual and is affiliated with ABC-TV and CBS-TV. KFIC is on ch. 4 with 3.37 kw visual and is affiliated with NBC-TV.

WLW takes the space as Avco shifts offices

Avco Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati, will move its corporate offices to the city's new Provident Tower building. Their old home at Crosley Square, which it occupied since 1943, will be occupied by WLW-FM-TV. The separation between corporate offices and stations will be effective July 1.

Crosley Square will undergo a $500,000 renovation for station operations. Avco's President John T. Murphy announced that the new offices in Provident Tower will occupy a total of 15,700 square feet, room enough for accounting, advertising, promotion, community affairs, personnel and public information offices to spread wings to work with Avco's five television stations and six radio stations.
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Acts to be carried on the program will be taped at nine other Las Vegas hotels. Bill Dana and a repertory company will appear between the segments.

30 Hours in Can • More than 90 acts, covering 30 hours of color programming, already have been taped. The repertory company segments will be taped one or two days before air time to keep the material topical.

The United Network claims to cover almost 80% of all TV sets in the U. S. Officials of the United Network are Jack V. McGlothlin, board chairman; Oliver Treyz, president; James W. Nichols, managing director, and Lewis M. Marcy, executive vice president.

The network begins operation one week after Johnny Carson made his long-anticipated return to the Tonight series and two weeks after Joey Bishop began his program. The only available rating for last Monday (April 24) was the New York Nielsen. It showed Tonight with an 11.4 rating and a 41 share compared to Joey Bishop's 3.4 rating and 12 share. Mr. Bishop, whose guest on last Monday's show was Jack Paar, former star of NBC-TV's Tonight, also was outrated by a feature film on WCBW-TV (6.2 and a 22 share) and the Merv Griffin Show on WNEW-TV (4.4 and a 16 share).

Johnson attacks FCC's enforcement

LABELS REGULATORY SYSTEM 'LUDICROUS' IN LATEST DISSENT

FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson expressed concern last week over what he considers the inadequacy of the commission's machinery for enforcing its regulations. He called the level of the present effort "ludicrous" and said a strengthening of regulation-enforcement practices is needed.

He was challenged by Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, however, on his analysis of the commission action that gave rise to his statement—the elimination of a questionnaire used by commission engineers in their prerenewal inspection of broadcast stations.

Commissioner Johnson said that the action constitutes a step backward from a policy of enforcement that was already less than adequate. Chairman Hyde said the commission was not abandoning its interest in enforcing regulations—that, on the contrary, the action would permit more efficient use of commission personnel.

Other Machinery • But much of Commission Johnson's statement dealt with the commission's regulatory machinery apart from the questionnaire. He noted that the commission's complaints and compliance division is authorized to employ six investigators to check into complaints regarding the nation's 7,000 broadcasting stations, and added:

"As if that were not ludicrous enough, the staff has recently been cut to three because of backlogs elsewhere. As field investigators work in pairs, I presume that means the U. S. Federal Communications Commission is now sending out a force of two men to cover a beat as vast as the 2,314,000,000 acres that are the United States."

He said that situation illustrates the extent to which the commission and its staff "are struggling to serve our society's most fundamental need—effective, efficient and satisfying private and mass communications systems—against truly impossible odds."

It's obvious, he said, that the commission lacks "the rudimentary information, analysis, staff, funds, public understanding and support necessary to serve the industries we regulate—let alone the long-forgotten and never-defined 'public interest.'"

The questionnaire whose elimination sparked the commissioner's statement had been in use since 1961 and contained eight questions about nontechnical matters—is the station identifying itself correctly, does it identify sponsors correctly, is it broadcasting lottery information, among them.

Staff Recommendation • The staff recommended the deletion, contending that the questionnaire was badly written, that the questions duplicate others asked by the commission and that the Broadcast Bureau does not find the information turned in on the forms useful.

But Commissioner Johnson said he was not so much concerned with the abandonment of the form as he was with the fact that "a vitally important commission responsibility—enforcement of regulations—is now to receive even less attention than before."

Chairman Hyde, in talking to reporters last week, said that "the engineers will still make the same inspection—but they won't have to do it twice." He said all of the material covered in the questionnaire can be reported in a checklist the engineers are required to use in inspecting the stations.

Thus, he said, the engineers will be able to make more inspections than previously—60% of all stations over a three-year period rather than 54%, according to figures contained in Commissioner Johnson's statement.

The decision to eliminate the form was an internal matter, and normally would not have been announced. However, the commission issued a public notice on the act in order to permit the commission to air his views.

No Solution • Commissioner Johnson didn't offer a specific recommendation as to what the commission might do to improve its regulatory procedures, a though he said that of several possible alternatives the adoption of an inproved version of the abandoned form offers "the most promise."

He said lack of money is an obviou problem, in many areas of commissis activity, but added that a study should be made before additional funds could be requested or wisely used.

He said "it may very well be" that some regulations now on the commission books should be repealed. But "elimination should follow, rather than the reverse, a thorough analysis of the purpose of the regulations involved or the alternative means by which the might be enforced," he said.

In indicating the view that the commission's regulatory machinery is inadequate, he said that the staff he suggested investigations of complaints from the public would be an adequate substitute. But that is going full circle he said.

"The people looked to their elect...
representatives, Congress, to exercise responsibility over communications; Congress established the FCC to deal with the problems and passed to it the rather broad responsibility to act in the 'public interest, convenience and necessity'; now the Commission has turned back to the people the responsibility to investigate and report violations of FCC regulations.'

But, as he also noted, the public does provide the commission with leads to violations—14,000 annually. And the problem there, he said, is that the commission is not equipped to follow up on such complaints.

Even discounting the large proportion of communications that are frivolous, he said, many remain that are worth investigation. But, he added, the complaints and compliance division 'is able to detail field investigators to only about 40 each year.'

That isn't the extent of the division's investigatory work, however. It gets information from other divisions of the commission and is able to check out many complaints—some up to the point of final commission action—through correspondence.

Ethics panel asks for Dodd's censure

The Senate Select Committee on Standards and Conduct closed the books on its investigation of Senator Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.) last week and recommended to its colleagues a resolution of censure be passed on him.

In an unanimous decision the six-man committee cited the senator for exercising the influence and power of his office for his personal benefit over a period of five years. The committee said that his conduct was contrary to accepted morals and tended to bring the Senate into "dishonor and disrepute." Later Senator Dodd maintained to reporters his adamant conviction that he had done nothing wrong: "My conduct is being judged by hindsight," he said, "I will answer every charge on the Senate floor as soon as possible."

Senator Dodd, as chairman of the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, was a frequent critic of the major TV networks during on-again, off-again hearings on television sex and violence held in 1961, 1962, and 1964. In his analysis of TV programing the senator intimated that the networks had ordered unsavory scenes laced into their shows to entice an audience (Broadcasting, May 21, 1962).

Committee Findings = In its report the committee found that the senator had directed, organized and controlled seven fund-raising events from 1961 to 1965 and had received from these events funds of at least $450,273; the senator authorized the payment of at least $116,083 from these funds for his personal expenses including federal income tax, improvements to his Connecticut home, club expenses and other expenditures either for his family or his representatives. The committee also found that the senator had authorized payment of an additional amount of at least $45,233 from these proceeds for purposes which are "neither clearly personal nor political."

After the 1964 campaign the committee said the senator received $8,000 in cash from the funds of the International Latex Corp. in partial fulfillment of a promise to donate $10,000 to the senator's campaign if he would, in return, help in obtaining an ambassadorship for A. N. Spanel, chairman of the board of the corporation. The committee further noted that over the five-year span the senator requested and accepted reimbursements for his "double-billing" of travel expenditures, and that he accepted as a gift the loan of three automobiles in succession from a constituent and used them for personal transportation for almost two years.

Answering some of its critics, the committee said that certain allegations developed during the course of its investigation could not be sustained through its own fact-finding efforts and that the allegations would be referred to the Department of Justice. The committee also said it would refer to the attorney general the matters of the ILC contribution and the loan of the automobiles and to the commissioner of internal revenue the taxability of the testimonial and campaign funds used by the senator for personal purposes.

Conflict of Interests = In its report the committee said specifically refused to admit into evidence copies of 4,000 documents stolen from the senator's office by former staff employees because "it would be improper to use documents taken without consent." The documents purport to show, according to the employees, the senator's conflict of interest in receiving cash and gifts from executives of firms whose industries, some of whom were broadcasters, were being investigated by committees on which he served (Broadcasting, April 17).

The committee reserved its harsher words for the employees in terming their actions as reprehensible—a breach of trust between a senator and his staff, an invasion of privileged communications between a senator and his correspondents and a threat to the orderly conduct of business of a public office.
**ABC-ITT one step nearer decision**

4,000-page hearing record finally closes

with hope that final word will arrive in June;

ABC witness finds merger best financial source

The record was finally closed last week in the FCC hearing on the proposed $2.4 billion merger of ABC into the International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., the largest case of its kind ever to come before the commission. A final decision by the commission—on whether or not to affirm the approval it gave in December—is expected within two months.

The hearing's end came at 11:15 a.m. Wednesday, 13 business days after Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham gavell ed the proceeding exhibits (356 by the Justice Department).

On the basis of that record the commission will decide whether Justice was correct in contending, in its petition for reconsideration, that the commission had failed to consider adequately the anticompetitive consequences that might flare from the merger when it voted 4-to-3 to approve the transfer of ABC's 17 AM, FM and TV stations to ITT. The principal reason for that failure, Justice said, was that the commission had not held a full evidentiary hearing. The commissioners themselves had conducted a two-day oral hearing in September.

The department subsequent ly laid out six areas it said the commission had not explored sufficiently. And, to a greater or lesser degree, these were gone into during the hearing.

Two involved the merger's potential effect in eliminating ITT as a potential independent entrant into broadcasting or into CATV and other activities competitive with broadcasting.

A third dealt with the potential effect in retarding development of technology that would facilitate new entrants in broadcasting. A fourth was the effect in eliminating ABC as an independent network in commercial dealings with common carriers (which ITT owns) and in regulatory proceedings. A fifth involved the potential effect on the advertising market of a network combined with "ITT's diversified interests..."
Bartley and Nicholas Johnson, as well as in congressional criticism of the proposal, was the potential impact on the integrity of ABC's news operations. This issue was left principally to the FCC's Broadcast Bureau to develop.

Record to Commission
Examiner Cunningham, in accordance with the order designating the case for hearing, certified the record directly to the commission without preparing the customary initial decision. Parties were to have filed proposed findings by today (Monday), and oral argument before the full commission was to have been held in 10 days.

However, counsel for all the parties have requested an extension until May 15 of the deadline for proposed findings. They also asked that reply findings be filed by May 22. If the request is granted, as expected, the oral argument would probably be held early in June. A final commission decision, in that event, would be likely by the end of June.

In its final days the hearing focused plans he said ABC could follow to raise some $110 million (Broadcasting, April 17).

But through cross-examination and the use of its own expert witness, ABC last week sought to discredit the testimony of the department's expert, Professor John C. Burton. Wilbur Ross Jr., an investment banker, said Professor Burton's plans were unsound and shot through with errors.

Omissions
Among other things, Mr. Ross said, the plans do not take into consideration all of ABC's long-term debt, nor provide for various costs he said would be involved in refinancing existing debt. Several of the alternative plans provide for debt refinancing in whole or in part. Some of the plans also provide for the issuance of new stock.

In his criticism of Professor Burton's testimony, Mr. Ross, a member of the New York brokerage firm of Faulkner, Dawkins & Sullivan, forecast a sharp drop in the price of ABC stock in the event the merger is not approved. Professor Burton's plans envisaged ABC stock selling for $65 a share; it now sells for about $80. But Mr. Ross said it would more likely drop to the "high $50's" if the merger fails—a fact, he said, that would complicate efforts to raise money through a stock issue.

Mr. Ross said he believes the between 400,000 and one million shares of ABC stock have been purchased by persons who, in a kind of speculation referred to as arbitrage, have sold their ITT stock on the assumption that the merger will be approved. Mr. Ross said these shareholders would dump their ABC stock. The price would be depressed, also, he said, by the "negative" effect of ABC's failure to achieve a merger and by the fact that the company "does need quite a lot of dough."

Mr. Ross offered a financing plan of his own, which provides for a sale of $64 million in convertible debentures and for borrowing $39.5 million at 5.55% interest. Both he and Professor Burton based their plans on figures provided by ABC in a projection of its cash flow over the next five years.

However, Mr. Ross said the most practicable solution to ABC's money needs is a merger with "an entity" that could provide needed capital. Any plan, including his own, he said, would result in dilution of the value of existing stock and in lender-imposed restrictions on ABC's use of its funds.

Exercises
ABC counsel Herbert Bergson, in cross-examining Professor

Hyde's view of CATV's dilemma: to program or to relay

FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde says community antenna TV systems "will have to make up their minds" as to whether they are to be program originators or remain primarily a relayer of broadcasters' programming.

His comment, at a news conference Thursday (April 27) is in line with the commission's position in support of the House Judiciary committee bill which would have imposed full copyright liability on CATV systems that originate programming on more than a limited basis.

"Some commissioners feel strongly" that CATV's that use the product of broadcasters "should be limited in the extent to which they may originate programming and carry advertising—and there's a good basis for that," he said.

He feels that the committee bill would have gone far to relieving the commission of its regulatory responsibility in CATV matters. The CATV measure was stripped from the bill when it was passed by the House, but an identical provision is in the copyright bill still pending in the Senate.

Chairman Hyde is understood to feel that if nothing is done in Congress to prevent CATV systems from both originating programs and relaying signals of broadcasters that the commission will have to consider rules limiting origination.

Informal Talk
The news conference was believed to be the first one in years arranged for an FCC chairman that was not called in connection with an important announcement. The conference was set up by the commission's office of reports and information to permit the chairman to talk to reporters about commission matters generally. It is expected to be repeated at irregular intervals.

The chairman also had a gentle rejoinder for House Commerce Committee Chairman Harley Staggers (D-W. Va.) who has expressed concern over what he considers trafficking in broadcast licenses (Broadcasting, April 24). He said the time might be ripe for repealing a 1952 law barring the commission from considering alternative purchasers in station-assignment and transfer cases.

Chairman Hyde noted that the commission 20 years ago adopted a rule permitting it to consider alternative purchasers. But it proved so unworkable—principally because of the delays it caused in consummating sales—that the commission abandoned it, even before Congress outlawed it, he said.

on the key question of whether the merger constitutes the only feasible means by which ABC could obtain capital it says it needs in order to become fully competitive with CBS and NBC. The company has listed needs totaling $141 million. Justice maintains that alternatives are open to ABC, and two weeks ago presented as a witness a professor of securities analysis at Columbia University, who offered five financing
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the ground he is not an expert—a ploy the government attorneys tried in connection with Mr. Ross. Mr. Bergson brought out that Professor Burton had had no experience in attempting to provide financing for corporations and that his principal knowledge of the money market came from contacts with friends active in it and from “reading literature in the field.”

Mr. Ross said that although he had helped arrange financing for many corporations he had not in at least four years attempted to raise funds for any broadcasting network.

Examiner Cunningham subsequently accepted the advice of Broadcast Bureau attorney Thomas Fitzpatrick. He said that he didn't think “either one” qualified as an expert but added that their testimony should be allowed to remain in the record for whatever consideration the commission wished to give it.

Earlier, ABC, through its director of research, sought to remove any doubt that it trails CBS and NBC. The Justice Department had attempted to demonstrate that the network is virtually tied with CBS and NBC in prime-time ratings and therefore doesn't need ITT's help in becoming competitive with the other networks.

Paul E. Sonkin said, in effect, that ABC has to run faster than the other networks in order to stay even. He said that because of its fewer affiliates, ABC must top NBC by 1.3 rating points and CBS by 2.7 in the Nielsen 30-market survey (which covers markets in which the networks are equally represented) in order to tie them nationally.

Disadvantages of Inequality • He also said that if ABC were fully competitive with the other networks it could have increased rates to a point where it would have grossed at least $73 million more than it did last year—$26 million in prime time, $47 million in daytime. He noted that ABC's 176 primary and secondary affiliates cover 96.8% of the nation's TV homes, whereas CBS's affiliates cover 98% of them and NBC's, 97.8%.

He said that in most of the top 150 markets where one network affiliate is at a competitive disadvantage—either because it is a UHF outlet in a two-VHF-station market or because its transmitter is located far from the center of population—that station is an ABC affiliate. He said this was true in 54 of the 71 cases where such inequality exists.

The exhibits on which Mr. Sonkin relied in making these points were sharply challenged by Mr. Fitzpatrick and Justice Department attorney Milton Grossman. They said the documents didn't prove what they set out to prove. Examiner Cunningham indicated he, too, had doubts about their validity. But he noted that the rules of admissibility were not as strict in an administrative proceeding as they are in a court of law, so he admitted them into the record—with the comment that “the burden of proof rests with ABC.”

In another hearing development, Sidney W. Dean Jr., of New York, who had been withdrawn as a witness by the Justice Department, got his wish and was permitted to testify—and was subjected to sharp cross-examination for his efforts. Mr. Dean, who was scratched by Justice after he released copies of the testimony to news media before appearing at the hearing, is a former New York advertising executive who serves on the American Civil Liberties Union's radio-TV committee.

Mr. Dean said the merger would have an adverse impact on ABC's news operation and based that assertion on his observation that broadcasters tend to “stay away” from news affecting the business or economic interests of advertisers. He also said the merger would discourage ITT's competitors from advertising on the ABC network or its owned and operated stations, and would tend to block the development of a fourth network.

However, Marcus Cohn, ITT counsel, developed in his cross-examination, that Mr. Dean did not know if Ralph Nader, chief critic of automobile safety, had appeared on network television (he has), although he said he was aware of some network coverage of the controversy dealing with health and cigarette smoking.

Competitors on NBC • Mr. Dean also said, in response to questions, that he doesn't know if NBC's owned-and-operated stations carry advertising placed by manufacturers who compete with the network's parent, RCA. He wasn't familiar, either, with ITT's "commitments" made during the hearing to help develop UHF television—a step which could, presumably, lead to the creation of a fourth network.

Among the torrent of exhibits entered into the record last week was material ABC submitted in response to a Broadcast Bureau request for copies of documents in which ABC-TV had urged affiliates to oppose the Justice Department's efforts to block the merger. ABC-TV President Thomas W. Moore had testified on April 21 that such messages were sent to affiliates.

The only communication actually calling for affiliates to contact their senators and congressmen, as well as Attorney General Ramsey Clark, was signed by Burton B. La Dow, chairman of the ABC Affiliates Association. The message was transmitted over ABC's Teletype on Jan. 24, at a time when members of Congress were criticizing the commission for approving the merger.

The same message contained copies of wires sent to Mr. Clark and Chairman Hyde noting that the board of governors of the affiliates association had reaffirmed its endorsement of the merger.

The other material ABC had supplied its affiliates were copies of news releases ABC and ABC-ITT had is-
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sued in connection with the department's efforts to force a reopening of the merger case.

In another final "housekeeping chore," ITT and the department resolved a dispute as to the extent of the minutes of ITT board meetings that should be made available to Justice. ITT, in response to a department request, had supplied extracts of minutes dealing with the proposed acquisition of ABC and with other matters involved in the hearing.

However, the department attorneys said it was difficult to put the extracts into an intelligible context. They wanted the complete minutes of the meetings involved. ITT, apparently fearful of setting a precedent that would permit the department to engage in "fishing expeditions" in the future, balked.

Under the procedure agreed on, only the extracts were turned over. But a department attorney was permitted to examine the complete sets of minutes relating to the ABC acquisition. In the event he finds material he feels should be made part of the record, a request will be made.

Dust off presunrise file, NAFMB asks

The National Association of FM Broadcasters has called on the FCC to reopen the record on its five-and-one-half-year pending presunrise rulemaking.

In its petition for further rulemaking, the NAFMB said it was disturbed about recent reports in the trade press that the commission was set to adopt, without providing an opportunity for additional comments, rule amendments permitting 500-w class III daytime AM's to begin operation at 6 a.m. (Broadcasting, Dec. 12, 1966). The NAFMB noted that the question now, after such an extended period, is whether any presunrise operation by AM daytimers is necessary, particularly when authorization of such operations would in all probability impede the development of a more efficient system—FM.

Since comments were last filed on the proposed rule in 1963, NAFMB said the present record does not adequately reflect current conditions and an opportunity for additional comment should be given to all interested parties.

New agency for UN

The United Network, whose first programming is scheduled to be telecast today (May 1), will have a new agency, Norrito, Ress Inc., New York, on May 8.

NAB sets radio clinic lineups

How-to theme marks agendas for two-day meetings in six cities starting May 18

Ten speakers have already been lined up for the six National Association of Broadcasters radio clinics that begin later this month. The clinics open in Salt Lake City, May 18-19 and conclude in Philadelphia June 8-9.

They will also be held in Palo Alto, Calif., on May 22-23; in Oklahoma City on May 25-26; in Nashville on June 4-5, and Detroit on June 6-7.

Each session will cover four areas: "How to be a hero in your own hometown," "Finding the FM niche," "How to get (and hold) listeners" and "How to be humorous on the air."


Getting and holding listeners will be discussed by: Philip Nolan, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New York, in Palo Alto, Salt Lake City and Oklahoma City, and Irv Lichenstein, WWOC Washington, in Detroit and Nashville.

FM will be covered in Salt Lake City by Frank McIntyre, KLUB, that city. Humor on the air will be handled in Philadelphia by Andrew M. Ockershausen, WMAL Washington. Additional speakers for these latter three topic areas will be named later.

At each of the sessions, a tape presentation "Sounds from Modern Radio" will be played. The 30-minute tape will feature excerpts from 45-50 radio stations and cover all facets of programming in all sizes of markets.

A special discussion at the Palo Alto meeting will be on helicopters and their use in radio by Russ Barnett, KMPR Los Angeles.

Registration at the clinics is limited to 125 at each. The cost is $20.

Church groups petition for unbiased policy

Three national agencies of the United Church of Christ have asked the FCC to adopt a rule that would deny a license to any station that engages in discriminatory employment practices.

The agencies further requested that all licensees be required to show annually, through detailed reporting forms, evidence of compliance with the proposed rule.

In their joint petition the church's Office of Communication, Board for Homeland Ministries and Committee for Racial Justice now called on the commission to effect the rule immediately and without regard to the number of persons employed by licensees. The agencies noted that discrimination in the employment of radio-TV personnel sets a conspicuous public example of unfairness, and that broadcasters as federal licensees should be held to a higher standard than private businesses less directly affected with the public interest.

The agencies said their petition was filed to coincide with the coming license renewals for TV and radio stations in southern states because it was evident that many of these stations discriminate against Negroes in employment practices. Such practices, said the Rev. Dr. Everett C. Parker, director of the church's office of communication, are "a continuing daily insult to the Negro people these stations are licensed to serve; such discrimination is an affront to Americans everywhere who grant exclusive licenses to broadcasters only to see some of them openly defy the laws of the land."

Sherrill Taylor (r), vice president for radio of the National Association of Broadcasters, goes over some ideas for the NAB's radio program clinics with Andrew M. Ockershausen, WMAL Washington, who will speak at the Philadelphia clinic.
Station sales total $10.7 million

Sale of Sonderling stock may total $4.5 million, WKYT-TV Lexington goes for $2.5 million and three California stations for $1.9 million

One radio station property was sold for almost $114 million last week, and the FCC approved four sales totaling over $5 million and a fifth that could amount to almost $4.5 million.

Submitted for FCC approval was the sale of WNOR-AM-FM Norfolk, Va., by Tele-Broadcasters Inc. to Mr. Gore, adjustments; Broadcasting of two stations for $2.5 million with adjustments, required the buyer to dispose of one of his stations, since the acquisition would put him over his limit of seven radio stations. This was want Richmond, which was sold to John and Robert Sinclair. John Sinclair is manager of WRAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; he and his brother own and operate restaurants in Macon and Augusta, both Georgia.

Commissioner Bartley dissented also to the Tele-Broadcaster-United Broadcasting Co. transfers. He stated he would have ordered evidentiary hearing on "trafficicking" by UBC and Mr. Killgore, and "licensing for public use" of UBC, as well as the general issue of overall broadcasting structure. Commissioner Cox agreed with Mr. Bartley, but concurred in the sale of WANT. Commissioner Johnson concurred without explanation.

WNOR-AM-FM, operates on 98.7 mc with 59 kw. Broker was Jack L. Stoll and Associates.

Approved by the FCC were the sales of WKYT-TV Lexington, Ky., by group broadcaster Taft Broadcasting Co. to Kentucky Central Television Inc. for $2.5 million; KALI San Gabriel, KUFW (FM) San Mateo, construction permit for KECC-TV El Centro, all California by Tele-Broadcasters Inc. to United Broadcasting Co. for $1.9 million with adjustments; KOFY San Mateo, Calif., by Tele-Broadcasters to H. Scott Killgore for $425,000; WANT Richmond, Va., by United Broadcasting Co. to John and Robert Sinclair for $210,000. Mr. Killgore also is to get $30,000 a year for five years as a consultant from UBC.

The possible $4.5 million sale is the maximum potential return forthcoming from sale to the public of 40% of Sonderling Broadcasting stations by two of its principal stockholders.

Buyer of the Lexington channel 27, ABC-affiliated station is the Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co., of which G. D. Kincaid owns 52.5%. Mr. Kincaid is president and principal owner of the Bluegrass Broadcasting group (WVLK-AM-FM Lexington, WINN-AM-FM Louisville, WSM-AM-FM Ashland, all Kentucky, and WHO-AM-FM Orlando and WFMA-Nashville, both Florida).

Dissenting to the approval was FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley who stated: "... the assignor [Taft] states that sale of the station is for the purpose of expanding operations and securing another television station in a larger market. The showing made is insufficient for me to make an affirmative finding that the assignment would improve the overall structure of broadcasting." Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox concurred, commenting that his approval of the Lexington sale does not involve approval of Taft's future plans. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson also concurred, but without a statement.

In the sale of the Tele-Broadcasters Inc. stations, all of the California holdings went to Richard Eaton's UBC group except KOFY which is being bought by Tele-Broadcasters' principal stockholder, H. Scott Killgore.

The Tele-Broadcasters sale to UBC, for $1.9 million with adjustments, included the buyer to dispose of one of his stations, since the acquisition would put him over his limit of seven radio stations. This was want Richmond, which was sold to John and Robert Sinclair. John Sinclair is manager of WRAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; he and his brother own and operate restaurants in Macon and Augusta, both Georgia.

Commissioner Bartley dissented also to the Tele-Broadcaster-United Broadcasting Co. transfers. He stated he would have ordered evidentiary hearing on "trafficicking" by UBC and Mr. Killgore, and "licensing for public use" of UBC, as well as the general issue of overall broadcasting structure. Commissioner Cox agreed with Mr. Bartley, but concurred in the sale of WANT. Commissioner Johnson concurred without explanation.

KALI in the Los Angeles area, is fulltime on 1430 kc with 5 kw. KUFW (FM), in the San Francisco area, is on 107.7 mc with 3.8 kw, and KECC-TV's permit is for channel 9. KOFY, also in the San Francisco area, is a 1 kw daytimer on 1050 kc. WANT also is a 1 kw daytimer on 990 kc.

Mr. Eaton's UBC is under challenge in two instances. His Washington WOOK-AM-TV facility, up for renewal, is being sought by two applicants—a group including Drew Pearson, newspaper columnist, seeking both stations, and another group, including James F. (Jim) Simpson, NBC sports commentator, and Lewis W. Shollenberger, Washington news service chief, seeking only the AM facility. Mr. Eaton's substitution of KTRG-TV Hawaii for $550,000 has been challenged by the FCC itself, with the primary issue the buyer's plans to program half of the station's time in Japanese and Filipino languages.

Public Offering • The Sonderling approval was for the divestiture of 40% interest by Richard Goodman (30%) and Mason Lounay (10%), who plan to offer their interest to the public. At the maximum selling price of $14 per share, this could bring in $4,480 million to the two sellers. Egmont Sonderling retains his present 24.6% interest. After the transaction, Mr. Goodman would still own 24.2%, and Mr. Lounay, 9.7%. A. Harry Becker, Washington lawyer owns 1.5%.

The underwriter is Bear, Stearns & Co.

Sonderling stations are WOPO-AM-FM Oak Park, Ill. (Chicago); WOL-AM-FM

---

Upper-income men viewing more, not less

A comparison of special tabulations made by R. H. Bruskin Associates, New Brunswick, N.J., for the Television Bureau of Advertising shows that college-educated men and those in higher income brackets ($10,000 and more) watched more TV programming on the average day in 1967 than in 1965.

The analysis was designed to refute the views of some TV critics who have been contending that the better-educated or higher-income individuals are turning away from TV.

---
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WOPA is fulltime on 1440 kc with 1 kw days, 250 w nights. WOPA-FM operates on 102.7 mc with 17 kw. WOL is fulltime on 1450 kc with 1 kw days and 250 w nights. WOL-FM operates on 98.7 mc with 20 kw. WDIV is fulltime on 1970 kc with 50 kw days, 5 kw nights. WNTL is on 102.7 mc with 100 kw (not on air). KDIA is a daytimer on 1310 kc with 5 kw. KFOX is a daytimer on 1280 kc with 1 kw. KFOX-FM operates on 100.3 mc with 59 kw. WWRL is a 5 kw daytimer on 1600 kc.

Court orders FCC to be consistent

A federal court in Washington last week told the FCC to terminate the operating authority of a radio station in Harriman, Tenn., because its grant was under review by the commission.

The U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia ordered the commission to withdraw special temporary authority given last August to WXHI in Harriman to continue broadcasting pending the outcome of a hearing. The hearing was requested by WHBT, also of Harriman.

WXHI, which has been operating in Harriman since 1946, last year asked the FCC to hold a hearing on the application of F. L. Crowder for 970 kc in Harriman. Crowder claimed that it would suffer economic injury if a second station were permitted to operate in Harriman; it also charged Mr. Crowder with trafficking in licenses. The FCC denied this protest and granted the Crowder application.

Following the FCC denial, WHBT appealed and early this year the appeals court told the FCC that a hearing should be held (Broadcasting, Jan. 9). WHBT thereupon asked the FCC to withdraw its grant to WXHI pending the outcome of a hearing, but the commission last March denied this motion. WHBT again went to court, and last week's order was the result.

The court said, in an unsigned order, that the FCC's issuance of a special temporary authorization to WXHI to continue operating was "inconsistent" with its January mandate and with FCC rules. Its January order, the court said, in effect returned the Crowder application to its pre-grant status. The court also stated that there was no strong public interest reason to continue WXHI while the case was in adjudication.

In last week's order, Circuit Judge Charles Fahy dissented. In the January order, Circuit Judge Edward A. Tamm dissented. The third member of the appeals panel was Chief Judge David L. Bazelon.

Both the Harriman stations are daytimers: WXHI on 1600 kc with 5 kw; WXHI on 970 kc with 500 w.

Like Topsy, color keeps growing

Latest Nielsen data on homes reflects substantial gains in all income brackets, all age groupings

Color television was in 16% of U.S. TV homes in March 1967, as against 9% a year ago, and in upper-income homes ranged as high as 31% compared to 17% in March 1966, the A. C. Nielsen Co. reported last week.

Among homes whose head of household was in the 35-to-49 age bracket, 19% were color-equipped this past March, up from 10% in March 1966. Where the head of household was between 50 and 64, color ownership was at the national average, 16% (compared to 8% a year ago), while in the under-35 group it was 13% (up from 8%), and in the over-65 group it was 12% (up from 10%).

Counting by household size, Nielsen found that 19% of the TV homes with three or four persons were color-equipped, up from 11% in a year; in those with one or two persons color penetration was 15% as against 8% a year earlier, and in homes with five or more persons it was 12%, up from 7%.

Other Increases - Middle-income homes were slightly below the national average, with penetration at 15% (as against 8% in March 1966) while low-income homes showed 5% color penetration (4% in March 1966).

The Nielsen figures, presented in "TV '67," part of an annual series on TV audiences, also showed that homes equipped with color watch television more than homes equipped only with black-and-white. The advantage, based on measurements in January-February this year, ranged from 7% per average minute during Monday-Friday daytime to 13% during prime time and 18% in weekend daytime.

The average television household was spending 44 hours, 15 minutes a week, or more than six hours a day, with television in January-February 1967, the report showed.
A hectic week for the news crews

NETWORKS FILLED WITH FUNERALS, SPEECHES, NEWS CONFERENCES

An unusual sequence of major news events over the past week—state funerals in Cologne and Moscow, Svetlana Alliluyeva’s arrival in the U. S., two major appearances of General William C. Westmoreland, and tornadoes that ripped the Midwest—gave the network news organizations one of their busiest weeks ever. A good part of the reporting relied heavily upon satellite communications.

One network newsmen compared the recent live-and-tape news reporting jobs to the one prepared—on 48-hours notice—for Pope Paul VI’s historic 14-hour visit to New York in 1965 (BROADCASTING, Oct. 11, 1965). Continuous satellite relay time for that event tallied some five hours, picked up by European TV. Coverage last Tuesday (April 25) of the funeral of former West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer in Cologne, West Germany, telecast by the three TV networks, ran a close second with continuous satellite relays of segments totaling 5½ hours.

The TV networks, during the week, telecast more than six hours of live news coverage, the longest portion devoted to pooled coverage of the Adenauer funeral. The networks shared the pool costs of approximately $55,000, which included video transmission on Canary Bird satellite over the Atlantic and underwater cable lines. The telecast was originated in West Germany by WDR, the German TV network. Coverage was picked up by Eurovision, the network of western European countries, and fed by satellite to the U. S. in two parts. The U. S. networks taped the first transmission from Bonn (3:30-6 a.m. EST) and ran live coverage from Cologne from 7:15 to 10:15 a.m. EST.

During the first relay, the NHK network in Tokyo ordered a 15-minute live feed (4:30-4:45 a.m. EST) off the trans-Atlantic exchange for relay from ground stations in Andover, Me., to Brewer Flats, Wash., where signals continued onto Lani Bird II satellite across the Pacific. The Japanese network paid for the NHK feed, but reportedly received poor video signals, because of heavy U. S. government use of the Pacific satellite’s circuits.

In the live coverage of the Adenauer funeral, NBC-TV preempted its Today program as well as Birthday House and Snap Judgment from 7 to 10:23 a.m. EST, including news commentary. Later that afternoon, NBC featured a special three-minute spot—the only coverage in color—taped on location at the funeral and relayed as a “unilateral” satellite feed on Early Bird, around 1 p.m. EST.

The next longest live pickup was by ABC-TV from 7 to 10:16 a.m., which preempted local station programing.

CBS-TV began its live reporting at 7:30 a.m. and continued through 10:11 a.m., curtailting a schedule of news programs, Captain Kangaroo, Dennis the Menace, Leave It to Beaver and part of Candid Camera.

Two days before the funeral, the networks began tracking President Johnson on his trip to Bonn. At the time of his arrival, all networks took a 3:50 to 4:37 p.m. (April 23) feed live over Early Bird. Both NBC and ABC taped the arrival for later news pro-

$30-million minimum figure for ‘68 political coverage

Total election-year coverage, from the conventions through election night, will cost ABC News “between $10-12 million,” according to ABC News President Elmer W. Lower.

He was to address students of Washington State University at Pullman on “the role of radio and television in presidential elections” last Saturday night (April 29).

Mr. Lower estimated “the three networks combined will spend upwards of $30 million” and said all three networks were planning their coverage now around “seven likely presidential primaries... New Hampshire, Oregon, Nebraska, Wisconsin and perhaps Indiana, Maryland and California... This week-end they are sizing up Miami Beach and Houston as possible convention cities.”

He proposed a meeting of network representatives and spokesmen for the nominated candidates “immediately after the conventions [to] explore the realistic desires for and possibilities of televised debates.”

He said “the American voters deserve to know early and clearly who favors televised debates and who opposes them, and why.”

He also proposed all such debates should be “made available by communications satellites to all nations willing to receive and transmit them ‘live’ and unedited to their peoples.”

Mr. Lower repeated his often-expressed opinion that conventions should be streamlined for TV coverage, but emphasized that ABC News will “supply complete coverage” however they are conducted.

He praised the achievements of the Network Election Service, the joint network-wide service operation for collecting and tabulating the vote, for “giving the public a fast, authoritative single source of actual vote tabulations.”

He said ABC News’s credo for computer projects next election night will be: “Better two minutes late than two votes wrong.”

Mr. Lower denied allegations that rapid radio-TV election-night coverage influenced people to change their votes but urged that “if we are really serious about removing any possibility of mass media or politicians influencing voters while polls are still open [we should adopt] a uniform 24-hour voting day for the entire nation.”

Overall he was convinced that extensive radio-TV coverage of elections was beneficial, if only in that “we Americans too often tend to see and hear those things which reinforce our already-held beliefs, information, misinformation and prejudices... this kind of mass political blindness is as dangerous as playing with fire in a gunpowder factory. It could cripple and destroy us.”

He said that “in an out-of-political season, television and radio news is at war with this political blindness—holding up to Americans their country and their world as it really is... whether they like it or not.”
grams.

Stalin in America * TV news cam-
eras were at the April 21 arrival of
Svetlana Alliluyeva, daughter of Josef
Stalin, at New York's Kennedy air-
port. Exclusive live coverage was pro-
vided by NBC-TV from 2:55 to 3:07
p.m. CBS and ABC taped the event for
subsequent newscasts. Radio Free
Europe broadcast the news of Mrs.
Alliluyeva's entry into the U. S. direct
to the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Hungary, Rumania and Bul-
garia.

On April 26, Mrs. Alliluyeva was
again before TV cameras in a one-hour
news conference in New York. All three
networks carried it live from 2 to 3
p.m. EST. Through a special arrange-
ment, coordinated by CBS, the event
was also relayed to Europe for the
Eurovision network via Early Bird.

Soviet Funeral = On Wednesday
morning, before Mrs. Alliluyeva's talk,
a special Early Bird pickup was ar-
ranged from Moscow of the funeral of
Colonel Vladimir M. Komarov. The
Soviet cosmonaut, killed in a spaceships
-crash on Monday (April 24), was being
honored with a hero's burial. The
Russian TV network, TSS, carried the
event live and through arrangements with
Intervision, the network of eastern
European countries, fed the telecast to
eastern bloc countries. In turn, Euro-
vision ordered transmission from Intervi-
ision with CBS and NBC also taking the
relay live by satellite.

ABC-TV inserted a combination of
live and taped segments into its Today
program from 7 to 8 a.m., and CBS-TV
taped seven inserts for inclusion in its
morning news shows. ABC-TV reported
the funeral later that day with taped
segments.

Midwest Tornadoes = Both NBC and
CBS prepared special reports of the
tornadoes that struck parts of Chicago
and northern Illinois on April 22. ABC
also joined in that same day with spot
bulletins. Local stations in the tornado
areas broadcast alerts before the tragedy
occurred.

Another type of storm hit New York
on Monday (April 24) when General
Westmoreland spoke about Vietnam at
the annual AP luncheon. The three TV
networks covered the event live from
2 to 3 p.m. EST.

Radio series sales ...

Grand Ole Opry (Wsm Inc):
WFCO Mount Vernon, Ind.; WHOW
Clinton, Ill.; WJRZ Newark, N. J.; WWKY
Des Moines, Iowa; WRCIC Hazard, Ky.;
W OY Oak Hill, W. Va.; WAGL Lan-
caster, S. C.; WVLU(FM) Sauk City, Wis.;
WBGO Lynchburg, Va.; WGMG Quincy,
Ill., and WCKK Morrisville, Tenn.

Audio Program Service (Triangle):

KMSC(FM) Clear Lake City, Tex.; KEZY
Anahiem, Calif., and WSOQC-FM Char-
lotte, N. C.

30 Hours of Christmas (Triangle):
KOLY Mobridge, S. C., and KPRL River-
side, Calif.

Jimmie Fidler Hollywood News (Jimmie
Fidler in Hollywood Inc.): KDWA
Hastings, Minn.; W J TO Bath, Me.; KANE
New Iberia, La., and KENV Wichita,
Kan.

Superfun (Spot Productions Inc.): WBBF
Rochester and WPTF Albany,
both New York; KALY Little Rock, Ark.;
WKEX Boston; WLTN Littleton, N. H.;
WAKY Louisville and WBLO Lexington,
both Kentucky; WMAK Nashville; WBBQ
Augusta, Ga.; KLUB Longview and KVIL
Dallas, both Texas; KDZA Pueblo, Colo.;
KLMZ Lincoln, Neb.; WGRD Grand
Rapids and WTRU Muskegon Heights,
both Michigan.

Reardon report may be eased

ABA committee studying
suggested revisions to
pretrial information curb

The American Bar Association's spe-
cial committee on fair trial and free
press is considering amendments to its
proposals for tighter restrictions as a
result of a meeting with the news
media recently, the ABA disclosed last
week. The proposals seek to curb crime
news coverage calculated to prejudice
fair trials.

The talks were held April 22 in New
York in a closed session with 18 repre-
sentatives of various media. The ABA
committee is headed by Justice Paul C.
Reardon of Boston who reported that a
public announcement of the revisions
would be made as soon as all members
of the committee have had a chance to
study them.

The proposed report was first issued
last October. Its final adoption, how-
ever, still is at least a year away and
additional meetings with the news me-
dia will be held.

Bruce Dennis, president of the Radio-
Television News Directors Association,
told the Reardon committee that the
recommendations for restricting news
coverage of criminal cases could lead to
"judicial news management." Mr.
Dennis is vice president and manager of
news for the Won Continental
Group.

He asked the ABA committee to set
aside its proposals for rules governing
information released by law enforce-
ment officers and also to withdraw its
recommendations for use of the con-
tempt power to enforce restrictions on
news coverage.

Control by Electorate = "The eyes
and ears of the press perform one of
their most valuable functions in a demo-
ocratic society in conveying to the public
the success and failures of law enforce-
ment agencies," Mr. Dennis said. "To
plan these agencies in light-and-sound-
proof shells is to remove them from
control of the electorate. Of such con-
trols are police states made," he added.

The RTNDA official proposed that
the Reardon committee take only lim-
ited steps in improving and enforcing
the canons of professional ethics of the
ABA and in the rules governing con-
duct of judicial proceedings. Even
here, however, Mr. Dennis contended,
RTNDA feels the ABA committee re-
port went too far in its proposed re-
strictions on the release of information
by lawyers and in withholding of pre-
trial information.

Mr. Dennis urged the ABA to work
with the news media for voluntary
agreements. "We suggest that the dis-
ease of unfairness to defendants has not
reached such epidemic proportions that
radical surgery is justified," he said.

In addition to Mr. Dennis, other
RTNDA representatives were Jay
Crouse, WHAS-AM-FM-TV Louisville,
vice president; John W. (Bill) Roberts,
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., chairman of
RTNDA's Freedom of Information
Committee, and W. Theodore Pierson,
Washington counsel for the organiza-
tion. Other broadcast representatives
at the meeting were Douglas Anello,
National Association of Broadcasters
general counsel; N. Thomas Eaton,
WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford, Conn., chair-
man of NAB's Freedom of Information
Committee, and Elmer Lowen, presi-
dent of ABC News. Theodore Koop,
CBS Washington vice president, repre-
sented the Joint Media Committee on
News Coverage Problems.

TV series sales ...

Cinema 20 (American International
TV): WOR-TV New York; WNB-F-TV
Binghamton, N. Y.; WGN-TV Chicago;
KOJ-TV Los Angeles; KPIX(TV) San
Francisco; WBKO-TV Detroit; WAFT-
TV Cleveland; WBKO-TV Cambridge-Boston;
WSB-TV Atlanta; WTCN-TV Minneapo-
lis-St. Paul; KTSB-TV Topeka, Kan.;
WALB-TV Albany, Ga.; WJHG-TV Pa-
nama City and WPLA-TV Tampa, both
Florida; KORK-TV Las Vegas; KOLI-TV
Reno; WPTL-TV Philadelphia; WNIC-TV
New Haven, Conn.; WFBG-TV Altoona,
WHP-TV Harrisburg and KDKA-TV Pitts-
burgh.
The Associated Press plans to install its first new telegraph multiplexing facility in June.

AP's installation will divide a relatively low-cost telephone circuit into many telegraph circuits (a single voice-grade channel is divided into as many as 44 one-way telegraph channels). The June installation will provide news requirements of members along a 4,500-mile route, covering 13 western states. The wire service will follow with major applications of similar systems in other regions of the U.S.

This was represented as AP's move to counter the cancellation of a bulk rate for leased wires (Telepak A) that is effective Aug. 1. A report of the board of directors delivered at AP's annual meeting held in New York last week noted, "the impending cancellation of the Telepak bulk rate will fall heaviest on enterprises like ours which require a multiplicity of telegraph circuits to maintain essential services."

At the meeting, Wes Gallagher, AP general manager, said the FCC's action would have raised AP's costs for 10,000 miles of wire in the U.S. over 300%—about $1.9 million—had new multiplexing plans not been made.

He said it was "ironic" that multiplexing, requiring "a large capital investment by AP" and about 18 months to install, had existed for many years and had been used by AT&T for its internal communications.

He said "the AT&T's refusal to set a pricing schedule for use of multiplexing of equipment follows their refusal to allow the newspaper industry to bulk purchase communication despite urging by a congressional committee.

"It also follows the FCC's refusal to allow the AP or the television networks to directly order satellite communications—in other words, not go through the AT&T and other established carriers."

"We feel the FCC and AT&T have treated the press and the broadcasters industry as well, in an arbitrary manner, with callous indifference." United Press International has disclosed its field testing of UPI Sked-4 news network designed to collect and transmit news to clients more rapidly and efficiently (Broadcasting, April 24).

Also contained in the AP directors' report:

Broadcast membership in AP in 1966 showed a net gain of 99 for a new total of 2,924 stations, highest in AP history.

AP now has 78 "News Channel" units in operation "or about to be installed." These units, consisting of a TV camera scanning specially adapted news wire machines, are primarily in use by CATV systems.

The wire service's fixed assets purchased last year totaled over $1.3 million; its new Associated Press-Dow Jones economic report (for use outside of the U.S.) is operating on a dry-run basis and goes into service this week, and several technical production aids designed chiefly for newspaper members are being advanced.

Panel renews charges of TV blacklisting

Charges of blacklisting were raised anew last Thursday (April 27) on non-commercial WNDT-TV Newark-New York. On the program "The Blacklist: Does It Still Exist on Radio and TV?" it was said that no representative of the advertising or broadcasting industries could be found to participate in the discussion.

But in the unanimous opinion of producer David Susskind, talent man-
WBTV goes to Congress

Can't bring Congress to the video-tape monitor to show a program you feel strongly about? How about bringing the monitors, video-tape machines and all, to Congress?

That's what Charles H. Crutchfield, president of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., decided to do when he learned that Congress could handle 16-mm film but had no tape replay gear. Mr. Crutchfield is sending a mobile unit from WBTW(TV) Charlotte, N. C., to Washington to show a program during a special luncheon set up by Senator Sam J. Ervin Jr. (D-N.C.) on May 10. All 100 senators and the House delegations from North and South Carolina have been invited.

The program to be shown was aired April 3 on WBTW(TV) Charlotte with an introduction by Mr. Crutchfield. Featuring Jenkins Lloyd Jones, editor of the Tulsa Okla. Tribune, the show discusses current problems in criminal law, focusing on victims.

ager Harold Leventhal and performers Paul Draper, John Henry Faulk and Pete Seeger, the blacklist does indeed exist, albeit in "more subtle form . . . than during the hysteria of the 1950's."

Each of the participants had a story to tell:

* David Susskind accused "the great mother telephone company of blacklisting "circa 1967" for its eventual refusal to carry a one-hour folk music special conceived by and starring Mr. Seeger on the Bell Telephone Hour."

* Mr. Seeger said he had "absolute proof" that he had been blacklisted in connection with the ABC-TV show Hootenany three years ago, but that "usually it's a situation that I apply for a job, and somehow I don't get it."

* Mr. Leventhal recounted that three-and-a-half years ago his clients The Weavers were "asked to be on the then Jack Paar Show, and they were called to come to a rehearsal at four o'clock at NBC studios. The same day . . . I got a call from some attorneys at NBC, somewhat embarrassed, that someone had goofed and they had to see me immediately. . . . They said before The Weavers can get on, or even appear at the rehearsal, they had to sign a loyalty oath."

The Weavers refused on the ground that nobody else has been called on to sign such an oath, according to Mr. Leventhal, who also said he doesn't "think there's a list, but they know who's who and who not to get involved with . . . Joan Baez, because of her involvement today with the peace movement, will find it difficult to get on a commercially sponsored show."

* Mr. Draper said, "the advertising agency would not allow the offer of his employment to be made to the [network] executive, knowing he would say no."

Since a series of incidents surrounding his appearance on Ed Sullivan's show in 1950, Mr. Draper said, "Not only have I not been on that show . . . I haven't been on any show." He said that after those incidents, "Ed Sullivan set up his own investigatory committee . . . of three men, whose only job was to clear people."

* Mr. Faulk, probably the only person to have been able to make charges of blacklisting stick legally, said: "Blacklisting . . . was the logical outcome of the repressive and oppressive period we now call McCarthyism, where the term disloyalty was used to destroy any dissent in this country. That period is right around our shoulder now" (in connection with the Vietnam war).

Stevens TV-cutting suit comes to trial

The suit producer-director George Stevens first filed in 1965 against Paramount Pictures alleging that he retained the final cut approval on the movie "A Place in the Sun" even after it had been sold to television finally made it to trial in Los Angeles last week.

Superior Court Judge Ben Koenig opened the $2-million breach of contract suit brought by Mr. Stevens against a number of defendants including NBC and Paramount Pictures by hearing testimony from the complainant himself, also from film critic Hollis Alpert, and by screening both the uncut theatrical and edited TV versions of "A Place in the Sun."

In his original complaint, Mr. Stevens contended that the movie, which won six Academy awards in 1951, was made under a contract that gave him the sole right "to edit, cut and score" it (Broadcasting, Nov. 1, 1965). This agreement was breached, he claimed, when the movie was licensed to NBC-TV as part of the sale of a package of theatrical films from the library of Paramount Pictures. The producer-director is asking damages of not less than $1 million, plus another $1 million exemplary damages.

Previous to this suit coming to trial, Mr. Stevens, in a separate court action,
tried to prevent NBC-TV from televising the movie. But despite a preliminary injunction, the film was presented by the network on March 12, 1966, and the Los Angeles Superior Court subsequently ruled that the telecast did not materially destroy or distort the motion-picture's mood, effect or continuity.

**Cox offers open-mike rules**

**Tells West Virginia meet safeguards for such shows are imperative**

FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox has stopped viewing with alarm and has started making suggestions to broadcasters, in connection with his mounting concern over open-mike programs. The commissioner in a speech two weeks ago expressed concern over open-mike programs carried by broadcasters he feels are more concerned with shocking their audiences than with informing them, and said the commission should adopt rules to prohibit "the excesses" about which the commission is receiving complaints (Broadcasting, April 24).

Five days later, in a speech before the West Virginia Broadcasters Association, in Huntington, he repeated his view that there ought to be rules. But he went further and suggested procedures that he believes broadcasters should follow to assure that such programs fulfill what he feels is their potential of "serving as a means of public discussion of controversial issues."

**Recommendations**

- **His recommendations follow:**
  - The employee selected to moderate the program "must be carefully chosen for his courtesy, tactful firmness, resourcefulness, and broad understanding of the topics to be discussed, and his handling of the assignment must be continually supervised. The supervision should include careful attention to the topics considered and the people selected to participate in the studio."
  - "A tape delay device should be employed to give some opportunity for deleting material that does not meet the station's standards. Members of the public calling in should be required to identify themselves, though it would not be necessary in all cases to identify them over the air. . . ."
  - "All programs should be taped, and if any individual or group has been attacked, the tapes should be kept for a reasonable time—and, of course, the special obligations of the station with respect to such attacks should be fully met."

The purpose of open-mike programs, he said, should be to inform the audience, "not shock or titillate it or to inflame its prejudices." He added that too many broadcasters appear to have concluded that such programs offer a "cheap means of attracting a substantial audience" and that all that is necessary is "a moderator with a glib tongue and a willingness to express an opinion on any issue. . . ."

**Spin Records**

- Broadcasters who believe that he said, would do themselves and their audiences a favor by sticking to records as their primary sources of programing, with an occasional documentary or panel discussion mixed in to provide an insight into the problems of the community.

He noted, also, that the fairness doctrine applies to open-mike broadcasts, a fact that imposes on stations carrying them the additional responsibility of making sure that "a reasonable balance is maintained between the opposing sides on issues under consideration."

"This means," he added, "that the moderator should not abuse or deride those who differ with him—a tendency which a good many practitioners of this art display—and that he should be on guard against the danger that one side of the controversy will monopolize the time."

The detail with which Commissioner Cox made his suggestions on handling open-mike programs was unusual. But, so apparently is his concern. Broadcasters carrying such programs, he said, seem to have lost sight of certain fundamentals—that the purpose of programing be a worthy one and that the requirements of the fairness doctrine be preserved.

"Unless this situation is corrected," he added, "I think the consequences could be serious for our country."

---

**Ex-moderator of talk show claims foul**

The cancellation of an open-end late night talk television show in Bakersfield, Calif., together with the filing of a damage suit against the moderator of the program and against a talk radio station in the same market, has triggered charges that powerful political forces in the state are trying to pressure all-talk programing off the air. According to Frank Winston, moderator of the now defunct Sighthline program: "What's happening in Bakersfield now is the forerunner to what will happen everywhere else. The idea is to knock talk radio and talk television out of the box."

Last March, Mr. Winston was sued by Horace S. Massey, chairman of the Kern County (Calif.) Democratic Central Committee, in the county superior court for general damages of $30,000 and exemplary damages of $75,000. Also named in the suit are KGEE Bakersfield, two of its talk-show moderators and a woman resident of Bakersfield who frequently participated in both radio and TV talk shows. KERO-TV, a Time-Life broadcast operation carrying the TV talk show, was not sued.

**Complainant's Charges**

- Essentially, Mr. Massey alleges a conspiracy among the defendants, including Mr. Winston, once a moderator of KGEE's original telephone-talk program, to brand him as part of the Communist organization. Concurrent with the filing of Mr. Massey's suit, the Time-Life station cancelled the Frank Winston Sighthline program.

The television show had been on the air for some seven months since September of last year, when it was dropped. Mr. Winston, a veteran newspaperman and broadcast newsmen who was said to have conducted his TV program "in the Joe Pyne tradition," claims that the talk show was dropped under duress of the suit and because of pressure brought to bear by the Democratic party organization in California. He contends that Mr. Massey, who also is regional vice president of the California Democratic Council, is on the record as being vehemently opposed to talk radio and television programs, believing them to be mostly rightist in approach.

Denying any pressure tactics, Kenneth R. Cross, vice president and general manager of KERO-TV said that Mr. Winston's show was cancelled "because it simply was a problem of economics." The program, he pointed out, was very expensive to produce, being "our most expensive single locally produced show, other than news." It also totally lacked advertiser support, he said, because "it didn't get enough numbers" for national advertisers and because it was too controversial for local advertisers.
Study to limit network programming appears

The FCC, in a masterful example of government gobbledygook, indicated a surprise may be in store in connection with its long-pending proposal to limit network ownership of prime-time programming.

The proposal was issued as a notice of rulemaking two years ago (Broadcasting, March 29, 1965), and voluminous comments were filed in March 1966 and reply comments the following June.

Little has been heard of the project since. But last week evidence was provided that work is proceeding on the proposal. It came in the release of a record of a House Appropriations subcommittee hearing on the commission’s budget request for fiscal 1968 (see page 44).

Part way through a statement in the record containing the justification for the commission’s activities in broadcasting was a section on the Network Study Staff, which has staff-level responsibility for the proposal.

The statement said it is expected that “appropriate steps preliminary to formal commission consideration” of the proposal “will be completed early in 1967” but that “it is also anticipated, because of the far-reaching importance on network broadcasting of the commission’s proposed rules, alternate remedial measures may be required.”

Here the going gets tough: “While the commission’s notice comprehends alternate solutions to the conditions it found as a result of its long inquiry, other action beyond or different from the proposed rules may be appropriate to achieve the same objectives.

“Should methods different than the proposed rules be adopted by the commission the basis of the various suggestions and recommendations of the interested persons and respondents, new procedures will have to be devised and effectuated to meet the chosen direction of the FCC.”

Cryptic though the language is, it appears that the commission may be preparing a new approach to the problem of network influence on programming—or maybe several.

KWWL-TV wins case for better spot on CATV

The FCC has granted an Iowa station’s claim of competitive disadvantage because a CATV system would provide program exclusivity against its signal.

In an unopposed petition, Black Hawk Broadcasting Co., KWWL-TV Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, asked for a waiver of the CATV rules so that Dubuque TV-FM Cable Co. could not accord program exclusivity for woc-TV Davenport. Though both stations are NBC affiliates, KWWL falls below woc on a CATV carriage-priority list because it operates a 100-w translator serving Dubuque while woc places a grade B signal over the city.

Black Hawk claimed competitive disadvantages because the signals of its competitors in the Waterloo-Cedar Rapids market—WMT-TV (CBS) and KCNC-TV (ABC)—are not subject to deletion from the Dubuque CATV system while its signal may be deleted. Woc is the only station in its market to place a grade B signal over Dubuque.

The commission said that though its rules require carriage of both stations and entitle woc to program exclusivity, Black Hawk’s arguments “persuade us that there is reason to grant” its unopposed petition.

Networks draw contract with film cameramen

The three television networks have reached agreement with three union locals on a new contract covering approximately 150 film cameramen employed at ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV, it was reported last week.

Members of New York Local 644, Chicago Local 666 and Hollywood Local 659 of the International Photographers of the Motion Picture Industry will vote tomorrow (May 2) on ratification of the proposed contract.

Though terms of the agreement were not revealed, it was learned that they call for a weekly salary increase of $15 in the first year, $10 in the second and $5 in the third for a base staff pay of $310 during the third year of the pact. The contract, retroactive to Jan. 1, 1967, also calls for improved fringe benefits and working conditions.
Tydings backs Friendly in Loevinger dispute

Senator Joseph Tydings (D-Md.) said Thursday (April 27) in remarks prepared for floor delivery but inserted in the Congressional Record instead, that FCC Commissioner Lee Loevinger's "tasteless and inappropriate attack on Fred Friendly," Ford Foundation consultant, "raises serious doubts" about Mr. Loevinger's fitness to hold his FCC post.

Senator Tydings also said Mr. Loevinger's "flippant and irresponsible attitude" on TV program quality also raised the same doubts. The senator cited a speech made during the National Association of Broadcasters convention in Chicago last month in which the commissioner discussed Mr. Friendly's separation agreement with CBS (Broadcasting, April 3). He resigned from the network after a conflict on scheduling of news matter on the air. The senator criticized Mr. Loevinger's statements about Mr. Friendly's separation payments as incorrect.

Senator Tydings also referred to Mr. Loevinger's attitudes toward TV programming as "devil-may-care."

CBS News setting up news research division

Creation of a new department of news research for formulation of vote samples for election projection and analysis, and the application of opinion research to news broadcasts was announced last week by Bill Leonard, vice president and program director, CBS News.

Dr. Richard Maisel, a sociologist and statistician currently with General Electric, will become director of news research. Warren Mitofsky, at present head of the U. S. Census Bureau's special statistical projects branch, will become manager of news research, reporting to Dr. Maisel.

Mr. Leonard said the new department "represents a breakthrough into the vital area of social research." In addition to providing CBS News the internal capability of researching vote samples, the department will enable it "to expand our use of general public opinion research techniques and resources in our regularly scheduled broadcasts and documentaries."

Firestone gains series in Wrather move

Firestone Film Syndication Ltd., New York, was named last week to handle U. S. distribution for television programming of the Wrather Corp., which has been handled by the Telesynd Division of Wrather.

In the changeover, the Telesynd operation in New York is being dissolved. Unaffected by the move is Wrather's new production in TV programming, which includes the Lassie series on CBS-TV. No reason was given for the dissolution of Telesynd.

Len Firestone, president of the syndication company bearing his name, said the following series will be added to his company's portfolio: Timmie and Lassie (reruns of the Lassie series), 156 half hours; The Lone Ranger, 221 half hours, 39 in color, and Sergeant Preston of the Yukon, 78 half hours, all in color. Firestone Film Syndication is represented in the West by TV Cinema Sales Corp., which will distribute the Wrather product in that region.

Seven win extensions of nonduplication rule

The FCC ruled on requests made by nine stations that they be exempted from the AM-FM nonduplication rule. Under the 1965 rule FM's in cities of more than 100,000 population were prohibited from duplicating the programming of commonly owned AM's in the same area more than 50% of the time.

The commission granted seven of the requests and extended the deadline for compliance to Nov. 1 for WQAQ-FM San Juan, P. R.; to April 1, 1968 for KNTF-FM Tacoma, Wash.; WNUS-FM Chicago; KBEY Kansas City, Mo., and KPOJ-FM Portland, Ore., and to June 1, 1969 for WIVD-FM New York. Two station requests were denied and the deadline for compliance remains Aug. 1 for KIXI-FM Seattle and KHHI-FM San Francisco. The commission also granted an extended deadline to WFQM San Juan, P. R., to 90 days after a decision is rendered in a pending revocation proceeding (Broadcasting, Feb. 6).

NATPE lists speakers for New York sessions

The National Association of Television Program Executives will hold its fourth annual convention May 10-12 at the Americana hotel in New York.

The association, which consists of program executives at stations throughout the country, has scheduled workshop and panel discussions on various phases of TV programming. John Haldi, vice president, programing, WBBN-TV Columbus, Ohio, is president of NATPE.

Among the speakers will be Joseph Levine, president of Embassy Pictures; Elliott Abrams, vice president, TV sales, Walter Reade Organization; Tad Reeves, vice president of creative services, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Judith Crist, motion picture critic, and Eddie Albert, TV and motion picture performer.

L.A. suit alleges promoter 'blacklisted'

For the second time in three years, a record promoter in the Los Angeles area has filed a damage suit charging that the actions of local radio stations and disk jockeys forced him out of business.

In a brief filed with the superior court of Los Angeles county on April
Students produce tapes to celebrate centennial

Students at the University of Nebraska School of Journalism are enjoying initial experience in the broadcasting field by doing historical research, writing, announcing, recording and dubbing scripts for one month of news reports from the Nebraska of 100 years ago.

As part of the statewide centennial program, 40-second segments are being sold commercially to be used in any manner that suits a particular station's needs. The tape plus the script has been sold to 23 stations, while five more are having their own staffs read the daily news reports. Stations furnish their own tapes and pay $1.50 per month to cover production costs.

The project is under direction of Assistant Professor Lee Coney, head of the broadcasting sequence at the university.

Program notes...

Feature sales • Initial sales on American International Pictures' Amazing Adventures 1967 package of 26 feature films have been completed to 35 stations. Among the purchasers are: WBBM-TV Chicago, WTIC-TV Pittsburgh, WBAL-TV Baltimore, WABC-TV New York, WTOP-TV Washington and KTTV-TV Los Angeles.

Tennis anyone? • KJLJ-TV Los Angeles has asked that caricature question, "tennis anyone?" and come up with an affirmative answer. The station believes there's a sizable audience in Southern California for televised tennis matches, so it will telecast three days of the 1967 International Professional Tennis Tournament to be held in Los Angeles next month. The first telecast will be taped a day prior to airing. The second telecast will be live and the final telecast will be a delayed telecast of the championship matches held earlier that day. Michelangelo returns • NBC News

KDKA-TV gets its tenth

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh installed its 10th video-tape machine on its premises less than two weeks ago to fortify its claim as the top "producer" of taped shows.

KDKA-TV is the center of the WBC Productions Inc.'s program duplication and distribution activities. To keep tapes of the five-days-a-week, 90-minute Mike Douglas Show and Merv Griffin Show rolling to 135 and more than 85 stations respectively, KDKA-TV bought another Ampex high-low band color-tape recorder. In all the station has four color tape machines and six black-and-white ones to produce duplicates of the programs.

Leslie G. Arries, president of WBC Productions, reported last week that four full-time dubbers handle the engineering load that produces 734 of the 90-minute shows each month to the expanding number of markets buying the Douglas and Griffin properties. In any given week, he estimated, there are approximately 1,500 reels of tape produced by WBC in motion. Tapes are transported to stations by plane, railroad and bus.

WBC Productions Inc. and KDKA-TV are owned and operated by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Inspecting tape of the 'Mike Douglas Show' at KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, site of WBC Productions Inc. tape duplicating and distribution activities, are a group of WBC executives (l to r): George Hagerty, Ralph Cunningham, Frank Maser and Jack Rhodes.
More TV coverage for Dodgers? It's up to sponsors

The Los Angeles Dodgers may be off to a slow start in the annual pennant race—at last look the team was nestled in second division—but club President Walter O'Malley is going great guns on the banquet circuit. Earlier this season, the controversial baseball owner, who has never permitted more than nine regular season telecasts of his team's games since moving west nine years ago, indicated that he can now live with television more generously but that there's probably no living with the three-hour time differential between East and West coasts.

Appearing on the Newsmakers program on KNX(TV) Los Angeles, April 16, Mr. O'Malley maintained that he's "not opposed to television," and indicated that the Dodgers may be willing to permit telecasts of more games, particularly those played on the road.

But Mr. O'Malley added a big qualifier: "When we are playing in the East and the game starts at 8 o'clock, the people that advertisers want to reach are in automobiles on the freeways at 5 o'clock in Los Angeles, not getting home until 6 o'clock," he cautioned. "Therefore," he went on, "the sponsor does not reach the audience he wants and is reluctant to spend for it."

Last week Mr. O'Malley took this same argument to the Hollywood Radio and Television Society to see if it would stand up under professional evaluation. Addressing a luncheon meeting of the organization in Beverly Hills, the Dodgers' boss gave even further evidence that he's prepared to bring in some more of his team's road games if advertisers will pick up the tab.

He apparently was using the occasion as a sounding board, hoping to stir up some interest in potential sponsors and their agencies. No attempt was made to gloss over the disadvantage of the time differential. Instead, Mr. O'Malley predicted that whether more Dodger games wound up on television in the future was going to be more a matter of economics from the advertiser's standpoint than from his own. He pointed out that when the Dodgers were in Brooklyn, the team dropped 40% of its yearly attendance, or some 800,000 people, in a 10-year period from 1946-56 primarily because most of the games were televised.

Partners • But, according to Mr. O'Malley, conditions have now changed to where "television has become a great promoter of baseball." A team can use television extensively today, he suggested, "and live with it."

He still believes the ultimate answer for major sports in this country is some form of pay television. It's "the fairest and squarest way," he said, "for those sports than can command an audience that can pay." He expressed concern, however, about community antenna television's involvement with sports and particularly the piping into Santa Barbara, Calif., of Dodger telecasts carried by KTTV(TV) Los Angeles. Nobody has given the Dodger club support in trying to keep its games off of CATV, he complained.

Mr. O'Malley also indicated that "we might be doing it in sports" at the present time. He wondered whether rights fees may not have climbed too high and reached a saturation point for advertisers and networks. If so, he suggested that clubs in all sports "get their houses in order and learn to live within the normal income" of their operations.

More of McGee • NBC News correspondent Frank McGee will appear as anchorman on a new weekly program, The Frank McGee Saturday Report, which replaces The Scherer-McNeil Report on NBC-TV (Saturday 6:30-7 p.m.) effective May 20. Mr. McGee continues with his Sunday news program, 6-6:30 p.m.

Mutual in Midwest • WCFL Chicago became the regional news bureau for Mutual last week. Announcement was made by Ken Draper, WCFL general manager, and Steve McCormick, vice president for news and editorial chief for MBS. Move centralizes news functions that in the past had been covered through wire services, stringers and local affiliates.

Birdman and three • NBC-TV will start the Birdman cartoon series by Hanna-Barbera, Hollywood, on Saturday mornings in the fall. Two sequences of Birdman will be run with one of The Galaxy Trio in the 11-11:30 a.m. slot. NBC Enterprises will handle foreign distribution.


Supermarket strip • ABC-TV's 11:30 a.m. strip, Supermarket Sweep, is now being originated in color from Miami permanently.

Foreign policy briefing slated for May 22-23

The Department of State has scheduled another National Foreign Policy Conference for Editors and Broadcasters May 22-23 in Washington. The conferences have been semiannual affairs in Washington since 1961 and give broadcasters and editors an opportunity to get off-the-record briefings on current foreign policy issues.

The secretary of state is a principal speaker in each conference and acts as host at a late afternoon reception. Any domestic radio or TV network or station or other information medium engaged in informing the public on foreign affairs may request an invitation to one or all of these conferences for its bona fide representative by writing to the director, Office of Media Services, Department of State, Washington 20520.
64 radio-TV honors conferred in S. F.

STATIONS, TALENT, INDUSTRY LEADERS HONORED

WBZ-TV Boston, with four awards in the commercial field, and Ohio University, with five awards in the educational and collegiate class, highlighted the Broadcast Industry Conference recognition in San Francisco April 20-21.

CBS's Roger Englander and producer Rod Serling, both honored for their accomplishments in TV, addressed the San Francisco State College's 17th annual academic-industry gathering. Dame Judith Anderson and Maurice Evans were recognized for bringing "great theater to television."


Winners of the 1967 Broadcast Media Awards in the commercial category:

LOCAL NEWS—KOIT-TV Seattle, "A Communist Meeting"; KNBC(TV) Los Angeles, "Sixth Hour News"; WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., "World at Six, World at Ten."


STATION EDITORIALS—KOIT-TV Seattle, "Timothy Leary Speech Ban."

ENTERTAINMENT—WBZ-TV Boston, "Bob Kennedy of San Francisco," "Oh My Word!"; KKKI San Francisco, "Our Youth in Concert."

Winners in the educational category:

SPECIAL EVENTS—KBUR-FM Boston, "Coda on 39th St."

LOCAL NEWS—KBUR Boston, "Newspaper of the Air."


INFORMATION/DOCUMENTARY—WMAG-TV Chicago, "Mission: Chicago."

ENTERTAINMENT—WMKG-TV Chicago, "It's Academic." KFME-TV Fargo, N.D., "Pop Art."

In the collegiate category:

LOCAL NEWS—PL-3 TV News, University of Oregon, Division of Broadcast Services, Eugene, Ore., "Collegiate News."

INFORMATION/DOCUMENTARY—KCSM-TV College of San Mateo, San Mateo, Calif., "Oakland Theatre"; WOUB-AM-FM Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, "The Ivy Plant"; Broadcast Services, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, "Americana Series."

INSTRUCTIONAL—WMSB-TV Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich., "Open Door to Michigan"; WOUB-TV Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, "Raw Materials of Architecture II."

ENTERTAINMENT—WQUV-TV Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, "Teen Beat"; Radio-TV Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., "Don Pasqua"; Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, Wash., "Little Fanny Frosh!"; WMSB-TV Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich., "Young American Musicians."

Broadcast preceiver awards, a series of individual honors in the broadcast industry in recognition of signal accomplishments, leadership, and adherence to the highest standards were also conferred:


PRODUCTION—Cary Coleman, director of public affairs, KPITKX San Francisco; Dennis Podracky, Ohio University, producer, "Teen Beat"; George Joachim, Ohio University, director, "Teen Beat"; Roger Englander, CBS, New York, producer and director.

ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP—Harold B. McCarthy, University of Wisconsin; Dr. R. Russell Porter, University of Denver; Dr. Glenn Dunke, chancellor, California State Colleges.

PERFORMING—Dame Judith Anderson, for bringing great theater to television; Maurice Evans, for bringing great theater to television; Skipp Maynor, Ohio University, "Teen Beat"; Bruce McGhie, KFME-TV Fargo, N. D., instruction director; Dr. Lawrence Swan, San Francisco State College.


Adult pop replaces rock through ballot campaign

KDEO San Diego had a serious problem. Last October it got new ownership and a new programing format. Out went a long-standing rock 'n' roll format and in came something the station described as "good pop adult music." But the ratings showed little apparent endorsement for the move.

General Manager Don Balsamo and Sales Manager Morton Sidley, both former KJI Los Angeles executives who
bought the San Diego station, knew they had to take drastic action. As a calculated risk, for it would be exposing their indecision, they decided to take their case to the public. For a week, once on every hour, the station broadcast a 60-second referendum posed by its general manager. "Should we continue as we are or do you want us to go back to rock 'n roll?" Mr. Bal samo asked.

To add weight to the campaign a ballot ad was run in the local newspapers and two college newspapers. No gimmicks, however, were used, and no prizes offered.

The results: Within the week following the campaign, 12,046 ballots had been received. Almost all were in favor of maintaining the non-rock 'n roll format. The replies, which would indicate that the station has a significant listenership, have given KDEO potent research to counteract its less than impressive ratings. In addition the station can show that many listeners cared enough to go beyond just mailing in a ballot. One listener, for example, stapled her garter to a card with the assurance that "KDEO has my support!"

White confers awards to five NET stations

John F. White, president of National Educational Television network, presented awards for excellence to five affiliated stations at the end of their convention (Broadcasting, April 24).

WQED(TV) Pittsburgh received the top $2,500 award for "A Total Television Project," its weekly series The Place, which features a TV coffee house for teenagers, and an award for its cultural affairs show Ofoet.

WETA-TV Washington received three awards: one in public affairs for Look Further Than Tomorrow, and two in children's programming for Cover to Cover and Living or Dead.

KQED(TV) San Francisco won two awards, one in public affairs for Profile: Bayarea—Hunter's Point and one in children's programming for You and Eye.

WNDT(TV) Newark, N. J.-New York was honored for Under Milkwood. KURT-TV Houston was honored for its public affairs program The Wrong End of Main.

Blind TV reporter gains national recognition

A blind jazz musician who found himself out of a job in Toledo 14 years ago was honored April 27 as the handicapped American of the year.

Art Edgerton, newsman and music director at WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio, was presented the award in Washington by Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey at the annual meeting of the President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped.

Mr. Edgerton was hired as a part-time music director at WTOL-TV, and through his association with the station's newsmen worked into that side of the business. Sightless since birth, he takes notes with a braille slate and stylus and then transcribes them by typewriter. On-air assignments have included interviewing and spot reporting. The highlight of his news career was covering the 1963 civil rights march on Washington.

From a Philadelphia family of musicians, Art Edgerton grew up in the world of modern jazz. However, he took his undergraduate degree at St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, and his masters degree in sociology at Fordham University, New York. But music's attraction was still strong: he attended the Juilliard School of Music in 1952, and later joined a combo touring the U. S. When the combo disbanded in Toledo, Mr. Edgerton found work as a music teacher and then at WTOL-TV.

At a special Washington reception, Mr. Edgerton displays his musical ability for (l-r) Harold Russell, chairman of the President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde and G. Richard Shafto, president of WTOL-TV.
and WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.

Red Cross awards broadcaster * John T. Murphy, president of Avco Broadcast-
casting Corp., Cincinnati, received a
national award from the American Red
Cross for his leadership in securing
wide support for Red Cross from radio and television. The presentation
was in a closed-circuit telecast beamed
from New York to approximately 200
NBC affiliates. The purpose of the tele-
cast was to thank the communications
media for its support and to tell further
about Red Cross. Mr. Murphy is presi-
dent of Broadcast Pioneers and vice
president of the television board of
directors, National Association of
Broadcasters.

McNeill picked * Don McNeill, host of
ABC Radio's "Breakfast Club," named
"Broadcasting Man of the Year" by
Chicago's Broadcast Advertising Club.

Something for the sponsor * WTOP
Washington, which is carrying the full
schedule of the local baseball Senators,
is distributing 259,000 pocket schedules
of the team through sponsors of the
play-by-plays. Each of the eight firms
has been provided with schedules with
its own emblem and slogan on the
front fold. Also listed is information
on WTOP's Booster Club which gives
special game admissions and other
bonuses to members.

ETV has commercial
production on auction

Advertisers and agencies in the Chi-
ago area can get a special discount on
color commercial video-tape production
work this week at WMAO-TV there, and
at the same time help the financial
efforts of educational WTTW-TV Chi-
ago. NBC-owned WMAO-TV donated
$3,500 worth of taping facilities for
inclusion in the WTTW telethon auction
April 25-29.

The highest bidder gets the services
for color commercial production with
the money going toward WTTW's fund
goal of nearly $500,000. Auction items
were donated by other Chicago area
commercial stations too. The annual
on-air auction is the only time the ETV
outlet goes "commercial" with guest
announcers including one-time FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow.

FATES & FORTUNES

BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Ralph E. Moxcey, formerly with BBDO
in New York and Boston, joins Reach,
McClinton & Co., Boston, as VP and
executive art director.

James M. Durfee, executive VP, elected
president. Carl Ally
Inc. Advertising, New York; Amil
Gargano, creative director, succeeds Mr.
Durfee. Messrs. Durfee and Gargano,
founders of agency, also continue as
copy chief and creative director,
respectively. President's post was vacated
by Paul J. Caravatt Jr., who joined
The Marschall Co., New York (BROAD-
CASTING, April 17). Elected senior VP's
and members of board of directors:
Peter A. Berla, media director, who
now becomes director of marketing
services; and Joseph P. Foran and
Richard S. Seclow, both management
supervisors, who become associate
directors of service management. Carl
Ally continues as chairman and chief
executive officer.

Anthony P. Galli, John E. Naylor,
Charles R. Hogen, Stuart Minton Jr.,
Thomas C. Sweltzer, and Robert Van
Riper, VP's with N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York, named senior VP's and
management supervisors.

Ronald DeLuca, creative group head;
Mack Edwards, account supervisor;
Paul Levy, group head, TV production;
Garth Montgomery, creative group
head, and Louis Tripodi, director of
corporate public relations, all of Ken-
yon & Eckhardt, New York, elected
VP's.

Francis K. Thompson, media director
of Ted Bates & Co., New York, elected VP.

Enrico DeVoto, partner and VP of
Patton, Holloway and Sparks Inc., Dallas,
named director of
agency's new interna-
tional department and firm's name
changed to Patton, Holloway, Sparks
& DeVoto Inc.

John C. Thiele, veteran TV and
film writer, director and producer, ap-
pointed broadcast director for Mac-
Manus, John & Adams, Los Angeles.

John Harper, with Marvin Frank
Advertising, Chicago, named media
director for BBDO, that city. John E.
Chapin, VP of BBDO, Detroit, named
supervisor of Dodge Truck account.
James D. Grant named national ac-
count supervisor of 25 Dodge Dealer
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advertising associations of U. S. at BBDO, Detroit.

Paul Martin, promotion manager of Triangle's WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, named director of advertising and promotion, Triangle Stations, that city.

Robert M. Newhook, director of market relations (specializing in CATV and UHF), Triangle, appointed as Mr. Martin's successor at stations.

James R. Nesbit, account executive with WPTA-TV Roanoke, Ind., appointed radio-TV production director for Martin-Evans Inc, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Lloyd Oliver Collins, formerly with Yardis Advertising Co. and Atkin-Kynett Co., both Philadelphia, joins The Roy Silver Co., that city, as art director and production manager.

Martin J. Darity, director of promotion, publicity, and merchandising for WRBL-AM-FM-TV Columbus, Ga., appointed director of national sales for WRBL and sales manager of WRBL-FM.

Robert M. Gray, advertising and sales promotion manager of Humble Oil & Refining Co., Houston, retires in order to devote more time to outside business interests. Mr. Gray said retirement will also enable him to accept invitation to teach advertising on part-time basis at University of Texas. Mr. Gray joined Esso Standard Oil Co., now part of Humble Oil, in 1934.

Lorraine Presnick appointed to new position of associate director of research at Foote, Cone & Belding, New York. Edward Merdinger, research project director for FC&B, New York, succeeds Mrs. Presnick as manager of creative research unit.

Richard J. Butterfield, VP and general manager of KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, named sales manager of WHDH-TV Boston.

Andrew E. Jacobs, formerly with Henry J. Christal Co. in Chicago and Minneapolis, joins KXON-AM-FM Portland, Ore., as sales manager.

Alan Lamb, with WLW-AM) Indianapolis, named traffic sales service manager at WZZM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.

Edward (Ted) O'Rourke, national sales coordinator for WMST-TV Poland Spring, Me., named manager of Boston office of Katz Television.

Lee Bell appointed manager of Dallas office of Venard, Torbet & McConnell.


Marlo Lewis, producer of Perry Como location specials for NBC, New York, joins Norman, Craig & Kummel, that city, as general executive.


Edward W. Powell Jr., with Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York, appointed senior account executive for Pampel & Associates, that city.

Frederick G. N. Pearson, general manager of WINF Manchester, Conn., joins WSBW-TV Boston, as account executive.

Reginald Bisgrove, with KPIX-TV San Francisco, appointed account executive for KFMB-TV San Diego.

Lewis C. Greist, national sales manager for WCAU Philadelphia, joins KYW there as account executive.

Cliff Trotter rejoins sales staff of KCBS San Francisco after absence of five years.

Gary Shute, sales manager of WKTJ Farmington-West Farmington, Me., appointed account executive for WGAN-FM Portland, Me.

Mark L. Green, onetime with Camp- bell-Ewald Co., joins Sander Rodkin Advertising, Chicago, as account executive.

Thomas B. Moody Jr., on-air promotion specialist for KNBC-TV Los Angeles, named administrator of advertising and promotion.

Jerry Siegel named head of editorial services, Colodzin Productions Inc., New York, TV commercial production company. He was senior editor at MPO Videotronics Inc., New York.

Linda Miller, sales service assistant for WMCA New York, named sales promotion and research assistant.

Dianne Gorman, on account staff of Botsford, Constantine & McCarty Inc., Seattle, appointed assistant promotion and merchandising assistant for KOL Seattle.

John Redfield, general manager of KPHM Phoenix, joins sales staff of KZIL, that city.

MEDIA


Lee C. Kitche, VP and general manager of CATV division of Landmark
Mr. Eisenberg

Allan J. Eisenberg, southeastern regional manager of Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, appointed general manager, WCCO-AM-FM Hartford, Conn.

John F. Dembeck and Frank X. Suter elected assistant treasurers, CBS Inc., New York. Mr. Dembeck, director of financial planning since joining company in 1965, placed in charge of finance section. Mr. Suter, director of treasurer services section since 1965 when he joined CBS, is in charge of that section.

Hal O. Knutson, general sales manager of KLAC Los Angeles, appointed general manager of KBLA Burbank, Calif.

William F. Hemminger, Port Charlotte, Fla., was elected president of Southern CATV Association at its meeting in Asheville, N. C., two weeks ago (Broadcasting, April 24). Other officers: Orlando Brallante, Melbourne, Fla., VP; Douglas Talbott, Cox Cablevision, secretary-treasurer.

Graham Moore, manager of San Francisco office for Metro TV Sales, named to direct coordinating preparations for Metromedia Inc.'s acquisition of KSAN-TV San Francisco. When option is exercised and approved by FCC, Mr. Moore will be VP and general manager of UHF station. Meanwhile, he continues as head of Metro TV Sales office.

PROGRAMMING


Ray Adell, general manager of KGSM Huntington, N. Y., appointed group director of special programming and sales for Greater New York Radio which owns KGSM and KGSM-FM Babylon, N. Y., and WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick, N. J.

David D. Grant, promotion manager of KGNC-AM-FM-TV Amarillo, Tex., appointed program director of KIBW-TV Topeka, K. S.

Don Grady, program director of KCLU-AM-FM Rolla, Mo., joins staff of KLK Jefferson City, Mo.

Ward Byron, with National Recording Studios Inc., New York, joins Gotham Recording Corp., that city, as account executive.

John Oven, Jr., producer and director for WVTW (TV) Bloomington-Indianapolis, joins WRC-TV Pittsburgh, as producer and director.

Bill Lieder, producer-director for Providence Productions, Atlanta, named producer-director at WVL-TV New Orleans.

Wayne Hickox, with KGIL San Fernando, Calif., joins KDEO San Diego as production manager.

Frank Koss, with American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, New York, appointed manager of station relations department.

Jim Simpson, sportscaster for major league baseball and American League football for NBC, New York, also named sportscaster for NBC's WRC Washington.

Al Rush, who has resigned as VP in network television for MCA-TV, New York, joins Creative Management Associates there as officer of company and general executive.

NEWS

Robert M. Evans, southern bureau chief for CBS News, Atlanta, named Moscow correspondent for CBS.

Robert W. Haring, assistant chief of bureau at Columbus, Ohio, appointed chief of bureau for AP in New Jersey. At Newark, he succeeds John O. Koehler, who will undertake new assignment at AP headquarters in New York. Dale Nelson, newsmen for AP, Seattle, appointed AP correspondent in Olympia, Wash.

Phil Barton, newsmen for KNX Los Angeles, appointed news director for KOFY, that city, Averill Berman, newsmen for KBLA Pasadena, Calif., joins KGFJ's news staff.

George Rogers, host-commentator for The Wonderful World of Golf which appeared on major television networks, joins WAMAR-TV Baltimore, as assistant news director.

Christopher Kelley, with WJCC Bridgeport, Conn., named acting news director.

Roland Kelly, news director of WSBT-AM-TV South Bend, elected president of Indiana AP Broadcasters Association.

Buddy Carter, KWTH Hutchinson, elected chairman of Kansas AP Radio-TV Association.

James Harper, news editor, reporter
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We get channels you can't get anywhere else.

Broadcast pioneer Harry Bannister dies

Harry Ray Bannister, consultant and former VP in charge of station relations for NBC, died Thursday (April 27) at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center, New York. He would have been 73 on April 30.

He was one of broadcasting's best-known figures, and his wit made him one of its most popular toastmasters—a role he filled at virtually all NBC affiliates meetings in recent years.

Born on New York's upper West Side on April 30, 1894, he served overseas in the Army during World War I, eventually moved to Detroit where he spent 13 years with E. I. duPont de Nemours, and other businesses, all in a sales or sales super-

position in Fairbanks.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

Robert V. Holton, VP of advertising services and protective products group of 3M Co., St. Paul, named VP of marketing for 3M. Robert N. Wolfe, VP of advertising, coatings and sealers division, succeeds Mr. Holton.


Gene Francis named to new post of distributor sales manager of Rohn Manufacturing Co., Peoria, Ill. J. M. Fleissner named factory distributor customer service coordinator for Rohn, Peoria.

Andrew F. Liersch, marketing official with Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, joins marketing services department of Electronic Industries Association, Washington, as manager of
marketing services for semiconductors and microelectronics. He succeeds A. J. D’Apolito, who resigns to become manager of market research for General Instrument Corp., Newark, N. J.

John H. McCorkle, with WWAY-TV Wilmington, N. C., joins engineering department of WTVI-TV Charlotte, N. C.

Charles Overstreet, with Concord Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, appointed advertising manager.


ALLIED FIELDS

Carl M. Ravitch, with Market Research Corp. of America, New York, joins Audits and Surveys Inc., same city, as retail market specialist.

DEATHS

Irving L. Lindow, 64, deputy chief of radio engineering branch of Voice of America, Washington, died April 23 at George Washington hospital in Washington after heart attack. He had been with VOA since 1950. He is survived by his wife, Mildred, and son.

Paul Blakemore, 68, who retired as advertising manager of John Blair & Co., New York, in 1962, died of apparent heart attack April 20 in New York. For over 25 years Mr. Blakemore headed his own advertising agency, based in Des Moines, Iowa. Surviving are his wife, Mary Elizabeth, and son.

Tom Conway, 63, actor who starred in such radio serials as "Sherlock Holmes and The Saint" died of liver ailment April 22 at Washington hospital, Culver City, Calif. Mr. Conway also appeared in title role in "Inspector Mark Sabre" TV series during 1950's. He is survived by his brother, actor George Sanders.

Helen Bard Nixon, 74, former radio-choir soloist, died April 24 at Phelps Memorial hospital, North Tarrytown, N. Y. Mrs. Nixon was singer on WJZ New York (now WABC) in early twenties, later joined The Happiness Boys. She is survived by her husband, Allen, and daughter.

Frank Overton, 49, who played Maj. Frank Stovall on ABC-TV's "Twelve O'Clock High" series, died of apparent heart attack April 24 at his home in Pack Pacific Palisades, Calif. Survivors include his wife, actress Phyllis Hill, and daughter.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, April 20 through April 26 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

Abbreviations: Ann.—announced. ant.—antenna. aur.—aural. CATV—community antenna television. CH—critical hours. CP—construction permit. D—day. DA—directional antenna. ERP—effective radiated power. fc—femto-cycle. kw—kilowatt. LS—local sun. mc—megacycles. mod.—modification. N—night. SCA—subdivision communications authorization. SH—specified hours. SSA—special service authorization. STA—special temporary authorization. trans.—transmitter. UHF—ultra high frequency. UPH—unlimited hours. VHF—very high frequency. vis.—visual. w—watts. e—educational.

New TV stations

APPLICATIONS

Meridian, Miss.—Delta Communications Corp. seeks UHF ch. 34 (530-536 mc); ERP 275 kw vis., 27.8 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 610 ft; ant. height above ground 400 ft. P. O. address: c/o Weyman H. D. Walker, 4403 Jim West, Belairie, Tex.
Radio-Television Inc. to reflect changes in broadcast programming. Action April 20.

**INITIAL DECISION**

**Commission** gives notice that Feb. 24 in which looking forward to granting application of Maxwell Electric Television, Inc., to televise to grant extending application to station on ch. 33 at Dallas (Doc. 18398, BPT-3489) became effective April 17, 1941, pursuant to Sec. 1376 of rules. Action April 20.

**RULEMAKING ACTIONS**

- By reported decision (Doc. 17147, commission's table of TV assignments), the Commission has granted petition filed by Wahu Broadcasting Co., Inc., and WABC-TV.

- **CALL LETTER APPLICATION**

  - **San Diego State College, San Diego.** Request KPXM(FM) 92.3

- **CALL LETTER ACTIONS**

  - **South Carolina Educational TV Commission, Florence, S. C. Granted WJFM-TV.**

- **DESIGNATED FOR HEARING**

  - Aurel J. T. and South Kane-Kendall Broadcasting Corp.—WAGC-TV granted request for application for new TV station to operate on ch. 65; made Federal Aviation Agency party to proceeding with respect to application of South Kane-Kendall. Commissioner Bar- ley dissented. Action April 26.

**LABEL APPLICATION**

- **San Diego State College, San Diego.** Request KPXM(FM) 92.3

**EXISTING TV STATIONS**

**FINALS**

- **WPTV** (Melbourne, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted petition to reflect changes in broadcast programming. Action April 20.

- **WISH** (Indianapolis—Broadcast Bureau granted request for extension of license to March 13 by WCOT-TV. Action April 20.

- **WACO-TV** (Waco, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to extend commission by WCOT-TV. Action April 20.

- **Commission** on April 17 granted request by WWRE-TV Inc. Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa., and announced May 15 to file comments and to May 31 for replies in matter of application (Doc. 17303, part 73, prediction of coverage of TV stations) (RM-1866, Doc. 17303). Action April 20.


**NEW AM STATIONS**

**APPLICATIONS**

- Buffalo, Minn.—Herbert Gross d/b/a Buffalo Broadcasting Co. Seeks 1560 kc, w/o P.O. address. Estimated construction cost $26,659; first-year operating cost $65,000; revenue $69,000. Principal: Mr. Gross (50%), 301 North Main Street, Buffalo, Minn. Action April 17.

- Polson, Mont.—Broadcast Bureau granted petition to reflect changes in broadcast programming. Action April 20.

- Stevens Point, Wis.—Broadcast Bureau granted petition to reflect changes in broadcast programming. Action April 20.

**APPLICATIONS**

- Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunn-ingham on April 18 designated Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClellan to serve as presiding officer in proceeding on June 19.

- Office of reviews and opinion on April 18 granted petition of General Television Corp. and Star Television Inc. for extension of time to file comments and to May 31 for replies in matter of application of Federal Broadcasting System Inc. (RM-1865, Doc. 17303) for station to be licensed in Fort Worth, Tex. Action April 20.

- **APPLICATIONS**

  - **Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cun- ningham on April 18 designated Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClellan to serve as presiding officer in proceeding on TV applications. Doc. 17316—Emery Television Corp. and Oats Broadcasting Corp., both Palm Springs, Calif.; scheduled prehearing conference for June 19.

- **APPLICATIONS**

  - **Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cun- ningham on April 18 designated Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClellan to serve as presiding officer in proceeding on TV applications. Doc. 17316—Emery Television Corp. and Oats Broadcasting Corp., both Palm Springs, Calif.; scheduled prehearing conference for June 19.

- **APPLICATIONS**

  - **Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cun- ningham on April 18 designated Hearing Examiner Millard F. shows for TV applications. Doc. 17316—Emery Television Corp. and Oats Broadcasting Corp., both Palm Springs, Calif.; scheduled prehearing conference for June 19.

- **APPLICATIONS**

  - **Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cun- ningham on April 18 designated Hearing Examiner Millard F. shows for TV applications. Doc. 17316—Emery Television Corp. and Oats Broadcasting Corp., both Palm Springs, Calif.; scheduled prehearing conference for June 19.

- **APPLICATIONS**

  - **Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cun- ningham on April 18 designated Hearing Examiner Millard F. shows for TV applications. Doc. 17316—Emery Television Corp. and Oats Broadcasting Corp., both Palm Springs, Calif.; scheduled prehearing conference for June 19.
ing Co., Wheaton, Ill., scheduled further prehearing conference for April 27 (Docs. 1985-86). And on April 20 in proceeding on April 2, 1986, on Motion of Defendant's petition to reconsider the preliminary order of the FCC granting the petition to reconsider and grant without hearing on April 20, 1986, June 9 (Doc. 16980). Action April 25.

ON MOTIONS

The Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham on April 16 in proceeding on AM applications of Royal Broadcasting Inc. (KHAI), for renewal of license, and Radio KHAI Inc. for CF, both Honolulu, coun-
ted hearing May 18, 1986, 11:00 a.m. (Doc. 16878-79). Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on April 19 in proceeding on AM applications of WBLR, South Bend, Ill., et al., continued hearing from May 31 to June 27, 1986, 11:00 a.m. (Doc. 16881-1115, 1116, 1117).

Hearing Examiner Forest L. McConlin on on April 19 in proceeding on AM applications of WBLR, South Bend, Ill., et al., continued hearing from May 31 to June 27, 1986, 11:00 a.m. (Doc. 16878-79).

Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on April 19 in proceeding on AM applications of WBLR, South Bend, Ill., et al., dismissed with prejudice applications of WBLR Broadcasting Co., and Company Roy H. Park Radio Inc., and extended date to May 18, 1986, 11:00 a.m. (Doc. 17140). Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on April 25 to June 25 (Docs. 17148-50).

CALL LETTER APPLICATION

C. B. Robinson, Henderson, Tenn. requests WQOM.

Existing AM stations

APPLICATIONS

WXQP Katonah, Ga.—Seeks CP to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw. Ann. April 22.

WKRJ OJ City, Pa.—Seeks CP to change from DA-D to non-directional antenna. Action April 23.


ACTION APRIL 24.

FCC granted license covering installation of antennas at WSE Experimental Farms, Fullam, Wash. in changes in antenna system, condition. Action April 24.

WRN Rensselaer, Ind.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering increase in power. Action April 25.

KKIC Iowa City—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering changes in antenna system, condition. Action April 24.

KDEF Falls, N.C.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change frequency, make changes in antenna system, and make changes in antenna system, condition. Action April 19.

KHCQ Atoka, Okla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of trans. at location to change in antenna system, change height of xtal tower of antenna, and to increase height of tower. Action April 21.

WTRA Latrobe, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of antennas, and to increase height of tower, and condition. Approval of license be consumed within 45 days of date of grant and thereafter, thereafter, Action April 21.

KXTC Corpus Christi, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau granted license to change frequency, make changes in antenna system, condition. Action April 21.


FM's Panama Beach, Fla.; WCLB Camilla, WCTA Rocky Point, Ga., and WSAZ Huntington, W. Va. Action April 19.

Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of licenses for following stations and conditioning auxiliaries: WREN Roanoke, Ala.; WOOL-FM Athens Ga.; WAWC Warner Robins, Ga., and WEAI Mayaguez, P. R. Action April 31.

OTHER ACTIONS

FCC waived provisions of Sec. 73.204(g) of Rules in renewing license of W KF 400, Madison, Wis., without application of Mail Publishing Co. Ltd., for an increase of 1 kw. Action April 21.

Ruling required in pending application of Mail Publishing Co. Ltd., for an increase of 1 kw. to 5 kw. subject to condition that the L. E. Wasmus dispose of his interest in other KONA Kesaheke, Hawaii, or KOMV. Commissioner Cox would have granted license without condition. Action April 19.

In its opinions and review on April 24 granted petition by Madison County Board (Designation of Venue), Madison, Wis., for extension of time to May 8 to file replies to Radio WEWS opposition to, and to WGNU-WLWCollierville, Tenn., for extensions of time to April 24, 1986, 11:00 a.m., for reconsideration and granting without hearing in proceeding on AM applications. (Doc. 16980). Action April 25.

On motions

The Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham on April 16 in proceeding on AM applications of WBLR, South Bend, Ill., et al., continued hearing from May 31 to June 27, 1986, 11:00 a.m. (Doc. 16878-79).
SUMMARY OF BROADCASTING

Compiled by Broadcasting, April 20

ON AIR NOT ON AIR

Commercial AM 4,104a 15 87
Commercial FM 1,603 16 269
Commercial TV-VHF 479 24 29
Commercial TV-UHF 92 29 131
Educational FM 300 3 32
Educational TV-VHF 60 7 9
Educational TV-UHF 42 5 52

AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS

Compiled by Broadcasting, April 20

VHF UHF Total
Commercial 519 259 778
Noncommercial 76 102 178

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC, Nov. 30, 1986

COM'L AM COM'L FM COM'L TV EDUC FM EDUC TV
Licensed (all on air) 4,083a 1,533 570a 290 97
CP's on air (new stations) 25 69 46 10 19
CP's not on air (new stations) 242 138 19 6 5
Total authorized stations 4,180 1,844 760 319 167
Licenses deleted 0 0 0 0 0
CP's deleted 0 0 0 0 0

*aIn addition, two AM's operate with Special Temporary Authorization.
*bIn addition, one licensed VHF is not on the air, two VHF's operate with STA's, and three licensed UHFS are not on the air.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Please include a BROADCASTING address label whenever you write about your subscription.

TO SUBSCRIBE mail this form with payment. Mark ☐ new subscription or ☐ renew present subscription.

Subscription rates on page 9.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY Consulting Engineers 1812 K St., N.W. Wash., D.C. 20006 202-664-9516 Member APOCB


KEAR & KENNEDY 1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000 Washington 6, D.C. Member APOCB

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO. Consulting Engineers Radio-Television Communications-Electronics 901 20th St., N.W. Washington, D.C. Federal 3-1116 Member APOCB

A. EARL CULLUM, JR. Consulting Engineers INWOOD POST OFFICE DALLAS 9, TEXAS MCB 1-8360 Member APOCB

KEAN, SKLOM & STEPHENS Consulting Engineers 19 E. Quincy Street Riverside, Ill., 60546 1A Chicago Suburb Phone: 312-447-2401 Member APOCB

Hammett & Edison Consulting Engineers Box 68, International Airport San Francisco, California 94128 Member APOCB

Pete Johnson & Associates Consulting Radio Engineers 5306 10th St., N.W., 253-4516 Washington 5, D.C. Member APOCB

Merl Saxon Consulting Engineer 632 Hoskins Street Lufkin, Texas 634-9558 632-2821

William B. Carr Consulting Engineers Walker Bldg., 4028 Daley Fort Worth, Texas AT 4-9311 Member APOCB

Rosner Television Systems Engineers 120 E. 26 St. New York N. Y. 10022 Contractors 590 New York Rd. Plainview N. Y. 11803

E. Harold Munn, Jr. Broadcast Engineering Consultant Box 220 Coldwater, Michigan 49036 Phone: 517-278-6733

John H. Mullaney and Associates Suite 71 1150 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 Phone 202-233-1180 Member APOCB

Commercial Radio Monitoring Co. Precision Frequency Measurements AM-FM-TV 105 S. Market St., LaGrange, Ill., 60140 Phone Kansas City, LaCrosse 4-3777

Cambridge Crystals Precision Frequency measuring Service Specialists for AM-FM-TV 415 Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass. Phone Trenton 6-2810

Paul Dean Ford Broadcast Engineering Consultant 30-20th St., N.E. West Terre Haute, Indiana 47885 (812) 533-8903
and Pioneer Valley Cablevision Inc., Greenwood, Mass., respectively. Applications were granted in the matter of CATV and Southbridge, Mass., respectively. The record and issued statement for this action are April 24.

CATV APPLICATIONS

Hutchinson Cablevision Inc.—Requests designation of Commission to hold a public hearing on the feasibility of providing CATV service to the community of Hutchinson, Kan. and is in real estate. May 20, 2000.

KFLV San Jose, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

KLOK San Jose, Calif.—Seeks transfer of control from Swift & Co. to W. Thomas Davis, William Lloyd Davis and Elizabeth Davis Davis as trustees under a trust created in 1957 to Trust Co. of New York.

KWIK-AM-FM Santa Ana, Calif.—Seeks transfer of control from Swift & Co. to W. Thomas Davis, William Lloyd Davis and Elizabeth Davis Davis as trustees under a trust created in 1957 to Trust Co. of New York.

KWMZ-AM-FM San Bernardino, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

KXCO-AM-FM San Diego, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

KXK-AM-FM Denver, Colo.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

KXQ-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

KXY-AM-FM Dade City, Fla.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

KZQ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.


KZQZ-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Blackstone Broadcasting Co. Inc., 401 Second Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

**Help Wanted Management**

Station manager, about 35, middle Atlantic states. Station needs smart, hard-working management. Box 6-88, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced medium market broadcast executive. Manager upper Midwest. Send complete details, salary requirements, qualifications. Salary open. Send complete details, salary requirements, qualifications. Box 6-88, BROADCASTING.

Operations manager—upper midwest—1st chance for group. Excellent growth opportunity and chance for ownership. Send complete details of qualifications, salary requirements, qualifications. Box 6-88, BROADCASTING.

Station manager, suburban Chicago—must have successful experience in direct sales, sales training, supervision and management ability to recruit, train and supervise an effective staff is essential. Long established profitable stations. Initiative within established framework required. Complete information and confidence letter. Address resumes and information to Box 6-88, BROADCASTING.


Want to be a business for yourself Chapman Associates, station brokers, offer such an opportunity. Opportunity, along with training and team work help. Requirements are sales experience, age 27 or over, living in a clean, character, city residence. Send resume to Paul H. Chapman, Chapman Associates, 2045 Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga. 30309.

**Help Wanted—Scales**

Short on sales experience? Long on enthusiasm? We may have the opportunity to team with you. You have a fine future in midwest city under 25,000 with midwest group. Box 2-666, BROADCASTING.

Unbelievable! Only station in county selling 20,000 and two midwest markets. You'll earn more here than in bigger, tougher markets. Send complete resume, including earnings past 2 years. Box E-11, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager for top rated all FM stereo station, America's 4th largest market. Box E-33, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager—permanent. Start $100 week plus commission for experienced man. Hospitalization Insurance. Small staff. Station in fast-growing Midwest. Send resume immediately. Box B-257, BROADCASTING.

Three aggressive commission sales for expanding radio sales force. C & W format. Beginning Salaries. Write TCFNP, 5904 S. Main, Des Moines, Iowa.

Professional country music time salesman. KOLY, Kalispell, Montana. KGLZ, Hottest market, midwest Lincoln, Nebraska. Topopportunity. Group concept. Address resume to Box 498-55. BROADCASTING.


Ground floor opportunity in prosperous 30 thousand city with excellent trade area. Excellent base. Midwest only. Contact Dale Low, KSMN, Mason City, Iowa.

**Classified Advertising**

**Operational Announcements**

**Announcement—(cont'd)**

Announcer—newsmen for midwest MOR daytime single station market. All benefits. Modern operation near metro area. Send resume to Box E-6, BROADCASTING.

**Sales—(cont'd)**


Midwest market south Florida station wants young hardworker from small or medium market where selling hasn't been a pushover job. Conditioned, outgoing people with south Florida. Our selling is no push-over, either, but good men make as much here with happier families. Guarantee, good commission. Exchange. Send resume and picture to Box 8352, West Palm Beach, Florida.

**Compose your message here.**

**DISPLAY ads for $2.00 per inch.—STATIONS FOR SALE, WANTED BY STATIONS, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY advertising require display space. 5" or over billed at cost.**

**All other classifications 35¢ per word—$4.00 minimum.**

**No charge for blind box number.**

**Address replies: c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036**

**Deadline:** Monday preceding Publication Date

**BROADCASTING, May 1, 1967**

81
Immediate opening for top notch announcer at WAAY Radio in Huntsville, Alabama. Please send resume, tape, and background details to Box 3047, Blue Springs Station, Huntsville, Alabama.

Combination radio news announcer and TV sportscaster needed immediately. Monday through Friday, from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Must have quality voice, experience in news and/or sports field preferred, you will be working in Huntsville, Alabama. State's 3rd largest market. Address resume and tape to Box 35, WFDF, Huntsville, Alabama.

Combination DJ-newman wanted. Man who can handle early morning news and then fill air shift from ten till two and follow MOR for hours. Experienced DJ preferred, should have college football and basketball play-by-play, add quality voice. Excellent, more attractive position. Vacation, hospitalization insurance, Idlewood Station, send tape and resume immediately. WCRQ, P.O. Box 196, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185.

Announcer. Morning shift announcer, 1st, Ideal community, M.O.R. established station. Send tape and resume. WRRD, Bradenton, Florida.

Chicago suburban: 1st class, Complete information on WEAW, Evanston, Illinois. Suburban Chicago, combo, 1st class preferred, but will consider 3rd-class and first announcements for 1st class in Chicago school. Send tape and background details, WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.

First phone announcer needed immediately for daytimer in suburban Hartford market. Willing to work part-time, must have quality voice. Good music format! Excellent salary, fringe benefits. Send tape, background, and photo to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

Immediate opening for announcer with 1st phone for WGAI, Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Starting salary $50.00-$100.00 weekly depending on experience. Send tape and resume to Bob Thomas, Manager.

Morning man wanted for top station in state. Must be first class. Must have first class ticket. Six-day week. Three-week vacation. Lots of air time. Very hospitable. Must have good voice. Must have experience. Will start at $450.00 or a little more, depending on qualifications. Gwen $600.00, six months increments, tape may be sent by personal interview in Madison. Latter could be at Kingston, New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston. Reply H. K. Thayer, President, WGHQ, 82 John Street, Kingston, New York.

Experienced announcer-production man to be hired by modern MOR network affiliate in that you are experienced and interested in the exciting potential of broadcasting. Good salary, working conditions, first class. First phone offered, but not mandatory. Please send tape to WURL, P.O. Box 1301, Elkhart, Indiana. Phone (219) 295-1702.

Wanted!! Radio Announcer-salesman. 3rd class license. Must be willing to sell copy, write copy, produce spots. Will work air shifts. Send resume and qualifications to Mr. Wilson, General Manager, WOKD, Caddo, Kentucky.

WORC, Columbia, South Carolina, has openings in six years for top R&B jocks. Must be in top notch station. Send air check and resume to Charlie Derrick, WORC, Box 566, Columbia, S. C.

1st phone announcer—Immediate opening for a 1st class announcer in N.Y.C. Must be will to handle news and commercials. Why slave in the small market when you can make real action Is not much bread to start, but why not take a chance. Send qualifications pronto. WRBC, Nanuet, N. Y., 10965.

Wanted! Rock ‘n roll dj with some experience. Copy writing ability helpful. Contact WJAC Radio, Box 70, Fort Knox, 502-351-3121.

Saginaw, Michigan—Needs top 40 dj. Should have experience in news and production. No. 1 rated station, WSAY-NBC. Contact Dave Hollis, P. D.


Rapid advancement for management potential announcer-salesman with growing company. Send tape and resume to Boyd Hanna, Box C, 28130.

Our Oregon stations have openings for first and third class announcers and salesmen. Excellent opportunity. Contact Fred R. Beam, P. O. Box 5025, Eugene, Oregon 97403.


21 In metro market, resort area, rapidly expanding. Ability to take top adult sounding personality for contemporary music station. Immediate opening. Rush tape and resume to Atlantic States Industries, 727 Park Ave., New York, New York.

Florida Gold Coast—Adult-Fulltime-CBS. First ticket, no maintenance—even evening serenade host. Ideal working conditions and crew. All fringe benefits—salary open. Creative freedom—double in sales if qualified for limelights. Opportunity. We believe in and promote good radio and our personalities who create it. Call collect—1-305-279-1428.

Help Wanted—Technical

Chief engineer for top-rated 5000 watt CBS network station in state capital city. Many company benefits. Write Box C-137, BROADCASTING.

Experienced maintenance engineer for 5000 watt AM station in northeast. Salary approximately $5000 first year. Write Box C-138, BROADCASTING.

First phone engineer needed by modern directional FM in Iowa. Must be able to learn construction and maintenance. Box D-48, BROADCASTING.

Metropolitan area directional daytimer going FM wants experienced first class engineer. Strong maintenance, some construction experience. Good salary and growth opportunity with growing independent group. Send resume to Box D-73, BROADCASTING.

1st phone—beginners accepted. Must have 1st class ticket. 8 kw and 50 kw FM stereo. Can attend local university if desired. Box D-161, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, experienced, 1st class ticket, small station, early retirement with resume. Box D-182, BROADCASTING.

Engineer with 1st class ticket and ready for responsibility. 50 kw directional area. Box D-199, BROADCASTING.

1st phone capable of maintenance, for 5 kw AM and 50 kw FM Stereo. Box D-313, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer needed at once for midwest 1 kw non-directional AM and automated stereo. Must be strong maintenance. Salary open. Box D-390, BROADCASTING.

Anticipated expansion of our extensive growing operation and sales force. Excellent chance for key personnel have created our need for experienced first class.(s) Must be technically capable, competent supervisors and administrators. We offer the challenge of managing all station technical operations, the opportunity to move up to greater management responsibilities and receiving salary and complete fringe benefits. Send a complete resume and qualifications to Box D-266, BROADCASTING.

First class engineer for position as chief/announcer desirable. Excellent northern New England area and excellent working conditions. Will construct new facilities this summer. 1000 watts daytime-only equipped. Position available mid-May. Box E-58, BROADCASTING.

Florida high power UHF seeking chief engineer who can take charge of complete construction and operation. Excellent ground floor opportunity. Experienced only. Full resume, references and salary requirements first letter. Box E-70, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening. Engineer/Announcer, with experience, must be independent with man capable of building, repair and CATV desire. Some air work with a group station. Now AM and CATV building FM. Contact Charles Derrick, General Manager, KNMC, Fairdell, Iowa. 515-472-4191.

Chief engineer for 1 kw AM non-directional station southeastern Massachusetts. No announces. Need takes care of all technical matters. Contact Manager, WAFL, Fall River, Mass., 607-471-3333.

Midwest—5 kw—Directional—and FM—seeks engineer with know how. Ability to Announce desirable but not a necessity. Send complete resume and salary desired to Box 145, WION, Ionia, Michigan 49445.

Chief engineer for WLPM, Suffolk, Virginia. Must be able to handle nondirectional AM, 60,000 watt FM stereo and SCA. Top salary, no maintenance, 50 weeks. Fringe benefits. Contact: E. D. Baydus.

Immediate opening—full or part time board operators—Steadiant card class required. WSBBC, Chicago. 312-665-9060.

Eigner, full time, must have first class radio-telephone license. Contact WJAC Radio, Grand Blanc, Michigan. Phone 64-4146.

1st class engineer experience in complete maintenance or extensive vocational training for daytime AM-550 watt and 50 kw FM. Position includes interest of $10,000. Salary depends on qualifications. Send complete resume with salary information to C. E. Gripp, Radio Station WYCO, Box L, Olney, Illinois.


NEWS

News oriented announcer with 1st phone. Send resume, references noted on not including job with future. Start $125 or better. Box D-81, BROADCASTING.

Medium market near major city needs first phone newsman. A real opportunity with advancement future. Ohio. Box E-3-B, BROADCASTING.

Top 100 midwest market needs experienced on-air news director. Excellent equipment and staff, salary $8,000 to $10,000. Send air check and resume. Box E-7, BROADCASTING.

Upgrading station sound. Need at once. Newscaster capable of setting up and managing news department. Will consider person now working as second or third man in news field. Future opportunities. Male or female shown willing to take air shift. Contemporary programmed station. New York City area. Mail or phone to offer. Box E-18, BROADCASTING.

Need add to large, well-equipped news department. Newsman capable of independent with heavy news schedule. Salary open. E-43, BROADCASTING.
NEWS—(Cont'd)

Full-time newcomer or woman, must be ag- 
greed to on basis of gathering writing, producing and delivery with professional sound, Dept. is your community, WJAZ, Altoona, Pa. WLI P-AM-FM, Kenosha, Wisconsin, seeks experienced News Director or Newman to assume responsibility for new station, winner of award winning news department, serving metro area of Kenosha. Growing community, with exceptional recreational, educational and Industrial facilities. Should have interest in college and civic affairs. Reply resume, tap, references.

Newsmann—$6,000 wait popular music station in top 40 market. Must be willing to work with hard driving, have first phone. Must be aggressive, write and deliver, hard core personality, with definite on-air experience. Excellent salary. Tape and resumes, Box 8066, Minneapolis, Minnesota. (A Storz Station).

Production—Programming, Others

Program director, major market, eastern, na- tionally known Top 40 Station. Must be solid citizen with good documentary back- ground and willing to work hard to main- tain lead. Send resume, references and recent photo or snapshot. Box D-323, BROADCASTING.

Radio commercial tape production/manager, N.Y.C. Catalogue as basis for creative serv- ices. Must have 5 years network experience required. State salary requirements. Box E-15, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for creative copy writer, experienced in writing, producing, and oc- casional on-air personality. Must have strong writing background. Would you please send scripts, tapes, and salary requirements with application to: King Broadcasting, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06608.

Wanted experienced operations manager for 600 watt dual network and good music format station in Oklahoma metro market. Require 15 years experience, first phone. Copywriting ability, leadership capabilities and proven record of growth are open. Present operations manager being promoted to sales manager position. Interested? Forward all inquiries to Keith Rowland. 8001 South Harvard, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Half-time graduate assistantship available September, supervising news programming, and student performance, on 6-day university station. Must have commercial news experience, can work for M.A. or Ph.D. School of Journalism University of Iowa City.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

Experienced professional, background incl- uding engineering management, seeks first phone, college, family man, small mar- kets only. Box D-296, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer looking for varying different programming ideas, suitable for south- ern metropolitan markets. Box E-24, BROADCASTING.

Manager-chief engineer, Small or medium market, Competent, 13 years experience. Available 30 days. Box E-27, BROADCASTING.

Professional operations manager. Thoroughly experienced in major market top 40 opera- tion. Excellent references. Presently em- ployed, but desiring stimulating challenge and growth potential. Box E-28, BROADCASTING.

Will invest $26,000 and bring 20 years of suc- cessful management experience to your station to improve your program, sales and earnings, and, acquire position of responsi- bility. Will work for yourself. Box E-30, BROADCASTING.


Attention small markets. Experienced combo station manager, program director, traffic manager looking for permanent position. Creative, four years experience, Man- three satellite systems. Box D-313, Broadcas- ting. $125.00. Phone 212-620-1194 or write Marc Richards, 805 East 51st St., Briyton, N.Y. 11360.

Sales

Southeast—Sales Manager with an aggressive, team oriented group. Excellent opportunity. Box D-248, BROADCASTING.

Top 40 stations, Sales: Sales. Top salesmen at Billboard Top 10 stations, 10% commission. Box E-203, BROADCASTING.

Top 40 stations: Sales. Top salesmen at Billboard Top 10 stations. 10% commission. Box E-203, BROADCASTING.

DJ—Announcer—Creative, 3rd endorsed. Aut- horitative, personality, Top 40, personality, Top 40, personality, Top 40, personality, Top 40, personality, Top 40, personality. Box E-20, BROADCASTING.


Good music pro. 8 years experience. 28 years in sales. College graduate. Mar- ried. VP. Radio. Box E-58, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for creative copy writer, experienced in writing, producing, and oc- casional on-air personality. Must have strong writing background. Would you please send scripts, tapes, and salary requirements with application to: King Broadcasting, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06608.

Interested in continuing to learn top forty radio your way? Pennsylvania pre- ferred. Have third endorsement, 2 years experience. I like personality related to learning a program. Box 33, Stagg's capsule interviews with hit artists. Free facts. Box D-110, BROADCASTING.

Experienced news and sports director. Play- by-play of all sports. Married. Experienced, BROADCASTING. Box E-6, BROADCASTING.

Bright, alive, experienced DJ for major Midwest Top 100 station. Box E-74, BROADCASTING.

Attention. Interested in continuing to learn top forty radio your way. Pennsylvania pre- ferred. Have third endorsement, 2 years experience. I like personality related to learning a program. Box 33, Stagg's capsule interviews with hit artists. Free facts. Box D-110, BROADCASTING.

Announcer. Producer of own program in NYC, with extensive copy and production experience. Experience not necessary. Box E-52, BROADCASTING. Salary required. Box E-52, BROADCASTING.


Just finishing military service. Two years with AFPRTS, Guam, last 18 months as sta- tion manager. Two years commercial ex- perience in addition to branch school graduate. Smooth, relaxed, easy listener style. 3rd endorsed. Box 1 through CIE. Availability starting July 18. Pacific NW, SE, anywhere. Box F-39, BROADCASTING.


Jim Stagg's interviews with top 40 artists and production people available on tape for your station. 69 new Stagg Starbeat segments per month. Link your call letters with the stars of America's Top 40, see famed Stagg Starbeat. Windgour Court, 1101 Forest Avenue, Evans- ton, Ill. 60201.
**TELEVISION—Help Wanted**

**Management**

Business manager required for major market UHF TV station. Only highest qualifications will be considered. Reply Box E-39, BROADCASTING.

**Sales**

Group-owned VHF station in South is seeking an Assistant General Sales Manager. Our company is among broadcasting's most highly respected, and applicants should be committed to working for a reputable, quality company. We want a man who has a record of success in local and national business, and who is ready for a position at an early date. Send resume and photo to Box D-344, BROADCASTING.

**TELEVISION—Programing, Others**

Production/operations manager. Young, aggressive, executive, with heavy background in remote, and commercial production in medium and large markets. Experienced in all phases of TV operations. Runs tight, well organized department. Excellent references. Box D-201, BROADCASTING.

Chief photographer/Film director, ETV, commercial experience in film, photography, news, sports, documentaries. Seek larger market. Box E-41, BROADCASTING.

Operations manager available. 12 years experience all phases broadcasting, currently in medium eastern market will relocate anywhere. Resume and references on request. Box E-43, BROADCASTING.

**WANTED TO BUY—Equipment**

We need used, 250, 500, 1 kw & 10 kw AM transmitters, new Junk License. Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Hurricoe St., Laredo, Texas 78040.
WANTED TO BUY—Equipment

Four In-Put production mixer for production sound, in top shape. Radio KPRL, Paso Robles, California, 93446. Or Call 554-7474.

Call for broadcast boards, mixers, recorders, etc. Any age or condition. The Maze Corp., Box 6556, Birmingham, Alabama. 35213.

FOR SALE—Equipment

Television radio transmitters, monitors tuning equipment, chassis, 4 and 6, 200 foot 5% transmission line, reflectors, 1000 foot tower with elevator, control room, cabling, Write Box B-110, BROADCASTING.

Spotlighters, complete kits, 1230,000, 3000, and 7500 Watts. Send $9.00 for catalog, Olympic, 4510 S.W. 75 Ave., Miami, Florida.

For sale—used RCA type TTV-12A transmitters. Spectra tunable to channels 5 to 13 inclusive on a 3% basis. This transmitter is available immediately at an attractive price. Box C-104, BROADCASTING.

One Presto 5N disc recorder with 100 LPJ, 120, 88, and 115 cutters, 6 inch square recorder, playback arm, Spencer microphone and spool and 9283 record amplifier. All in excellent condition. $800. One C-12 R-4 channel microwave amplifier/mixer receiver. In good condition. $250. For information, call FOB CORC San Antonio, Texas 78204.

Gates studio, ATC cartridge playback and control, 419 character & speaker assembly, 2 inch & 2.5 inch cassettes, test monitors. Free. Gates studio tester, $50. Offer must be sold. Box E-12, BROADCASTING.

For Sale: UHF equipment, good operating condition, tuned to channel 36. Station changed power frequency 4-T32A, 12% kw transmitter, complete with color correction equipment, less klystrons. $700. FTV 124 modulator 4-PY2 4B2 GE filter, 73025 GE antennas, 1183-73 GR frequency and modulation monitor, calibrated and rebuilt Feb. 1969. Stained glass 37" x 37". $50. Andrew 31/8" coaxial line. Also for sale, the following UHF equipment, good operating condition: 2-1 1/2 Turn 100' power frequency 1-4TF2C GE filter, 2X50 GE antennas, 600 51/2" coaxial line, 400-foot transmitter, transmitter power supply, test monitors and test receivers. Write. Phone Don Kasner, Vice President, Radio-Gramophone Co., Box 2766, San Francisco, Calif.

Serviced—Anytime electronic, shipped, precisely repaired to factory specifications Mora Antenna kite, leases Pinetree Dr., Woodbridge, Va.

Micro-currently RCA type good condition, quiet operation, priced at $300. Phone Washington, D. C. 202 223-9400, ext. 941.


MISCELLANEOUS

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical laugh service featuring deejay comment interspersed with the latest catalog, Orange Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.


36 million dollars "pop" voice pops. Voice sexy gal talks to di-hundert different voices—effects. $10 tape shipped return mail. Electric Radio Corp., 1154 Laclede, St. Louis, Missouri. 63104.

Indoor Set-Beegays—Thousands of one-liners, gags, bits, station breaks, etc. Listed in 20 separate columns. Write—Show-Biz Comedy Service—1725 East 28th St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 11239.

MISCELLANEOUS

MICHELLE (Con't.)

Call letter auto plates, studio banners, banner strips, service, book, 30.00. Write Box 35, Owens Cross Roads, Ala. 35763.

Score a "beast" with Newsbeast! Story ideas galore! In print, complete with newswires, Associates, Box 14153, St. Louis, Mo.


Editors: custom-written for your local market. Five per week, highest professional quality, American News, Moran & Company, Inc. Box 600, Downers Grove, Ill. 60525 (312) 960-5555

Owners-Managers in trouble? We can help you. Call or write. FCC licenses, etc. $2500—$4000. Lynn Publications, 414 Mason, San Francisco, California.


Link your call letters with the stars and lock up sales with Stars! 60 new capsule interviews with Jim Stage and top 40 artists to custom-programmed for your station. Put Chicago's #1 to work for you: Windsor Court. 1101 Forest Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60202.

INSTRUCTIONS

FCC License Preparation and/or Electronics Associate preparation. Also correspondence courses; resident classes. Schools located in Hollywood, Chicago, New York, Washington, D.C. For information, write Grantham School of Electronics, 2020 16th St., N.W. Washington, D. C. 20009.

Elkins is the nation's largest and most re- puted name in First Class FCC licensing. Complete 12 to 26 week classes. Fully approved for Veteran's Training. Write Elkins Institute, 2663 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75225.


Announcements, programming, production, news, broadcasting, sporting events, disk jockeying and all phases of TV and radio broadcasting taught by highly qualified professional teachers. The nation's newest, finest facilities including our own commercial broadcast station—KSKY. Fully approved for veterans training. Elkins Institute, 2663 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75225.

The Masters. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta, offers the highest success rate of any school in Georgia and only a few more seats left this year. Fully approved for Veterans Training. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta, 1150 Spring Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30309.


Since 1948. Original course for FCC first class radio and television license in six weeks. Approved for veterans. Low-cost dormitory facilities at school. Reservations recommended. Write for information, reservations, etc. William B. Ogden, Radio Operational Engineering School, 5073 Warners Avenue, Burbank, California 91507. (Former of Burbank, California).

INSTRUCTIONS—(Cont'd)

"Warning" accept no substitute, REI is all—success guarantee—lowest tuition—highest reliability of all five (5) week schools. FCC 1st phone license in five (5) weeks. Tuition $250. Rooms and apartments $140 per person. Three (3) grants pass the FCC exams. Classes begin May 25—June 26—July 31. Write Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street in beautiful Sarasota, Florida.


Be sure to write, BROADCASTING INSTITUTE, Box 6971, New Orleans, for radio announcing careers.


Your 1st Class License in six weeks or less at America's foremost school of broadcast training, the Don Martin School of Radio-Television. During the entire Broadcasting Industry since 1927. Make your reservations now for our Accredited Theory class June 13 and August 7. Most experienced personalized instruction and patient lowest cost admissions available close-by. Call or write: Don Martin School of Radio-Television, P. O. Box 1049, Washington, N. C. 27689.

First phone in six weeks through tapes recorded lectures in plus one week personal instruction in Washington, Minneapolis, Memphis or Hollywood. Fifteen years FCC license teaching experience. Proven results. 95% passing. Bob Johnson Radio License Instruction, 10800 Duncan Place, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266.

RADIO—Help Wanted

WANTED

ninger BRIGHT YOUNG PEOPLE NEEDED

Canadian Broadcasting expanding and growing—Northern and Southern California stations need:

1. Newscasters
2. Ad. Lib. Interviewers
3. Program-Copy-Salesmen
4. Producers
5. Directors
6. Ambitious men and women with Big League abilities only.

On-air personalities send tape and re- sume to: Larry Grunenfelder, Sales and Executive personel send re- sume to: Don Esley

Broadcasting Company, 3101 W. 5th Street, Santa Ana, California

WANTED

Help Wanted—Announcers

First Phone Announcer

Religious oriented daytimer needs First-Phone who can announce "Morning Sermon" or "rat-race." You can live in the city or near suburban communities, if necessary, and mor- tional institutions nearby. Call or write to Koch and find out about "Bible Radio."

WBRJ, 4802 East 62nd, Indianapolis 317-255-5484
**Nationwide Broadcast Personnel Consultants**

Our radio client list reads like a... **WHO'S WHO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBBM</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>WKLO</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>KFJZ</td>
<td>Ft. Worth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCKY</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>WKYC</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>KIMN</td>
<td>Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHB</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>WQAM</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>KLIF</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHDH</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>WRIT</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>KOL</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIBC</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>WRKO</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>KQV</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIFE</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>WSLR</td>
<td>Akron</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIND</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>WSPD</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WTMJ</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WTIX</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WTRY</td>
<td>Albany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHO'S helping you?...find management, sales, programming and engineering personnel.**

*Station management, please call conference number 312 337-5318*

645 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago 60611
Help Wanted—Announcers

Florida Radio

We are a large Broadcasting and Publishing Company with excellent employee benefits located in a major Florida market. We do not have openings very often, but we have one now for a morning man who has medium to large market experience and knows how to handle good music in a bright and lively manner on a leading network affiliate that features personality and promotion. This man we want will be checked out in every sense of the word, however, you may send resume and recent air check in confidence.

Box E-58, Broadcasting.

Help Wanted

Production—Programming, Others

PROMOTION DIRECTOR

Major east coast market contemporary FM station (group ownership) needs imaginative promotions director. Promotional experience at youth oriented station valuable. Excellent opportunity for the right man to upgrade himself. All replies confidential.

Box E-70, Broadcasting.

Situations Wanted Management

Somewhere in the southern part of the United States is the owner of a small radio station who is looking for a man with recognized management ability who can take over the operations and show a fair profit.

He would be intrigued by the idea of getting a leading advertising agency top executive in his early fifties who would rather switch to a small town where he could sink his teeth into a big pressure battle and die. He would find that this man has a terrific past media sales background too.

He wants to see someone who is ambitious and give him an option to buy a piece of the action.

Box E-44, Broadcasting.

Situations Wanted—Announcers

A MAN FOR ALL REASONS

Nationally-respected announcer/executor, presently residing in the Los Angeles area, 21-year member of big-name live music and news independent in major markets, wants to buy a key station or group of stations offering stimulating, permanent position definitely out of New York City.

California, New York, Florida or Texas preferred, but may be considered any other large offering combination of professional opportunity, community involvement and family environment. Money important but secondary to environment. Background covers every aspect of quality radio station operations, music director, news director, station operations and station management—complete with titles. Thorough knowledge of FM and automation. Prominent-minded. Expect future growth.

In short, here is a broadly-accredited radio pro looking for growth potential in a live part of the country. Ready to make important contributions to any progressive organization.

Box E-25, Broadcasting.

CATV—Help Wanted

CATV OPENINGS

Immediate openings nationwide for MSO Personnel Consultants, MSO Chief Engineers, System Managers & Chief Technicians. Send resume today. No fees.

Nationwide CATV Personnel Consultants

645 N. Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60611

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Technical

Television and Radio

Broadcast Technicians Wanted

For New England Major market UHF all color station. Experience desired. Union scale. Please reply.

Box D-225, Broadcasting.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Franchise

Distributorships for Background Music Systems

Leading U.S. manufacturer, expanding distributor territories, offers to those who qualify distributor franchises for background music, with wire, FM multiplex and on-location systems. Manufacturer backs your operation with factory field engineering service, selling aids, national advertising. His experts train you, work with you to help assure your success. For personal executive interview:

Box E-66, Broadcasting.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

527 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

BROADCAST PERSONNEL AGENCY

Sherlee Barich, Director

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE—Equipment

May edition still available "365 Days of Laughs" Radio/Gag Service

PREPARED BY Deejays FOR Deejays

May Edition $3.00

Box 3786

Your service $10.00

Marshanda Mart St.

Chicago, Illinois

*Mrs. "E." Productions Inc.

FOR SALE—Equipment

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

Southern California

Top rated daytimer. Needs owner-management. Cross now low but has done near $100,000. Priced $125,000. Terms to qualified buyer.

Box E-31, Broadcasting.

WANTED—Stations

Northwest station

Valuable real estate. Excellent network affiliation. Priced at firm $325,000. Terms available. Qualified financial principals only.

Box E-76, Broadcasting.

* Small, profitable group operation

* Attractive, single-station markets

* Rocky Mountain Area

* Full timers. Excellent frequencies. Realistic pricing

* 1 KW daytimer in state Capital city

* Holds CP for 10 kW-D, 1 KW-N

* Well equipped. Bargain for cash

* For professional service to buyers and sellers of broadcast properties

Contact

MOUNTAIN STATES BROADCAST PROPERTIES, Inc.

1615 California St., Denver, Colo. 80202

(303) 292-3735

* The AMPS AGENCY

BY BROADCASTERS FOR BROADCASTERS

We fill all job classifications for men and women in broadcasting and allied occupa-

tions—management, sales programming, engineering, traffic, secretarial, promotion, 

publicity, on-air talent, etc. We have immediate job openings listed with us by sta-

tions, paymasters, Ad agencies, clients, commercial producers and others. Send us your 

resume or, if close by, come in or phone us.

* THE AMPS AGENCY *

All Media Placement Service

2974 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone D-8-2116
Continued from page 80

Dougherty owns 26% in KXEO and KWW-FM, both Mexico, Mo. Ann. April 25.

WKIR-FM Kettering, Ohio—Seeks assignment of license from Kittshawk Broadcasting Corp. to Kittshawk Television Corp. Principles: Kenneth D. Caywood, president. Purchase price/applicability of proposed CATV service. Profits include $275,000. Applicant is licensee of WKIT-DTV, Youngstown, Ohio.

WMNT Manal, P. R.—Seeks transfer of control from Ernesto Rivera, deceased, to Efrain Archeil-Nolte, son, and others. Applicant is licensee of WBOF-FM, Ponce City, Okla.

KYBV Shreveport, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license from The Eugene B. Henderson Enterprises To The Derrick Broadcasting Co. for $25,000. Principal: Malcolm W. Var- brom, chairman. Application is for transfer of control.


WCFF Clifton Forge, Va.—Seeks transfer of control from Charles F. Berry Jr. and William S. Creech to Buford D. Epperson. Consideration concerns increase of Mr. Epperson's interest from 26% to 51%. Ann. April 26.

KOL-AM-FM Seattle—Seeks assignment of license from Seattle Broadcasting Co. to Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting Corp. of Calif. for $1 million. Applicant is licensee of KGIL San Fernando and KHFI-AM San Antonio. District: Both California. Richard D. Buckley (89%) is president, chairman of board and treasurer of assignee corporation. Applicant is a board and 94% stockholder in Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting Corp. of Calif., which also operates all of WDRC-AM-FM Hartford, Conn., and presently is marketing the license. Applicants includes Richard D. Buckley Jr. as vice president, 9% stockholder of assignee and vice president, director and 6% stockholder of corporation in Minneapolis. Ann. April 28.

WOL-AM-FM Madison, Wis.; WAPA-AM-FM Oak Park, Ill.; WDIA and WNLT(FM) Memphis, Tenn.; WICONA, New York; KFOX Long Beach and KFOX-AM San Antonio, Tex.—One FCC granted relinquishment of control from Richard Goodman, controlling stockholder of Sonderling Broadcasting Co., for public interest. Applicant is public interest. Transfer of control before. Former operator was Mason A. Loundy. After public sale, Sonderling Broadcasting Corp. will be owned by Mr. Goodman, 24%. Mr. Loundy, 97% with Edmonton Sonderling retaining 24%. A. Harry Becker, Washington attorney, owns 15%. Action April 18.

WMJR-FM Port Lauderdale, Fla.—FCC granted assignment of CP from Anderson Broadcasting Co. Inc., for $50,000. Applicant is Curtis T. microwave. Among principals: Nancy E. Crider, president (73%) and vice president, and Arthur P. Paul Koenig, secretary and Harold F. Me- lin, treasurer. Applicant is house and secretary of Broadcast Engineering Inc. Mr. Koenig is general manager. Mr. Koenig is attorney, bank director and shareholder. Mr. Metzen is WMJR program manager. Action April 19.

WJGA-AM-FM Jackson, Ga.—Broadcast Bureau granted five-year license to Robert H. Shapard Jr. to Central Georgia Broadcasting Co. Mr. Shapard is assigning CP's of stations to corporation solely owned by him. Action April 21.

WRAJ-AM-FM Anna, Ill.—Broadcast Bureau granted transfer of control from Pierce E. Lackey estate to F. E. Lackey, brother (49%) and Franklin C. Michel (50% before, 50% after), licensee. Applicant is licensee of WRAJ-AM-FM and WRAJ-FM, Pontiac, Ill. Action April 22, 1957. $23,257.50. Mr. Lackey owns 100% of WHOP Radio Co. Action April 25.

WJBC-AM Bloomington and WROK-AM-FM Fayetteville, N. C.—Broadcast Bureau granted transfer of control from Bloomington Broadcasting Co. to Daily Pantagraph. Bloomington Broadcasting is parent company of WROK Inc., licensee of WROK-AM-FM. Applicants: At present, assignee owns 56% of Bloomington stock. Leslie C. Johnson owns 28 shares and Leslie C. Johnson, trustee for Vernon A. Nolle, owns 28 shares. Officers of corpora- tion are Loring C. Merwin, president; Leslie C. Johnson and Vernic A. Nolle, vice presidents; Timothy R. Ives, treasurer and as- sistant secretary and Robert S. Johnson, secretary. Consideration $375,000, payable to Leslie C. Johnson estate for his 28 shares and corporation will hold shares as treasury stock. After transaction, assignee will own 56 shares and corporation will own 22 shares of which will be held by Mr. Nolle (5% and 9% for himself and his wife). Action April 26.

WBYW-FM Peoria, Ill.—Broadcast Bureau granted transfer of control from E. H. McNaughton to D. W. McNaughton (40% before, 51% after). No consideration. Action April 26.

WSJW Madison, Wis.—Broadcast Bureau granted transfer of control from P. F. Currier and Melvin K. Angst, partners, to Melvin K. Angst and partnership business is being transferred to corpora- tion and partnership dissolved. Assignee and interest assigned: Mr. Currier (65% before, 64.2% after); Mr. Angst, 35.8% after; Mrs. Lois M. Currier and Mrs. Miriam P. Aune (each 9% before, 9.3% after). Action April 21.

WSJS-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N. C.—Broadcast Bureau granted transfer of license from Piedmont Publishing Co. to Triangle Broadcasting Corp. Triangle is wholly owned subsidiary of Piedmont and is licensee of WJSJ-AM-Winston-Salem. Consideration will concern capital stock. D. E. Lucy is president and W. L. Maynard is secretary-treasurer. Action April 25.

KTVT-FM (TV) Dallas, Texas; KTVN (TV) Medford, Oregon; KRPC (TV) Rochester, Minn.—Broadcast Bureau granted transfer of control of Southern Oregon Broadcasting Corp. to the Robert W. Lackey estate, John E. Voorhis, and family to Red- wood Broadcasting Inc., which now owns 60% of KTVN Broadcasting. Southern Oregon Broadcasting is owned by William B. Smul- lin (50%). Upon transfer, Robert Vaughn will resign as president. Action, Mr. Smullin will own 70%, and the Voorhis, John E. Voorhis and family to Red- wood Broadcasting Inc., which now owns 60% of KTVN Broadcasting. Southern Oregon Broadcasting is owned by William B. Smul- lin (50%). Upon transfer, Robert Vaughn will resign as president. Action April 28.


WTRA Latrobe, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from N. Y. Zinkind to WTRA Broadcasting Co. for $45,000, in cause of bankruptcy. Principals: Leonard J. Zinkind (84%), Paul J. Mahady and Kenneth E. Rennekamp (each 9%). Borough would like to at $1 franchise for western Pennsylvania. Paul Mahady is attorney. Mr. Rennekamp is attorney. Mr. Mahady is trustee for The Daily Times in Latrobe, Pa. Action April 25.

WROX-AM San Juan, P. R.—Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from WAPA-AM-FM Co. All stock of assignor & assignee is owned by Screen Gems Inc. This request is for transfer of control. Applicants include: A. schneider, president, Jerome Ham克斯, executive vice president, John Ham克斯 has interest in WOLO-AM Aguadilla-Mayaguas, Ponce and Corozal, P. R. and WYVU-TV New York City, New York. Action April 25.

COMMUNITY ANTENNA ACTIVITIES

The following are activities in community antenna television areas reported in the Broadcasting, April 25, 1967. Reports include applications for permission to install and operate CATV's, grants of CATV franchises and sales of existing installations.

Indicates franchise has been granted.

Delano, Calif.—Kern Cable Co. (jointly owned by Time-Life Broadcasters Inc., Harlesecope Broadcasting Co., Lincoln Dellar Enterprises and CATV owners, and a group of 40 Individ- uals) was granted a franchise. The city will receive $12,600 advance payment on future franchise fee. Delano Cable TV and Inter- national Telemeter Corp. were the other applicants.

Redwood City, Calif.—Nationwide Cablevision Inc., a subsidiary of Peninsula Cable Television, was granted a non-exclusive franchise. The city will receive 3% of the annual gross. Vector Riverbank, Calif.—Charles W. (Pet) Hall and Harold Farrow have applied for a franchise.

Shafter, Calif.—Kern Cable Co. (owner, jointly owned by Time-Life Broadcasters Inc., Harlesecope Broadcasting Co. and Lincoln Dellar Enterprises and CATV owners, and a group of CATV owners, and a group of 40 Individ- uals) has applied for a franchise. The city will receive a $20,000 advance payment on future franchise fee.

Stockton, Calif.—Antenna TV, American CATV (multiple CATV owner), Harlesecope Broadcasting Co. (general CATV owner), Lincoln Dellar Enterprises and CATV owners (40 individuals) has applied for a franchise.

Aurora, Colo.—Kern Cable Co. (multiple CATV owner) has applied for a franchise.

In addition, the city will carry nine channels and a 24-hour news and weather station.

Middlesex county, Conn.—Shoreline Cable TV has applied to the State Public Utilities Com- mission to operate a system in Clinton, Westbrook, Old Saybrook and Essex.

Hartford City, Ind. — Soundvision Inc., Dycor, Ill., has applied for a franchise. The system will provide 12 channels.

South County, Calif.—40-mile覆盖面 Cablevision Inc. has been granted a franchise. The city will receive $100 annually.

Iowa—United Utilities Inc., subsidiary of United Utilities Inc, the parent company of United Television Inc., which has applied for a franchise. A special election will be held for the granting of the franchise. Should the franchise be granted, stockholders will receive maximum monthly service charge of $3. A maximum of eight channels will be car- ried by the system.

Algonia, Iowa—Electronic Specialties has applied for a franchise. They would receive an estimated $1,800 annually. Maximum monthly service charge and installation fee would be $8 and $30 respectively. Ottumwa, Iowa—Telecable Inc., owned by radio station KEBZ (96%) and 24 Ottumwa citizens (50%), has applied for a franchise, subject to a subscription before June 1. KEBZ is owned by group broad- casting company, which owns television station KTVI Ottumwa.

Jennerville, N. C.—Yadkin Valley Cablevision Inc., has been granted a franchise.

Bryan, Ohio—The Williams County Broad- casting System Inc., owned by R. M. Bryan, has applied for a franchise. The franchise fee would be $5 per month. The city would receive $400 annually.

Andarko, Okla.—Oklahoma Cable System Inc., Oklahoma City, has applied for a franchise. The proposed system will cost subscribers $5 a month.

Lubbock, Texas—Lubbock Television Cable Co. has put its 11-channel CATV system into operation. Subscribers will pay $2 for a franchise service charge and a $15.30 installation fee.

BROADCASTING, May 1, 1967
FOR the past year Julie Chase Fuller has been getting on planes, living out of a suitcase and subsisting on airline and hotel meals.

During the same period spouse Andrew Fuller has been existing on home-cooked, albeit refrigerated sandwiches and casseroles, while the lady of the house in Worcester, Mass., visits various chapters of the American Women in Radio and Television and foreign countries to explore international membership for AWRT.

This past week at AWRT's 16th annual convention in Atlanta, Mrs. Fuller, director of community service for WTAG Worcester, will hand over the gavel to her successor. "I'll miss the excitement, but I'll be glad to get back to normal life."

Normalcy, however, becomes a matter of semantics when talking about Mrs. Fuller's life.

Coming out of the Chester, Vt., high school as valedictorian in 1940, she went to Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y., took an accelerated program and received her baccalaureate in three years, graduating magna cum laude.

How does a smart girl work her way through college? In Julie's case it was a Rosie-the-Riveter approach on the midnight shift at Easy Washing Machine Co.'s plant that had been converted to war material production.

More normalcy: Working as a barmaid in a Vermont inn one summer, she filled in for the bartender, created a drink with "a little bit of everything in it" for the cook and it was added to the menu as the "Julie Special."

This past year the normal routine of doing a talk show on WTAG as well as handling all the community service programming and promotion for the station has been augmented by the work that accompanies the AWRT presidency.

Jingles and Dramas - The WTAG drab in which she has been in radio for 23 years, starting out writing jingles in Boston and writing radio dramas for Raytheon Manufacturing. It may have been a prosperous wartime economy, but the word hadn't been passed to Julie. "My salary was $8 a week with extra given to me for dramas written. I not only wrote the dramas, but worked out sound effects and music, and produced them."

It was while producing those dramas that she heard of an opening in the waz Boston production department. In 1944 she applied for and got the job and later became production director.

But, as she recalls it, "the ham was still there," so when an on-air opening turned up at WTAG in 1946, Julie went after it.

To this day she is astounded by her audition in Worcester where "they auditioned me as a piano player. My predecessor had played the piano beau-

Julie Fuller: pacemaker in AWRT's world

fully. I don't and never did, and when they asked me to play it was getting pretty grim."

Piano playing aside, the job was hers, and now 21 years later, she adds: "I've never played the piano on the air."

Professional Acceptance - In the years she has been a part of the broadcasting industry, Mrs. Fuller has seen women become increasingly accepted for jobs where even a decade ago they wouldn't have been considered.

But she thinks one "underlying problem" from the dark ages of feminine acceptance into the business world exists: to be accepted as a professional.

Dealing with management is also a somewhat rougher chore for a gal than it is for a guy, she feels. Women—at least men prefer to think—are emotional creatures, far more so than the male of the species. So, she finds: "when you go into a meeting with man-

agement you're doubly careful to think without emotion."

As far as on-air work is concerned, she thinks news coverage is still the most difficult area for women to break into. "Men just don't like to hear women doing news—at least in this country," she explains. Overseas, she adds, women do more hard-core news.

Julie Chase Fuller is well versed on what is going on overseas. Within the past few months she has been in London to make plans for a 1970 international meeting of broadcasters, and in the Orient to explore international membership for AWRT.

In addition, she and her husband have conducted tours around the globe for the past 15 years. The tours and her vacation seem to fall at the same time.

This sideline guide program actually started with one of her sponsors, a travel agent, who suggested that Julie and Andrew Fuller get the feel of the sponsor's product by taking a group of New Englanders on a packaged tour.

Global Shepherds - Since then the Fullers, with tape recorder and movie camera, yearly have been shepherds to groups of 30 or more on trips to Europe, the Caribbean, the Far East, the Greek Islands and Hawaii.

Just prior to her trip to the Orient last month, Mrs. Fuller was in Chicago to accept for AWRT an award from the National Association of Broadcasters for AWRT's contributions to the industry in the past 16 years.

It was recognition of an association with 43 chapters and 1,900 members. "It used to be," she recalls, "that an AWRT member would have a woman's show—recipes and household hints. Today the members are from advertisers, agencies and public relations firms as well as broadcasting."

More important, she adds, is that AWRT meetings aren't geared to gossip. The meetings are "stimulating." The women "talk about ideas and promotion. They ask how you handle news stories, how you handle spots."

Broadcasting has been growing up and the women in it have kept pace with the industry, Mrs. Fuller feels. She notes her daily talk, call-in show on WTAG covers adult topics and reflects society's growth in accepting programming that not too many years ago would not have gotten beyond the idea basket of a station manager.

In her own case, she recalls the only time it was necessary to delete a caller's remarks with a music fill. It did not come in a discussion of abortion, birth control or homosexuality, sexual freedom or venereal disease.

In the normal world of Julie Chase Fuller the caller turned out to be an average housewife who cut loose with a "string of profanities" in describing the sorry state of a soggy pie crust.
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EDITORIALS

Back to Athens

The George Foster Peabody awards are becoming an embarrassment to the media they are supposed to encourage. They were even embarrassing to John Charles Daly, a member of the Peabody board, when he presented the 1966 awards a fortnight ago at a New York luncheon meeting of the Broadcast Pioneers.

Mr. Daly, whose audience contained a heavy representation of broadcasters, omitted from his reading of citations a number of gratuitous insults they contained. The omissions, as reported in detail in last week's issue of this publication, spoke of television's "mediocrity," its appeal to 12-year-old minds and its overcommercialization.

The newspaper accounts of the awards were not as graceful as Mr. Daly. In all those that we saw the slurs were fully reported.

With the present company of judges, the Peabodys promise little improvement. The chairman of the Peabody advisory board is Bennett Cerf, chairman of Random House, which is now a subsidiary of RCA. When his company was merged into one that also owns NBC Mr. Cerf was ill advised to stay on as the chief judge of awards that have been coveted by all networks and stations.

Until the Peabodys are restored to their original purpose which was to recognize distinguished achievement and not to indulge in wild swings of criticism, broadcasting organizations ought to quit giving them house room. If the University of Georgia, which administers the awards, wants to proceed on the current course, let it put up its own money for presentation ceremonies, for which a suitable site would be Athens, Ga., where the school is situated.

Why Washington?

It is painful to note that it has taken the American Association of Advertising Agencies all of its 50 years to conclude that perhaps Washington is sufficiently important to warrant fulltime representation to establish "an economic justification of advertising."

The attack against advertising now in full siege began more than two decades ago. While the trade associations identified with advertising per se were probably too preoccupied to consider Washington their battleground, their members for the most part recognized the threat. During World War II, when rigid controls were imposed on goods in short supply, many trade associations moved their headquarters to Washington. Most have remained and have been augmented by others so that Washington is in fact the trade-association capital too. But their primary interests are single purpose; advertising is a secondary factor.

Seven years ago the erstwhile Advertising Federation of America (now the American Advertising Federation) proposed moving its headquarters to Washington. It settled for a small office that did not have the muscle or prestige to become the all-inclusive advertising voice.

There has always been the fallacious notion that Washington is a place to stay away from, that it means trouble. It is that kind of fuzzy thinking by even the most talented men who sway millions with their brilliant copy writing and scintillating campaigns that has deterred advertising men from making Washington their beat.

With multi-billion-dollar advertising budgets at stake, Washington is no parttime assignment for advertisers or their agencies. Pennsylvania Avenue is less than a jet hour away from Madison Avenue. But the climates are entirely different. As we said seven years ago, there is a "feel" about being on the scene and part of the Washington environment. It is little different from the state house or legislature in any one of the 50 states. The chips are simply bigger. The considerable persuasive talents of the leadership in advertising could, in our view, deter and eventually reverse the present trend toward rigid controls.

The fire is in Washington, not in New York or Chicago or Detroit. The fire-fighting equipment can't be shuttled back and forth, to answer every alarm. This is a conflagration not likely to burn out any time soon.

We respectfully suggest that a unilateral attack by a single trade association through a branch office is not the answer. What is needed is a task force, expertly staffed, representing all major trade associations identified with advertising, to operate as a permanent unit in Washington to perform the missionary work essential to tell and retell the story of advertising's indispensable contribution to the national economy as only advertising's statesmen can tell it.

Talk about discrimination

The United Church of Christ, it now becomes apparent, has assigned itself the commendable job of eliminating racial discrimination from radio and television. But it is going about its self-appointed work with shocking disregard for the same civil rights it professes to be advocating.

Last week three agencies of the church petitioned the FCC to adopt a rule requiring all broadcasters every year to submit proof that they are not practicing discrimination in their hiring. It would be no different in principle if the church requested the Congress to pass a law requiring every citizen to prove once a year that he is not engaged in counterfeiting, kidnapping, income-tax evasion or the commission of other violations of federal law.

There is already a federal statute, enacted in 1964, that prohibits any business in interstate commerce from practicing racial discrimination in choosing employees. The same law provides legal remedies for those who consider themselves the victims of discrimination, but the burden of proof is where it belongs—on those who are aggrieved.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 applies to radio and television stations. Why should they, alone among the myriad of other enterprises, be considered guilty of civil-rights violations until they prove themselves innocent?

This is one petition for rulemaking that the FCC ought to reject out of hand.

"Don't be so damned bull-headed... Admit you made a lousy forecast!"
This is CATV Show Biz

...or how to make your system a box-office hit

A good show on the home screens of your subs is one part of CATV show business. Having the rent to back up your programming—with clear, able pictures that don't ghost, fade or give up alto—is another.

30db CATV cable—and instantly-installed matching tors—delivers award-winning performance to your bers' homes year after year. It's the surest way to em happy and put profits in your system's picture. cable is trouble-free because of the way it's made:

- in continuous seamless lengths up to ½ mile. This means fewer splices, fewer trouble points, less maintenance... and less labor cost. And because it's seamless, it's water and vaporproof... won't stop the signal short of target. All in all, you get improved electrical performance from Times cable and matching Timatch connectors. Long after so-called economy cable has been replaced, Times cable will still be a top performer, even while you're upgrading your system.

To take advantage of this direct way to assure your system's pay-out, contact Times for information on its CATV cable.

TIMES
CATV CABLE & CONNECTORS

Cable: Available in seamless lengths up to ½ mile
If you lived in San Francisco...

...you'd be sold on KRON-TV